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Abstract

The environment around a detonating high explosive is incredibly energetic and dy-

namic, generating shock waves, turbulent mixing, chemical reactions, and temperature

excursions of thousands of Kelvin. Probing this violent but short-lived phenomena re-

quires durable sensors with fast response times. By contrast, the glacier ice sheets of

Antarctica and Greenland change on geologic time scales; the accumulation and com-

pression of snow into ice preserves samples of atmospheric gas, dust, and volcanic ash,

while the crystal orientations of the ice reflect its conditions and movement over hun-

dreds of thousands of years. Here, difficulty of characterization stems primarily from

the location, scale, and depth of the ice sheet.

This work describes new sensing technologies for both of these environments. Mi-

croparticles of thermoluminescent materials are proposed as high-survivability, bulk-

deployable temperature sensors for applications such as assessing bioagent inactiva-

tion. A technique to reconstruct thermal history from subsequent thermoluminescence

observations is described. MEMS devices were designed and fabricated to assist in

non-detonation testing: large-area electrostatic membrane actuators were used to ap-

ply mechanical stress to thermoluminescent Y2O3:Tb3+thin film, and microheaters im-

pose rapid temperature excursions upon particles of Mg2SiO4:Tb,Coto demonstrate

predictable thermoluminescent response. Closed- and open-chamber explosive detona-

tion tests using dosimetric LiF:Mg,Tiand two experimental thermometry materials were

performed to test survivability and attempt thermal event reconstruction.

Two borehole logging devices are described for optical characterization of glacier

ice. For detecting and recording layers of volcanic ash in glacier ice, we developed

a lightweight, compact probe which uses optical fibers and purely passive downhole

components to detect single-scattered long-wavelength light. To characterize ice fabric

orientation, we propose a technique which uses reflection measurements from a small,

fixed set of geometries. The design and construction of a borehole logger implementing

these techniques is described, and its testing discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Mirroring the course of the author’s graduate studies, this dissertation is divided into

two largely independent halves. To avoid adding another taxonomic level to chapter and

section (§) numbers, these carry through both parts uninterrupted; however, reference

numbering restarts at the boundary, and a corresponding bibliography immediately

follows each part.

Part I deals with the realm of fire and the use of thermoluminescence within it.

Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to the field’s established concepts, theory, applica-

tions, and materials. Chapter 3 explains how we propose to apply thermoluminescence

to temperature sensing, and the advantages realized over current techniques. The con-

cept is sanity-checked by three preparatory experiments in Chapter 4, before being put

fully to the test with closed- and open-chamber detonation tests in Chapter 5; the

latter chapter concludes with a reflection upon our results and speculation on future

advancements.

Part II takes place in the world of ice. Chapter 6 gives a fleeting glimpse of this

environment, as well as what and how glaciologists study within it. In the course of

this project, two borehole logging instruments were built to test improved measurement

methods of different ice characteristics. Chapter 7 describes the first instrument, im-

plementing a simplified and improved logging method for stratigraphy and volcanic ash

layers, and the results returned by a first prototype. The second instrument harnesses

optical polarization measurements to determine the orientation of individual ice crystals;

this markedly more complicated method is first described conceptually in Chapter 8,
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2

and the prototype logging instrument described in Chapter 9. Tasks and possibilities

in both the immediate and more distant future bring the last chapter to a close.

The author’s path to the PhD has been longer than most. This has been overwhelm-

ingly by choice, and is not a fact to be lamented; on the contrary, it has been a privilege

and an honor to devote time to not one but two fascinating worlds of study, and to

know that many more still await. May the reader be accorded the same opportunities

to pursue such marvelous dreams.



Part I

Thermoluminescent Temperature

Sensing of Explosions

3



Chapter 2

Thermoluminescence Theory

2.1 A brief history of thermoluminescence

One evening in the year 1663, the English natural philosopher Robert Boyle took a

chunk of barium sulphate to bed with him. This was not as peculiar an act as it sounds,

as the gem in question originated in a region of Bologna, Italy, long known to produce

a mineral that glowed in the dark after exposure to light. [1] When Boyle warmed the

stone with his body heat, he reported seeing a ‘glimmering light’ within it, which he

found he could also stimulate by heating with a flame. Boyle thus became one of the

first humans known to have recorded the phenomenon of thermoluminescence.

Unfortunately, the man considered to be one of the foundational modern chemists

did not realize that the stone had to be re-exposed to sunlight to recharge its abilities. It

would take until 1738 for the strange heat-induced luminescence to be better understood,

when the French chemist Charles François de Cisternay du Fay reversed his own belief of

twelve years that a sulfur compound “burned” within quartz to provide the first evidence

that a phosphorescence mechanism, reactivated by light, was at work. [2] Eighty-three

years later, another French chemist, Calloud, observed blue luminescence from heating

sulphate of quinine, replicated shortly afterwards by his countryman Pelletier. The

later 1800s brought documentation of luminescence in fluorspar and meteorites, along

with the term thermoluminescence. In 1895, Wiedemann and Schmidt were the first to

study TL in synthetic phosphors using artificially-generated radiation, an electron beam;

Trowbridge and Burbank (1898) followed with evidence that TL could be repeatably
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generated by X-raying natural fluorite.

At the dawn of the 20th century, thermoluminescence was an active branch of re-

search, receiving a mention in the doctoral thesis of Marie Curie. Wick et al. (1927–28)

published early modern experiments probing the nature of thermoluminescence. In 1930,

Urbach made the vital connection of TL intensity peak temperatures to trap depths.

A vital milestone in understanding, or at least usability, was solidified in the 1940s by

English researchers Randall, Wilkins, Garlick, and Gibson, who published the kinetics

models still used today. Less than 10 years later, Daniels and colleagues demonstrated

applications in radiation dosimetry, geology, and archaeological dating. Thermolumi-

nescence as a research method—and a subject of research—was off and running. [2] [3]

[4]

2.2 Thermoluminescence basics and models

A thermoluminescent (TL) material is a semiconductor whose bandgap contains one or

more localized energy states, colloquially “traps”, which may stably hold charge car-

riers for long periods of time. In the simplest picture, electrons or holes excited by

ionizing radiation may encounter and enter these trap states, persisting in them after

the excitation has been removed; the subsequent application of heat imparts the energy

for the carriers to de-trap, whereupon they may recombine to emit light. The standard

measurement of a material’s thermoluminescence, once the sample has been suitably

irradiated, is to heat it such that the temperature increases linearly (by convention)

with time, and while doing so record the non-Planck intensity emitted. The resulting

plot of luminescence intensity versus temperature is known as the “glow curve”, and

relates the rate of detrapping and recombination to thermal energy. Radiative recom-

bination in indirect-bandgap materials usually requires the assistance of defects in the

crystal, as historically described by Shockley and Read (1952); while the storage traps

determine the overall intensity level, it is these recombination centers which will control

the wavelengths at which TL emission occurs. [5]

This basic picture of thermoluminescence may be quantified by the so-called “general

one trap” model. Under this model, an electron (being the more often-discussed charge

carrier) trap is defined by two parameters: its depth E, representing its situation this
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many electron-volts below the conduction band, and its frequency factor s, a melange

of the rate of interaction of the trapped electron with lattice phonons and the entropy

change entailed in the electron’s release. The probability of an electron escaping from a

trap at a temperature T is governed—like many other thermally-activated processes—by

the Arrhenius relationship: [6] [7]

p = se−E/kT (2.1)

The release of an electron from a trap will cause thermoluminescent light emission only

upon recombination, not if the electron is recaptured by a storage trap. (The latter

case is assumed to emit a phonon instead.) The TL intensity of a sample as a function

of temperature must therefore be a product of the number (per volume) of trapped

electrons available, the probability of de-trapping, and the probability of recombination:

I (T ) = n
(

probability of escape from trap
)[

probability of recombination
]

(2.2)

= n
(
se−E/kT

)[
1− probability of re-trapping

]
(2.3)

The rightmost term is a function of the number of empty electron traps and their

likelihood of capturing a free electron, balanced with the alternative of encountering a

hole state. Let N be the concentration of electron traps, making N − n the number of

unfilled traps; σn and σmn be the electron (re-)capture and recombination cross-sections,

respectively; and m be the concentration of recombination centers prepared with holes,

respectively. Then

I (T ) = n
(
se−E/kT

)[
1− (N − n)σn

(N − n)σn +mσmn

]
(2.4)

A full development may be found in several sources. [8] [9] [10]

2.2.1 First-order kinetics

The first-order kinetics model, formalized by Randall and Wilkins in 1945 and thus often

named in their honor, is possibly the simplest useful form derivable from the general

one trap model. [6] Several simplifying assumptions are made: that all transitions in

and out of trap states involve the delocalized (valence or conduction) bands, with no
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direct trap-to-trap transitions; that carriers, once freed from a trap, have a negligible

probability of being re-trapped; that freed carriers will radiatively recombine without

delay; and that the free carrier population in the conduction and valence bands remains

small (the so-called quasiequilibrium assumption.) [9] [2] At time t, this species of trap

will be present in quantities of n electron-holding representatives per cubic centimeter

of TL material. It follows from equation 2.1 that the rate of change of this population

will be

dn

dt
= −n · p

= −nse−E/kT (2.5)

with the relation dn/dt ∝ n explaining the label of “first order”. The most observable

result of this depopulation is the thermoluminescence intensity

I (t) = C
dn

dt

= −C
(
nse−E/kT

)
(2.6)

To provide an expression for n, eq. (2.5) may be rearranged:

1

n
dn = −se−E/kTdt (2.7)

Both sides may now be integrated:∫ n

n0

1

n
dn = −

∫ t

0
se−E/kTdT (2.8)

Note that the lower limits of integration both correspond to the physical beginning

value of the integrand variable; for n this is the pre-heating trap population n0, and

for t this is defined as 0 at the start of heating. The upper limits are both set to the

“current” variable, i.e., the population and time respectively at any chronological point

examined. While it is conventional to use a different “stand-in” variable of integration

in cases where the original variable is also one of the limits, we will follow Randall &

Wilkins’ terminology here and skip the substitution.

ln n

∣∣∣∣n
n0

= −
∫ t

0
se−E/kTdt (2.9)
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ln

(
n

n0

)
= −

∫ t

0
se−E/kTdt (2.10)

Taking the exponential of both sides yields

n

n0
= exp

(
−
∫ t

0
se−E/kTdt

)
(2.11)

n = n0 exp

(
−
∫ t

0
se−E/kTdt

)
(2.12)

We can now complete our intensity expression, (2.6), using this result:

I (t) = −C
((

n
)
se−E/kT

)
= −C

((
n0 exp(−

∫ t

0
se−E/kTdt)

)
se−E/kT

)
(2.13)

A standard glow curve expresses intensity as a function of linearly-increasing tem-

perature T (t) = βt+T0. Substituting this for T in equation 2.13 and tidying up a little

gives

I (T ) = n0s exp(−E/kT ) exp

(
− s

β

∫ T

T0

exp(−E/kT )dT

)
(2.14)

where, again, we have declined to use a dummy variable of integration in place of

T inside the integral. This is the first-order kinetics equation as originally given by

Randall and Willkins. [6] [11]

The general shape of the glow curve given by 2.14 may be guessed at through simple

examination. 2.1 dictates that a trap will depopulate at a rate which grows exponentially

with temperature, so the TL intensity will at some point along our T axis rise from

insignificance at an accelerating rate. After some time, this rapid depopulation will

begin to exhaust the supply of trapped charge carriers, and the luminescence intensity

will consequently reach a peak before descending to zero with further temperature rise.

The computed first-order glow curves shown in Figure 2.1 indeed show this behavior.
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Figure 2.1: Glow curves computed from the first-order kinetics TL model. All four
curves are simulated from the same trap species (E=1.3 eV, s=1012 s−1, with heating
rate β = 1 ◦C/s), but n0 is scaled by a power of 2 in each; note that this simply serves
as a multiplicative coefficient for intensity, preserving the shape of the curve.

2.2.2 Second-order kinetics

Like most analytical models, the first-order kinetics model’s simplifying assumptions

do not hold universally true. A de-trapped electron might easily be retrapped before

it can radiatively annihilate, depending on the concentration and interaction cross-

section of the available recombination centers; Randall and Wilkins estimated, based

on observed phosphorescence delay, that the ratio of retrapping to recombination was

1:1 in some materials. [11] (Band-to-band recombination, without the intervention of

a recombination center, is another possible outcome for a free carrier. This would

manifest in longer free-carrier lifetimes—since in all but direct-bandgap materials, two

free carriers must meet with rather precise phonon mediation—and shorter emission

wavelengths—the emitted photon expressing the entire bandgap energy—than would

be seen from band-to-center recombination. Very few TL materials, at least for low

temperatures, display these indicators to a significant degree. [2])

The “bimolecular theory” of phosphorescence adds the requirement that the electron

successfully find an available recombination center, a state where the probability of

recombination with a free charge carrier of opposite sign is greater than the chances of

thermal excitation back into the delocalized band. [9] Garlick and Gibson (1948) used
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a different assumption than did Randall and Wilkins, presuming that retrapping and

recombination were equally likely fates for a carrier freshly freed from a trap; thus, the

concentrations of recombination sites and electrons are both set as n, and 2.6 becomes

I (t) =
dn

dt

=
n2s

RN
exp(−E/kT ) (2.15)

where R is the ratio of transition coefficients of electrons moving from conduction band

into storage traps versus into recombination centers with holes present, valued as 1 if

the two processes are taken to be comparably likely. (Note the dn/dt ∝ n2 relation, hence

“second order”.) Following a similar progression to equations 2.5–2.13, one finds [12]

I (T ) =
n20

s
N exp(−E/kT )(

1 + n0s
βN

∫ T
T0

exp(−E/kT )dT
)2 (Second-order kinetics for linear T (t))

Plotting an example glow curve, we observe a close resemblance to the first-order

model before peak intensity is reached, but giving way to a significantly slower de-

cline afterwards. The difference is explained when the glow curves are plotted without

normalization: the population of trapped electrons declines more slowly when freed

electrons are able to re-enter storage traps (and then escape them again) multiple times

before recombining. More interestingly, the closer enmeshing of n0 into the expression

means that the initial population will actually affect the shape of the glow curve, instead

of acting essentially as a scaling coefficient. [12]

2.2.3 General-order kinetics

Experiments by May and Partridge (1964) with alpha-irradiated alkali salts uncovered a

shortcoming in the first- and second-order models: while NaCl and KBr were described

well by first-order kinetics, the dn/dt behavior of KCl did not conform to an integer

power of n; it was more, as the authors put it, “3/2 order kinetics.” [13] The resulting

“general-order” model may be written1

I (t) =
nb

N b−1 s exp(−E/kT ) (2.16)

1 May and Partridge’s original formulation presented problems in s, which had units of m3(b−1)/s
and tended to vary based on dose. An alternate formulation was suggested by Rasheedy (1993) to
resolve these issues, and is the version given here. [14] [7]
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Figure 2.2: Several glow curves computed from the second-order kinetics TL model,
shown with the tallest first-order glow curve previously seen in Fig. 2.1. Note that
the second-order glow curve is more symmetrical than the first-order. Trap parameters
E and s for all curves are unchanged at 1.3 eV and 1012 1/s, respectively. For the
second-order series, n0 is given values of differing powers of 2, which alters the peak
temperature.

where b is the kinetic order, neither 1 nor 2. This leads to a glow curve intensity [14]

I (T ) = nb0N
(1−b)s exp(−E/kT )

(
1 +

(b− 1)s(n0/N)(b−1)

β

∫ T

T0

exp(−E/kT )dT
)−b/(b−1)

(2.17)

Equation 2.16 reduces to the first- and second-order kinetics models when b = 1

or 2, respectively. As could be expected, the resulting glow curve generated blends

characteristics of both first- and second-order curves. However, unlike first- and second-

order kinetics, the general-order kinetics model is an empirical construct and does not

stem from the general one-trap expression of equation 2.4; consequently, the physical

relevance of the model is disputed by some. [15]

Additional models, such as mixed-order kinetics—resembling an additive combi-

nation of first- and second-order kinetics, and not to be confused with general-order

kinetics—have staked claims in the thermoluminescence literature. The general one-

trap model may be improved upon in generality by beginning from the rate equations

expressing the change in carrier concentrations dnelectron/dt and dnhole/dt; approxima-

tions such as quasiequilibrium (§ 2.2.1) may then be applied, leading to the general

one-trap or similar model, or the equations may be solved numerically for certain trap
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configurations, as done by Bull et al. (1986). [16] The Schŏn-Klasens model removes

another approximation by considering holes to be carriers which may be trapped and

freed like their electron counterparts, making functional electron recombination centers

a moving target instead of a stationary certainty, although the glow curves predicted

are often in agreement with first- or second-order kinetics. McKeever and Lewandowski

introduce a “perfectly general” TL equation with the cheerful admission that it is not

useful—or even solvable—without using assumptions to define or remove several pa-

rameters which cannot be analytically defined. [9] [17] Other models and enhancements

arise as attempts to explain unexpected experimental phenomena, which are plentiful

indeed.

2.2.4 TL characterization techniques

A variety of experimental techniques have been advanced for divining the order of ki-

netics, and the appropriate trap parameters, in actual TL materials. Probably the most

basic in essence is computerized glow curve deconvolution (CGCD), trial-and-error peak

fitting enhanced by algorithms and automation, which both enjoys and suffers from

generality among models and minimal required experimental specialization. Most tech-

niques outside this category are designed to expose the general-order kinetics parameters

by manipulating a certain portion of TL data. This often involves, or essentially re-

quires, specialized readout procedures to isolate the data necessary. A few are briefly

mentioned below. [2]

The well-named “initial rise” method by Nicholas and Woods (1964) attempts to

fit the low-temperature onset of a glow peak, following Garlick and Gibson (1948)’s

observation that this initial rise is proportional to exp(E/kT ) in any order of kinetics.

[12] [18] Unfortunately, the material is required to supply a view of each trap species’

peak that is unobscured by other overlapping peaks; in the frequent event that it fails

to cooperate, separation techniques such as thermal cleaning—repeatedly heating a

material to gradually-increasing temperatures to substantially empty one species of trap

without affecting a slightly deeper neighbor species—must be employed to tease them

apart, to varying effectiveness. Thermal quenching (§ 2.3) will also skew the calculated

E from the actual trap depth.
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Figure 2.3: The thermoluminescent glow curves of two independent trap species overlap
as the difference between their trap depths is changed. The higher-intensity peak is
produced by a trap with static parameters E = 1.4 eV and s = 2× 1012 s−1, while the
shorter trap has s = 1× 1013 s−1 but E changes from 1.3 to 1.7 eV in steps of 0.1 eV.

Halperin, Braner, et al. [19] [20] introduced a method to fit the general-order param-

eters E, s, and b by plotting ln(I(T )/nb) vs 1/T for an entire glow peak; a straight line

with slope −E/k and intercept ln(s/RNβ) should emerge if the correct b is used. While

this gives more information than does examining just the initial rise, it also demands

that the entire glow peak be well isolated. This can be done, working from the highest-

temperature peak downwards, by heating the material up to the maximum intensity

temperature of the peak of interest and cooling it; a subsequent glow curve will show

the (partially depleted) peak without contribution from those below it in temperature.

The caveats are that a fresh sample or irradiation is needed for every peak so examined,

and that the peak maxima will shift when depopulated under any kinetics but first-order

(which is useful, if not very detailed, information). [21]

Instead of analyzing intensity vs. temperature, the intensity decay over time at

a constant temperature can be observed to reflect trap parameters E, s, b and n0

(in the case of non-first-order kinetics), and R. This ‘isothermal decay’ procedure,

adapted from phosphorescence studies, can be applied to general-order kinetics and
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other models [15] [8] and detect tunneling where it occurs, but often requires enough time

for defect diffusion to become a serious issue. Gobrecht and Hofmann (1966) named the

‘fractional glow technique’ using many small heating and cooling cycles, each detrapping

a small number of electrons, to compile a picture of the trap energy distribution. While

analytically very powerful, this technique epitomizes the requirements shared by all

experimental trap analysis techniques: intimate control or knowledge of heating rate,

thermal contact, and sample-to-sample or irradiation-to-irradiation consistency. [2]

2.3 Other phenomena and complications

2.3.1 Thermally-stimulated conductivity observations

When a TL material is heated, the surge of formerly trapped electrons into the conduc-

tion band could be reasonably expected to cause a substantial increase in the material’s

electrical conductivity, providing an experimental alternative to optical observation.

Measurements of this thermally stimulated conductivity (TSC) in various materials

(e.g., X-ray irradiated LiF [22] and crystalline quartz [23]) do show this effect, but not

wholly as expected: instead of mirroring its luminescence counterpart, the TSC “glow

curve” shows peaks shifted in temperature and altered in width, extra peaks where no

optical peak exists (at low and high temperatures), and peaks that continue rising long

after the closest glow curve peak has been exhausted. Dussel and Bube (1967) proposed

to explain the discrepancies through thermally disconnected traps, which are filled with

electrons during irradiation but have a sufficiently great energy depth to resist emptying

below very high temperatures, whereupon blackbody radiation makes TL observation

difficult. Harder to reconcile is the effect that this semi-permanent electron storage

would have on the carrier population balance, and thus the theoretically predicted be-

havior, for the traps that do produce visible thermoluminescence. [24] TSC observations

of other materials have also raised the opposite problem of seeing no rise in conductivity

where plentiful TL emission exists (e.g. KCl with various dopants). This has been ar-

gued as symptomatic of carrier transitions from storage traps directly to recombination

centers just a few lattice constants away without use of the fully-delocalized bands. [25]

[26] [27] [2]
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2.3.2 Anomalous fading

Under almost any model, a storage trap should be able to preserve their carriers for a

very long time—thousands of years is easily possible—if the material is kept well below

the trap’s activation temperature. Experimentally, this is often not the case. A wide

selection of materials, both natural and artificially-made, have been observed to depopu-

late faster than expected. The logically-named anomalous fading has been demonstrated

to arise from trapped carriers tunneling to nearby recombination centers, further high-

lighting the dependence of TL upon the material’s spatial structure. Tunneling may

also explain afterglow, a faint emission which occurs immediately after irradiation, in-

dependent of temperature; contrarily, tunneling may in some cases require the electron

to first reach a certain energy level thermally, and thus be temperature-dependent. [28]

[29] [30] [31] [32]

2.3.3 Photobleaching and phototransfer

Light may be substituted for heat to de-trap carriers in a TL material, to both exper-

imental benefit and detriment. Photobleaching, a susceptibility to have traps broadly

depopulated by exposure to visible light, can disqualify a material from many exper-

imental uses (such as Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co in upcoming § 4.1). On the other hand, the

phototransfer of carriers from extremely deep traps to lower-temperature ones can al-

low materials to be re-read after a first glow curve, giving additional information and

compensating for thermal quenching. [33] [34] [35] Optically-stimulated luminescence

(OSL) is now in widespread use as a rapid, precisely-controllable, efficient readout tech-

nique for TL dosimetry materials. [36]

2.3.4 Other effects

A myriad of other complications have been observed experimentally. Heating during

readout or pre-irradiation annealing can create or destroy defects, causing large changes

to material sensitivity (luminescence intensity per irradiation dose.) Irradiation dose,

energy, and rate are known to have variable effects; for example, radiation damage can

trigger the creation of new defects and increase sensitivity, but very high doses will actu-

ally decrease the sensitivity of most known phosphors. [2] Changing the particle size of
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materials by pulverizing has been reported to alter its sensitivity. [37] Thermal quench-

ing dictates that the probability of radiative recombination decreases with temperature,

confounding the initial rise method of trap profiling and making high-temperature peaks

more difficult to read. [38] [8] Supralinearity, the presence of non-linear sensitivity in

certain dose ranges, has had put forth explanations including “killer” recombination

centers which tend toward non-radiative, self-clustering of mobile defects, multi-stage

transitions, and competition among traps for electron activity. [2] All of these ensure

that luminescence theory will be a rich and active research topic for years to come.

2.4 Selected TL materials and applications

2.4.1 LiF and TLD-100

Lithium fluoride was the material of choice for the first deliberate application of ther-

moluminescence: the monitoring of radiation dose received, whether following a nuclear

weapon test or for in vitro measurements in radiation therapy. [39] It has since become

perhaps the most studied of dosimetric materials. Alkali halides were originally thought

to be of inadequate sensitivity for low-dose detection, so the sensitivity of LiF came as a

surprise, with the bonuses of being easy to cleave, mechanically robust, and resistant to

photobleaching. While it was understood that the presence of impurities was responsi-

ble for sensitivity and other TL properties, the exact identity or nature of the impurities

in the initial LiF samples studied were not known; tellingly, early dosimetry researcher

Heckelsberg recalls (1980) that the material he worked with had “a single thermolumi-

nescent peak” at 487 K, and that its “one fault—reproducibility... was overcomed [sic]

by using LiF crystals cleaved from the same crystal cube and using some of the chips

for calibration.” [3]

The material’s reproducibility issues were finally brought under acceptable control in

the 1960s with the study of pre- and post-irradiation annealing procedures, and the de-

velopment of LiF doped with 170 mol. ppm Mg and 10 mol. ppm Ti: the now-ubiquitous

TLD-100. [40] [41] [2] (While other impurities such as Al and Eu are also present, Mg

and Ti are understood to be the ones critical for boosting sensitivity and controlling

emission, respectively. [42]) Thermoluminescence is excitable by X-ray, gamma, alpha-

and beta-particle bombardment [43] [44] [45] [46] [47]; it is particularly well-suited to
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dosimetry of the first two due to an early region of linear intensity-to-irradiation-dose re-

sponse and an effective atomic mass which gives it photon absorption properties roughly

equivalent to that of human tissue. [43] [48] [8] The glow curve is observed to have up to

thirteen resolvable peaks, depending on sample preparation and irradiation. They are

generally accepted to follow first-order kinetics or, for most uses, an acceptably close

approximation thereof; the precise behavior is a point of some contention. [43] 2 Today

there seems to be a consensus that the underlying mechanisms at work in TLD-100

may be more complex than the glow curve belies [55], exposed in characteristics such

as its complex and widely-varying long-term fading pattern over months [56]; they are

also affected by varying composition, pre-irradiation annealing, irradiation dosage, and

glow curve heating rate [57] [58] [59]. Users of TLD-100 are often well served by first-

order kinetics (e.g., [60]) even while studies into the material’s true nature continue (for

example, [61] [58]).

Irradiation is usually preceded by an anneal of 400–500 ◦C, ending with semi-rapid

cooling back to room temperature (e.g. by dunking the material in a liquid or placing

it on a surface with high thermal conductivity), which purports to reset the standard

glow curve structure and sensitivity from other low-temperature heating. [42] [62] A

second low-temperature anneal of 80 ◦C for 10–24 hours4 is sometimes used to minimize

contribution from the lowest-temperature three peaks. [43] TL emission takes place in

a fairly broad Gaussian-shaped peak across more than half the visible spectrum, and

lacks the convenient sharp emission bands of, say, CaF2:Dy (TLD-200). [63] [64] [65]

After glow curve readout, UV phototransfer may be used to redistribute carriers which

survive heating up to 400 ◦C in the uppermost traps. [35] [66] [33]

2 From the—possibly incomplete—viewpoint of the publication record, substantial disagreement
arose over the assertion of Kathuria and Sunta [49] that TLD-100’s peak V follows general-order kinetics
with order 1.6, contradicting earlier studies of peaks II–V by Taylor and Lilley [21], Fairchild [50], and
McKeever [51]. Lilley and Taylor objected [52] to the results; Kathuria and Sunta objected [53] to the
objection, insisting that their experimental method was more suited to kinetics order determination
than the curve-fitting technique of the former; and Lilley and McKeever [54] responded again with
similar conviction that the non-first-order results were irreproducible and were down to experimental
error. 3

4 Reportedly discovered by happy accident when a sample was forgotten on top of an oven overnight.
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2.4.2 Al2O3

Like LiF, aluminum oxide has featured in TL experiments since the 1950s but only

achieved focused widespread use with the arrival of dopant studies and a “standard-

bearer” formulation. [67] In the case of Al2O3, this formulation is α-Al2O3:C, developed

by Akselrod and Kortov (1990) and occasionally referred to as TLD-500K. α-Al2O3:Cis

grown as a single α-phase crystal in a highly-reducing environment, incorporating 100–

5000 ppm of carbon (along with trace amounts of other elements) and high concen-

trations of oxygen vacancies, the latter of which provide F and F+ centers for Auger

recombination and luminescence. The resulting glow curve has a single glow peak at

∼200 ◦C in a single broad spectral peak topping out at 420 nm (FWHM ∼50 nm), is

elicitable by photons with ultraviolet energies or higher and α particles, and appears to

follow first-order kinetics (although, as with many TL materials, there is much discrep-

ancy between different studies on this last point.) The crystal and defect structures are

stable for temperatures up to 1200 K, allowing repeated dosimeter reuse without a reset

anneal. The effective atomic number of 10.2 is further from human tissue than LiF,

but sensitivity per dose for X- and γ-rays is an impressive 40–60 times that of TLD-

100. Powders of varying particulate sizes are produced by ball-milling grown crystals,

followed by a 950 ◦C 30 minute anneal in air to relieve stress. [68] [69] [70] [43]

2.4.3 Newer engineered materials

The realization that thermoluminescence is controlled by dopants paved the way for

the considered creation of new TL formulations. These efforts seek to tailor sensitivity,

glow peak location, spectral structure, and reliability for specific applications, as well

as better physical understanding along the way. A perennial favorite method is the

lacing of a crystalline ceramic with lanthanides; these rare earth elements ionize into

RE2+, RE3+, and sometimes RE4+ forms, allowing luminescence through 4f→4f electron

transitions described by Judd-Ofelt theory. [71] Dorenbos (2003) proposed a model to

describe the energy levels of the resulting trap (storage or recombination) states, which

manifest the same transitions more or less regardless of the host material in which they

appear. [72]. Systematic synthesis efforts have been undertaken based on these theories,

as well as metal dopants with past known success. The products include materials with
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higher-temperature peaks for TL thermometry by project co-PI Yukihara and his group,

including the MgB4O7 and CaSO4 materials discussed in § 5.2. [73] [74] [75] [76] [77]

[78] [79]

Thermoluminescent thin films find rather less demand than bulk materials, as a

nanoscale film’s tiny mass will produce a proportionally tiny number of photons; many

films are produced for other purposes, such as scintillators and electroluminescent light-

ing, before incidentally coming under TL study. [57] [80] Still, the attraction of a TL ma-

terial which can be deposited directly onto a device—a highly miniaturized, live-readout

personal dosimetry system is an oft-cited concept—manages to drive exploration of TL

films. [81] [82] Practitioners include the author’s colleague Armstrong, who produced

and characterized the electron-beam evaporated Y2O3:Tb3+ film that will be used in

§ 4.2. [83] [84]

2.4.4 Natural materials

Thermoluminescence is known to occur in many thousands of naturally-occurring miner-

als, and is often used in a kind of long-term dosimetry to estimate age or residence time

in a certain location after a thermal event. Irradiation is provided, in very small dose

rates accumulating over long periods of time, by cosmic rays and naturally-occurring

radioactive isotopes. Lava flows can be dated by comparing the as-found TL signal of

the lava or underlying material, which is presumed to have been zeroed by the molten

rock, to that sampled over shorter periods by artificially-emptied TL materials.[34]

Geographically-separated samples of sedimentary rocks such as limestone may be iden-

tified as originating from the same stratum. [39] Ancient pottery may be dated for

archaeology by the accumulation of TL signal in its clay since it was first fired. [85]

Anomalous fading (§ 2.3.2) was first noticed during an attempt to date feldspar in

volcanic lava. [30] [86]

Gauging the decline of a naturally supplied TL dose, sort of the opposite technique

to dosimetry, may also be used where emptying of natural TL signal was incomplete.

Spencer and Sanderson (1994) attempted to calibrate the use of stored TL for archaeo-

logical fire damage and thermal dating purposes by creating and firing a replica hearth-

stone stuffed with thermocouples, and correlating the thermal energy measurements

with the naturally-occurring TL that remains. [87] The decay of cosmic ray induced
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thermoluminescence of meteorites found on the Antarctic ice can be used to correlate

which fragments came from the same spacefaring bodies, calculate the time since their

landing on Earth, and to estimate orbital history. [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93]
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Figure 2.4: Trap population versus time for a variety of contrived traps, simulated using
first-order kinetics, if kept at room temperature. Deep traps can stably maintain their
carriers for thousands of years if the host material is not subject to anomalous fading,
photobleaching, or other effects. [94]

In 1957, the chlorophyll which feeds nearly all photosynthetic plants was discovered

to enable thermoluminescence, leading to a new research tool for biology. [95] Even

ubiquitous compounds such as NaCl, as observed by Halperin (1959) and May and Par-

tridge (1964), display first-order thermoluminescence whether samples are of artificial

or natural provenance. [96] [13]

We intend to add a new, and rather different, application to this list.



Chapter 3

Thermoluminescent Temperature

Sensing

Of all the environs of Earth, the space and time around a detonating high explosive

charge must be among the most violent. A detonation involves, by definition, a super-

sonic compression shock wave which propagates across a material with stored chemical

energy, triggering the decomposition reaction as it goes. (This is opposed to a deflagra-

tion, where reactants are ignited by a slower diffusion wave of heat and radicals.) The

energy conversion rate at the shock front of a solid explosive can reach 1010 W/cm2, a

single order of magnitude below the electrical generation capacity of the United States.

[97] The products of the reaction inherit a velocity in the same direction as the propa-

gating wave. Trailing this initial shock front at much slower speeds is an induction zone,

populated by free radicals from disassociating reactants; these give rise to a subsequent

reaction zone where highly exothermic recombination reactions drive temperatures to

many thousands of kelvin. [98] Reactions may radiate for multiple seconds as they are

fueled by surrounding oxygen, and secondary detonations may occur if reactants emerge

into oxygen-rich atmosphere. [99] Debris generated by fragmenting materials add to the

chaos at speeds of ∼100 m/s. [100]

Despite the destructiveness of this environment, it can also behave counterintuitively.

A detonation both makes and requires an unstable front with a spontaneously-developed

cellular structure; if surrounding structures or other factors manage to stabilize the front

21
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through damping out its transverse waves, the explosion fails to self-sustain. The prop-

agating wave has long been known to “spin” and other behaviors that have defied the-

oretical modeling for several decades. In the reaction zone, turbulent mixing generated

by complex three-dimensional shock interactions mixes free radicals from both reacting

mixtures and reaction products to sustain further chemical reactions, yet bioagents such

as anthrax spores have been known to emerge unscathed from specifically-designed bio-

cidal explosive detonations. [98] [101] Knowing the temperatures reached around and

inside this event is vital for the refinement of new explosive materials, the search for

applications in which to use them, and the development of measures and materials to

protect against them.

This concept, and some of the content illustrating it, has appeared in various pub-

lications prior to this work. [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [94] [107]

3.1 Existing technologies

The thermocouple is the classic temperature sensor, mountable to a rigid structure and

able to give live readout during the thermal event of interest. In a detonation, these

features are also liabilities: the thermocouple is thermally coupled to a much larger

thermal mass (which may also influence the progression of the detonation), prone to

damage, and gives only one real-time chance to capture the fleeting temperature data.

While the head of the thermocouple may be scaled below a millimeter in size, it is still

unavoidably tethered to leads which slow its thermal equilibration time and make it

vulnerable to impact by shock wave or debris.

Methods such as optical pyrometry and emission or absorption spectroscopy remove

the sensors to a safer distance, thus protecting them from damage. However, these

techniques can be confounded by reactions within the fireball—Glumac et al. report

that attenuation of light from an aluminized gram-scale test fireball a few tens of cm

across can exceed 99%—opaque debris, and even dust on the viewing windows; rely on

foreknowledge of the chemical ingredients and products present to determine emissivity

or interpret spectra; require one or more high-speed photodetectors to return a single

time-resolved observation; and cannot give spatially resolved data without multiple

complete sets of equipment. [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] In addition, there are
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applications where direct contact holds important advantages over remote sensing: one

might for instance wish to measure the temperature of a specific position or trajectory

within the post-detonation environment.

Acknowledging the unfilled need for better temperature sensors across a swath of

applications, untethered contact sensors have been explored using a variety of mecha-

nisms. Fair et al. [115] have used the crystal microstructure of glass-ceramic composites

to measure thermal dose during cyclic heating, comparing measurements to a database

of readings from differing thermal histories. Sun et al. [116] have observed that ultra-

thin islands of gold metal form shapes with reduced surface-to-volume ratios upon being

heated. The group of Huang [117] has used TiO2 nanoparticles as nanothermometers by

analyzing changes in their Raman spectra for heating-induced irreversible grain growth.

Mecerreyes et al. (2009) [118] and Sukwattanasinitt [119] have developed irreversibly

thermochromic materials, using metal nanorod plasmon resonances or relinkable poly-

mers, which exhibit a visible color change with heating. This ease of use comes with

tradeoffs in sensing temperature, time resolution, and extreme-environment survivabil-

ity, but is well suited for food safety and other consumer-facing applications. Other

techniques embed materials of known, fast temperature response in the environment

of interest and optically probe their emission or absorption, which shift as the defects

responsible see their bonding or surrounding microstructure change; as these mix both

the benefits and drawbacks of remote and contact sensing, they are usually aimed at

well-controlled environments in manufacturing, for instance jet turbine blade testing.

[120]

Specifically addressing temperature sensing in the post-detonation environment is

the work of Gunawidjaja, Myint, and Eilers, which proposes irreversible phase transi-

tions, measured by shifts in peak fluorescence wavelength, as a source of thermal history

data in nanoparticles of rare-earth doped oxides. [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] The use

of UV fluorescence promises the possibility of immediate qualitative visual readout,

but this and the more quantitative optical spectroscopy methods used will be broadly

vulnerable to debris, naturally-contaminated environments, and even surprise shock-

induced changes in material crystallinity (as observed in a 2012 test [124]), all of which

will also happily luminescence when presented with UV excitation. [126]
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Figure 3.1: The proposed usage of thermoluminescent microparticles to record and
reconstruct the thermal history of a high-explosive detonation, illustrated in four steps.

3.2 Thermoluminescence as temperature sensor

We propose the use of thermoluminescent properties as a sensor of thermal history.

Fig. 3.1 is a conceptual diagram of how such a process is envisioned, and later demon-

strated, to work in post-detonation environment. A batch of thermoluminescent mi-

croparticles is primed to luminesce by exposure to deep ultraviolet light, X-rays, or

some other ionizing radiation source, which populates the trap states with charge car-

riers. The prepared particles are embedded in the explosive or otherwise placed in the

vicinity of an impending detonation; in the course of the explosion, the TL material is

partially depopulated. After the event has run its course, debris or ashes containing

particles are recovered and subjected to glow curve read out, either on the spot using

a handheld luminescence reader or at a laboratory for larger-scale processing. The in-

tensity of the luminescence reflects the degree to which the TL material’s traps were

depopulated by the thermal event, and is processed to reconstruct thermal history.

TL microparticles have many advantages that make them suitable as harsh environ-

ment temperature and thermal history sensors:

• The particles are tough, cheap, can be produced by the billions, and have no

’moving parts’ that can be damaged by shock or temperature.

• Thermoluminescence must be primed by radiation sometime prior to use (months

in advance, if desired) to occur. The environmental materials and debris which will

mingle with the particles in the course of use do not receive this irradiation pre-

treatment; thus, virtually all luminescence observed upon heating of a recovered

sample will come from the prepared particles. Even if the added material is
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capable of TL, it will not have received the radiation dose necessary to generate

a problematic noise signal.

• Given this limited level of background noise, only a tiny number of particles are

necessary to make a measurement. Recovered samples can be read out with min-

imal to no processing, while still mixed with contaminants and debris.

• Spatial or trajectory mapping is made possible by comparing the differences in

luminescence from region to region or particle to particle.

• Multiple particle types can be combined by simple mixing to tailor sensitivity for

different temperature ranges. (With ceramic TL materials, the practical upper

bound for measurable temperature is often the temperature during readout at

which the heating element’s blackbody radiation overwhelms the signal.) Over-

lapping TL intensity peaks, and ensuing difficulties in analysis, may be avoided

by choosing materials whose recombination center energies differ, and therefore

luminesce at disparate wavelengths.

• Customization of particle size, shape, or even thermal sensitivity is possible via

micromachining. For instance, a microparticle might mimic the size and aerody-

namics of various bioagents in order to precisely measure the temperatures they

would experience as they traverse the gas phase of the explosion.

3.2.1 Mechanism

In concept, it is possible to obtain temperature measurements from TL using only the

absolute intensity of the luminescence, as is done in radiation dosimetry. The reality of

a post-detonation environment rules this option out: the temperature-sensing particles

will be mixed in with debris and soot, smoothed or fractured to a varying amount, and

dispersed to a large degree. In dosimetry, the pains taken to limit damage or direct

contamination to the TL chips used—usually out of medical and safety considerations

rather than concern for the dosimeter—allow the safe assumption that the luminesc-

ing mass and efficiency are well controlled; here, isolating and cleaning the recovered

particles to accumulate the same mass of TL material as the pristine control sample is

unfeasible.
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A better method of comparison relies on the ratios of the intensities of two or more

peaks. Traps corresponding to a lower temperature peak will begin to significantly

depopulate at lower temperatures, or with less time at the same temperature, than

traps corresponding to a higher temperature peak. Taking the ratios of the intensities

of the two peaks effectively normalizes each post-detonation sample for soot and debris

shielding, different masses, and other undesirable effects.

Multiple trap intensity comparisons must also be used to give multiple dimensions to

the thermal data being reconstructed. A single species of trap, or a single ratio between

two traps with one experiencing negligible depopulation, may be left with—to conjure

up some purely hypothetical numbers—the same carrier population from 50 ms spent at

300 ◦C as it would have from 100 ms at 200 ◦C. Indeed, there may be a continuous line

or space of thermal histories that could explain the charge carrier population eventually

read out, rendering this thermometry technique completely unhelpful. The solution lies

again in another trap species: a second independent trap will read out a population

that could be explained by, say, 50 ms at 300 ◦C, or 100 ms spent at 220 ◦C—but not

by 100 ms at 200 ◦C. This divergence will rule out any thermal history that does not

satisfy the realized depopulation of both traps, thus pinpointing the actual event at the

intersection of the two lines of possibility.

3.2.2 Reconstruction

Of the models introduced in § 2.2, the first-order uses the fewest trap parameters and has

easily-predictable peak shapes independent of n0. Its assumption of negligible retrap-

ping rules out interactions between traps, allowing multiple species within one material

to be computed independently and their glow intensities simply added together. Thanks

to these advantages and its well-cited applicability to several of the materials later used,

we will use first-order kinetics to present the reconstruction method; however, the con-

cept should be broadly compatible with other kinetics models as well.

As seen in § 2.2.1, the first-order kinetics model gives the population of an electron

trap after experiencing a thermal event with temperature profile T (t) as [6]

n (t) = n0 exp

(
−
∫ t

0
se−E/kT (θ) dθ

)
(3.1)
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where the trap species is defined by its depth E in electron-volts, frequency factor s in

inverse time 1/s, and initial population n0 in volume density 1/cm3. This was previously

seen as equation 2.12, except here we have replaced the variable of integration t with a

stand-in θ to avoid confusion with the upper integration limit.1 If the trap population

once T (t) has run its course is taken to be n′0, the thermoluminescence intensity observed

during a subsequent linear temperature ramp T ′(t′) is then

I
(
t′
)

= C
dn

dt′

= C n′0 exp

(
−
∫ t′

0
se−E/kT

′(θ′) dθ′

)
se−E/kT

′(t′) (3.2)

Equation 3.2 resists analytical solution for general T (t). However, the problem can be

simplified to a form easily assailable by numerical computation if a functional form is set

for T (t) which is defined by a fixed number of unknown parameters. For the detonation

of a high-explosive charge, thermocouple data reports a rapid, approximately-linear rise

in temperature, with its rise slowing shortly before it reaches a maximum temperature,

followed by a slow, decelerating rampdown toward the original ambient temperature.

Since a conventional thermocouple has a much larger mass, and thus response time, than

an untethered microparticle, we shall simplify the functional form to an instantaneous

jump from ambient temperature to a maximum temperature Tmax, followed by an inverse

exponential decrease back to the original ambient. The time at which the temperature

descends to 1 ◦C above the ambient is taken as the cooling time tcooling; equivalently, a

cooling time constant τcooling = 1/tcooling ln (Tmax − Tinit) for the inverse exponential may

be defined. The temperature profile is then

T (t) = Tmax exp (t/τcooling) + Tinit (3.3)

for time t > 0, where Tinit is taken to be room temperature.

Thus parameterized, the thermal profile being sought is a single point in a two-

dimensional solution space—a plane—defined by the range of plausible Tmax and tcooling

values. Each of the points in the plane is a heating scenario whose depopulation effects,

and subsequent glow curve for all traps present, can be easily simulated on a virtual

1 τ would be perhaps a more intuitive choice of Greek letter here, but it will be shortly used as the
cooling time constant.
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Figure 3.2: left: Thermocouple data for two detonations of a small aluminized explo-
sive charge detonated at ∼20 cm range. With a larger thermal mass and an attached
readout lead which provides a heat conduction/dissipation path, the thermocouples will
respond more slowly to temperature changes than an untethered microparticle. [106]
right: Assumed functional form of the temperature experienced by a microparticle in
a similar detonation.

model of a freshly-irradiated first-order TL material defined by trap parameters E,

s, and n0; each of these simulated glow curves can then be compared to the actual

post-detonation glow curve and their resemblance graded. The temperature profile

parameters which will best reproduce the “actual” post-detonation TL signature can

thus be straightforwardly located.

Let us consider two species of traps whose energies E1 and E2 cluster at about

1.277 and 1.30 eV, respectively. For simplicity, we will assume that both traps have

frequency factor s=1012 s−1. We may explore the effect on the population n1/n2, and

thus the glow-curve peak intensity ratio, of one scenario parameter by holding the other

constant at a variety of values. It is apparent from Fig. 3.3 that even small changes in

maximum temperature Tmax can have a dramatically different effect on the two traps,

even separated as they are by a relatively small gap in energies. On the other hand,

Fig. 3.4 demonstrates that changes in cooling time tcooling make for much less drastic

differences between the two traps, adding only a slight offset to essentially the same

behavior as Tmax changes. This disparity can be traced to the exponential dependence

on temperature of the detrapping rate dn/dt. For the explosive heating profile we have
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adopted, an increase in the maximum temperature—despite the miniscule amount of

time spent there—is more effective at causing carriers to escape traps than long periods

of exposure to lower temperatures.

Figure 3.3: Trap population ratio as a function of cooling time for a variety of maximum
temperatures. Note that the cooling time only has a large impact once the temperature
has reached a high value. [94]

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 also suggest the existence of a continuous, non-linear line of

explosive heating scenarios which will cause identical depopulation on any one trap:

for any given maximum temperature and duration, one can apply a lower temperature

for a longer time, or a higher temperature for not as long, and end up with the same

population ratio n1/n2. However, two scenarios giving equal depopulation for one trap

would not do the same for another species with a different E3 and s3. Therefore, while

each trap (beyond the one required for intensity normalization) can at best nominate

a line of scenarios which would result in the observed glow curve contribution, the

equi-depopulation lines of two different traps will only share at most one point: the

(Tmax, tcooling) which actually produced the experimental post-detonation glow curve.

It follows that if one were to add a temperature profile parameter, e.g., a finite initial
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Figure 3.4: Trap population ratio versus maximum heating temperature for a variety of
cooling times. The transitions from high ratio to low ratio all cluster in a similar range
of temperatures, regardless of tcooling value. [94]

heating rate to Tmax, the solution space would now be three-dimensional and three trap

ratios required to name a single solution. In order to feasibly reconstruct a thermal event

defined by n parameters, n+ 1 distinctly readable first-order traps will be required.

To illustrate the temperature reconstruction method at work, we will choose the TL

material LiF:Mg,Ti, better known as the radiation dosimeter TLD-100. The actual ma-

terial will be seen in a physical detonation test in 5.1; for now, we will use a simulation.

The ”actual” glow curve is simulated for an explosive heating scenario of Tmax = 270 ◦C,

tcooling = 0.87 s.

As the initial iteration begins, the user-selected range of parameters Tmax and tcooling

are sampled—here, we use 100 points in each dimension—and paired according to a uni-

form random distribution. This is visualized for convenience (as in Fig. 3.8) as a grid in

the (Tmax, tcooling) plane. For each pair of parameters in this grid, the temperature pro-

file is virtually applied to the TL material via numerical evaluation of Equation 3.1, and

a TL glow curve is subsequently taken by evaluating Equation 3.2 at a number of points.

These simulated glow curve intensities are compared to the actual post-detonation glow
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Figure 3.7: The simulated control, in blue, and post-detonation, in green, glow curves
of a five-trap TLD-100 model. This post-detonation glow curve is simulated from the
arbitrarily-chosen scenario Tmax = 270 ◦C, tcooling = 0.87 s. Bright green circles denote
the four comparison points. The highest-temperature peak, centered at ∼300 ◦C, was
not significantly affected by the detonation’s temperatures and is thus used to normalize
the intensities of the control and post-detonation curves.
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curve at the same temperatures, usually set to correspond to the fully-populated ma-

terial’s easily-identifiable intensity peaks. (The benefits of additional evaluation points

have not been systematically explored but are certain to diminish after a certain density,

while the memory consumed by the additional values will continue to grow.) Different

strategies of summarizing the performance of all glow curve evaluation points into one

simply-comparable metric have been explored, with the usual favorite being the maxi-

mum over the evaluation points of percent error. For ease of graphical display, this is

expressed instead as the minimum of ”percent correctness”: min
points

1−%error.

At the end of the first iteration, the temperature profiles whose simulated intensity

ratios came closest to those of the actual glow curve are each used as the center of a new

search region, covering a smaller range than the initial grid but with higher precision in

Tmax and tcooling. The second iteration, and all those beyond, will simulate all of these

separate smaller regions and pool their results to choose the same number of regions

for the next iteration. This process is repeated until the desired level of accuracy in the

scenario parameters is reached or a preset iteration limit is triggered.
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Figure 3.9: After four iterations, the grid search process converges upon a likely an-
swer. left: graph of scenario minimum correctness, with a vertical offset of 20% added
between each iteration. Although each iteration simulates the same number of points,
they become more and more closely clustered as the candidate scenarios are whittled
down. right: Closeup of the highest-correctness points in our fourth, and final, itera-
tion. The topmost scenarios have heating parameters Tmax = 270 ◦C, tcooling = 0,87 s,
which is indeed the actual scenario set.

While the grid search is a brute force approach, it provides many practical benefits

and can be optimized in various ways. Accommodating other trap parameters, kinetics

models, or thermal profiles requires no algorithmic modification or mathematical re-

analysis. The iterative nature allows easy tracking of the match process’s logic and

progress; for instance, if the final glow curve candidate does not match data as closely

as expected, viewing the glow curves of speculative scenarios considered in each iteration

can2 help determine if a certain peak is misbehaving (possibly indicating a mis-entered

parameter), the initial search region needs to be widened, or a different temperature

profile entirely should be used.

Grid search can achieve good computational speeds, but does possess an inher-

ent weakness for scalability in the number of thermal event parameters. The partially

vectorized MATLAB program used for the closed-chamber TLD-100 detonation test de-

scribed in 5.1 took around 30 minutes of CPU time on a 2011-vintage laptop computer;

later revisions, such as in the example demonstrated above, use full vectorization and

2 Speaking from experience.
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newer MATLAB releases to cut this time to ∼10 seconds, and produced the demonstra-

tion results shown above—four iterations of 10,000 scenarios—in less than 3 s. (Future

readers will very likely find these values, and most computer-related matters, to be

risibly slow and outdated.) Adding a third temperature profile parameter generally

pushes the time required to 90 seconds, as each parameter adds an entire dimension to

the solution space which must be covered. However, the evaluation of many candidate

scenarios is well suited to parallel processing, as computation for each scenario can pro-

ceed entirely independently from others. A thread may process an entire search region

using only its limits, the trap parameters, and the actual glow curve intensity values

at a handful of evaluation points; the output communicated to a central coordinator

at the end of each iteration consists only of the thread’s closest scenarios encountered

and their scores. This workload qualifies as embarassingly parallel, and would go some

distance to mitigating the undesirable time complexity of the overall approach. More

analytical solutions based on finding the curves of equidepopulation for a given thermal

profile are also possible, but would reduce the generality of the approach.

An alternative, more elegant approach is to use an iterative algorithm where the

parameter evolution attempts to take into account the behavior of the TL material

at hand. While the increased awareness over the grid-search method can certainly in-

crease efficiency and speed, it is also arguably more vulnerable to changes and compli-

cations which will arise. The contributions of individual traps to the overall glow curve,

and their relative rates of change with explosive heating parameters, is not always—

in fact, arguably rarely—straightforward. Materials may feature heavily-overlapping

peaks, sometimes approaching what a spectrum of trap species, as will be seen in § 5.2

with CaSO4:Ce,Tb and MgB4O7:Dy,Li. A first-order trap with a low s parameter will

have a wide peak centered at a lower temperature than expected for its depth E, which

upsets the assumption that traps will depopulate in the order of their glow curve peak

temperatures. Wider peaks are also more likely to overlap multiple thinner peaks. Even

in the relatively first-order and well-studied TLD-100, two fairly thin neighboring peaks

can quickly become very tough to resolve from each other once they begin to overlap,

and deconvolution algorithms must await rescue from experimental techniques such as

partial-trap cleaning (§ 2.2.4). While an exploratory algorithm loses in speed under

optimal conditions, it will not suffer as drastically when the simulated TL response no
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Figure 3.10: The areas searched in each of several iterations of an example run of
the reconstruction algorithm. The largest rectangle delineates the first, manually-set
search region. The temperature scenarios producing the closest agreement with our
experimental glow curves define the centers of 10 smaller search regions, which are re-
simulated in higher resolution in the following iteration; the 10 most-correct scenarios
from the combined simulated regions are used to define tighter again search regions,
and the process repeats until a correctness threshold or iteration limit is reached. The
visual sizes of the regions rapidly dwindle from legibility at this scale. [106]

longer follows clear, trivially-predictable behavioral trends.

Despite its non-optimal aspects, the grid-search algorithm provides strong evidence

that thermal history reconstruction via TL microparticle sensors is indeed feasible on a

theoretical level. It now remains to be seen whether this result can translate to physical

materials and environments.



Chapter 4

Temperature Sensing Viability

Before thermoluminescent sensors may be fielded, three qualities need to be experimen-

tally established:

• thermoluminescent materials may respond stably and predictably to simulated

explosive heating;

• the mechanical shock and induced stress caused by a high-explosive detonation do

not preclude TL readout;

• the thermoluminescent properties of a TL material are not destroyed, disabled, or

permanently altered by close proximity to a high-explosive detonation.

Each of the items above is addressed by a section of this chapter.

Much of this content has previously appeared, separate from each other and in

condensed form, in various publications and venues. The citations appear as references

[102], [127], [103], [94], [128] [83] [129], [130], and [107].

4.1 Thermoluminescence response test

Microparticles of Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co with diameters on the order of 10–20 µm were pre-

pared by collaborator Dr. Mirjana Prokić of the Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Vinča.

This magnesium silicate material, based on the older dosimetric material Mg2SiO4:Tb,

has several qualities which make it suitable for such an experiment. First, the carrier

38
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traps may be populated by UV light. Many cycles of excitation and depopulation are

necessary for an experiment such as the one we intend; as it is (understandably) difficult

to win permission for an in-laboratory emitter of a more energetic radiation source, such

as X-ray tubes or radioisotope beta/gamma sources, samples must travel across campus

to be dosed in ”harder” radiation. A broadband UV source such as a deuterium lamp

may be readily obtained and integrated into the readout chamber, obviating the need

to remove and transport the sample.

Just as importantly, Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co displays at least two well-separated thermolu-

minescence peaks occurring at conveniently reachable temperatures. (Our collaborators

among Dr. Eduardo Yukihara’s group observed a smaller third peak between the most

prominent two, which appeared more widely separated as well; this is likely due to the

materials tested being from different batches, as the Mg2SiO4:Tb forerunner is extremely

sensitive to changes in preparation procedure. [131]) While this early experiment could

in theory serve its purpose with a single peak, such as provided by the well-known

Al2O3:C, the second trap of greater energy depth serves as a built-in method of normal-

izing the first trap’s observed luminescence intensity. The absolute intensity of a single

peak would provide no such ”checksum” to detect the intrusion of experimental reality,

e.g., particles becoming dislodged between runs, a sporadic shutter failure partially ob-

scuring the view of the sample, or an accidental exposure to ambient light reducing the

photomultiplier tube’s efficiency for several hours.

Slow-preheating experiments were also conducted by Dr. Yukihara, subjecting an

irradiated Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co sample to steady heating at varying temperatures before

performing a standard readout heating and repeating the process. The resulting collec-

tion of glow curves is shown in Fig. 4.3, while the maximum heights of the two most

prominent intensity peaks are graphed in Fig. 4.2. It is evident that, with pre-heating

temperatures between 100 ◦C and 250 ◦C, the height of the intensity peak centered at

181 ◦C can be incited to decline rapidly while the other major peak centered at 309 ◦C

experiences only a slight decline.

4.1.1 Microheaters

While this TL material shows expected behavior in response to slow pre-heating, it

must still be established that the material registers a response to heating on the much
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Figure 4.1: Glow curves collected by collaborator Eduardo Yukihara from beta-
irradiated Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co microparticles with slow preheating to maximum temper-
atures ranging from 100 to 400 ◦C, with each line representing a 10 ◦C step. [103]
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Figure 4.2: The maximum height reached of the two most prominent intensity peaks in
the glow curve of Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co, versus the preheating temperature applied. Courtesy
Dr. Yukihara and group.
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shorter time scale of a detonation. The control of a temperature excursion this rapid

and pronounced–at least a few hundreds of degrees Celsius over a period less than a

second–is no trivial task. An actual detonation of high explosives achieves this with

the very noticeable side effects of a propagating shock wave, optical emissions from the

energetic combustion reactions, and often-turbulent gas flow; these phenomena conspire

to add variables to our luminescence tests, scatter our small, lightweight samples over

a large area, and cause an unsustainable surfeit of paperwork for each lab experiment.

Conventional contact heating would heat too slowly. Dropping the particle through

a pre-heated oven is difficult to precisely characterize. [77] Laser heating, while rapid

enough, is finicky to measure and control, and can induce shock waves in material. [132]

[133] [134] [135]

Enter the microheater, a resistive heater micromachined with VLSI-compatible tech-

niques and materials: essentially an electrical hotplate writ small. The two main com-

ponents are a heating element, usually a relatively resistive semiconductor or metal, and

a support platform to isolate the heat source and the sample from the substrate.

The fast time constant and robust temperature range that results from this shrinkage—

changes on the order of hundreds of Kelvin in milliseconds are routine—allow a range

of unusual applications. In a mirror image of the targeted application here, Zhang et al.

(2008) used microheaters as “nano initiators” for explosives and pyrotechnics. Abedinov

et al. (2001) integrated microheaters into the tips of piezoresistive microcantilevers to

create a microcalorimeter capable of measuring picogram mass changes [136], and Beggs

et al. (2009) utilized microheating to operate a silicon photonic crystal optical switch.

[137] Perhaps the most widespread and commercially successful role to date has been in

the inkjet printer and offshoot technologies, where rapid thin-film heaters generate va-

por bubbles which propel ink—or other substances such as DNA strands—from minute

nozzles. [138] [139] [140] [141]

This particular experiment utilized a workhorse design, with a platform of low-stress

(silicon-rich) nitride film grown by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD)

and a resistor of sputtered platinum, which provides high fabrication yields and reliable

performance. Parameters such as platform size, support leg length, resistor layout, and

film thicknesses can be widely adjusted to optimize for various needs, and more integral

changes can be made for specialized abilities. A few of the countless variants possible
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Figure 4.3: An unreleased 75 µm square microheater, of the design described below,
demonstrates its fast time response.

are described in § 4.1.1.

Fabrication

The fabrication of our TL microheater begins with the deposition of LPCVD low-stress

silicon nitride (LSN) on a silicon wafer. This process yields a conformal, high-quality

film with ∼10% maximum variation in thickness across a 4” wafer due to gas flow.

A 200 nm thickness has been found to strike a good balance between deposition time

and mechanical robustness, although the latter requirement can vary with the intended

application.

A lift-off resist mask, in this case non-photosensitive MicroChem LOR 3A masked

with Shipley 1805 for patterning, is spun onto the blanket-coated wafer and the first

photomask used to pattern a metal serpentine resistor across almost the entire 300 µm

microheater. 150 nm of platinum is deposited by electron-beam evaporation or sputter-

ing; the latter should in theory be avoided for the higher surface mobility of atoms in

the adsorption process and hence better step coverage [142], but trials with sputtered

resistors did not observe significant failures of the lift-off shadowing. In the case of

high-stress metals such as platinum, it is necessary to first deposit a 10 nm titanium

adhesion layer as an intermediary between the platinum and the substrate.
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Figure 4.4: A rendering of a Pt serpentine resistor, as defined by the first photomask of
the microheater fabrication process.

Once the liftoff resist has been removed, a fresh coat is applied so that the second

photomask can define the electrical contact pads, which allow the finished device to

be activated by microprobes or sonically wirebonded. 275 nm of gold, with a 25 nm

chromium adhesion layer underneath, is evaporated or sputtered into place.

After the liftoff resist has been removed, the wafer is coated with a 100 nm cap layer

of plasma-enhanced CVD nitride. PECVD film is of lower quality than LPCVD, with

less stoichiometric consistency and more pinholing, but the high temperatures required

for the latter rule it out with our metallized wafer. Other KOH-resistant films such as

atomic layer deposited (ALD) hafnia could also be used with film stress stipulations.

With our depositions complete, we may begin to define our vias. The third pho-

tomask of the process is used to mask a plasma etch through the PECVD nitride cap

layer to the gold contact pads. A fourth photomask defines trapezoidal vias through

both PECVD and LPCVD nitride layers to surround the microheater platform with

bare silicon. This highlights a major advantage in the cap and platform films sharing

compatible dry etch chemistries: if the LPCVD nitride is sufficiently thin, these two

photomasks may be applied to one coat of photoresist—Shipley 1818 was found to be

resistant enough to serve—and a single etch performed. While the Au contact pads will

be exposed for part of the etch, they can withstand the SF6 plasma for a few minutes
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Figure 4.5: Microheater electrical contact pads, defined with the second photomask.
Note that the Cr+Au contact pads are slightly larger than the Ti+Pt resistor termina-
tion pads they are deposited atop.

without apparent ill effect. Any etch should use a coat of non-patterned photoresist

on the wafer backside to protect the bottom nitride, although neglecting this tends to

cause only nuisance damage or thinning.

The penultimate step in the fabrication process is the separation of the microheater

dies. This can be done by wafer saw, following dicing lines drawn in easily visible Cr+Au

by the second photomask; the resulting dies must be handled individually during the

release etch. Alternately, wider dicing lines may be drawn into the fourth photomask to

expose bare silicon to the release etch; the wafer would then be manually cleaved along

the thinned silicon between the released microheater dies, similarly to the technique

described in § 4.2.1.

Finally, a potassium hydroxide wet etch is used to remove the exposed silicon around

and underneath the microheater platforms. Heated to a temperature of 90 ◦C, a 20%

KOH solution will remove up to 150 µm of silicon per hour in the (100) plane, with

its anisotropicity resulting in a self-limiting trapezoidal cavity beneath the microheater

platform. For ease of handling, diced microheater dies were generally etched separately

in test tubes immersed in a heated water bath. The exposed silicon faces on the die

edges will be etched, but other limitations on areal density of the wafer layouts tend to

dominate anyway, making the eroded borders a mostly cosmetic issue.
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Figure 4.6: The third and fourth photomasks are used to plasma etch through the
PECVD nitride layer to the gold contact pads and the LPCVD mechanical layer to the
silicon substrate, respectively. (If the top nitride layer is thin enough, these masks can
usually be applied to a single coat of photoresist and a single etch performed without
apparent etch damage to the gold contacts.)

Figure 4.7: A microheater after release etch. The sidewall slopes downward at an angle
of 54.7◦ from the (100) wafer surface, characteristic of KOH etching.
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Figure 4.8: SEM images of two microheater designs: left with a heating element
wrapped around the perimeter, leaving the center of the platform clear; and right
with a serpentine resistive element, shown dotted with microparticles. [106]

Variants

Thermal or blackbody radiation, the electromagnetic emission given off by matter due

to thermal energy, becomes particularly problematic for high-temperature luminescence

experiments as—in accordance with Planck’s law—the intensity increases and peak

emission wavelength decreases with increasing temperature. [143] This can be combated

by subtracting out a modeled radiation curve or background-only data, or by using a

highpass filter to block out wavelengths which are not of interest; however, it is often

preferable to not have to evade this background signal in the first place.

Armstrong et al. presented two different ways to address this problem using modified

microheater designs. The first takes advantage of the intensity of the radiation varying

according to the material’s emissivity, which Kirchoff’s law associates inversely with

transparency. Therefore, the thermal radiation of the center portion of the microheater

may be reduced by choosing a platform material with low emissivity in the spectral

region of interest, such as aluminum oxide, and relocating the high-emissivity resistors

to the periphery of the heater platform. Glow curves collected without a TL sample

on the heater showed a decrease in blackbody intensity of up to 97% when observing

through an aperture only the resistor-free center portion of the heater. [129]

A microheater with heating elements only around the outer rim is will incur a cost
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to heating efficiency and uniformity; the magnitude of the effect is also made more

difficult to measure by the low-emissivity platform, since the addition of elements, for

direct sensing or to aid optical sensing, would alter the thermal conductivity of the

heater platform. The goal of lowering the heater’s emissivity at a given wavelength

may be achieved without changing the layout by using a multilayer interference filter,

deposited directly on top of the microheater. A relatively bare-bones two quarter-

wave pair distributed Bragg reflector of atomic-layer deposited (ALD) Al2O3 and TiO2,

designed for a 490 nm wavelength, was measured to reduce the thermal blackbody

emission by a factor of 800. [130] [84]

Calibration and control

The extreme mass efficiency of a microheater presents a challenge for measuring and

controlling its temperature in that integrating a passive sensing element into the plat-

form would add non-heating thermal mass and significantly boost heat conduction to

the substrate. It is therefore desirable to use the heating element itself for temperature

sensing. This can be done using the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) to

calculate the temperature from the drive voltage and current being applied. The TCR

α is given by [144]

R = R0 (1 + αR0(T − T0)) (4.1)

where R0 is the resistance value exhibited at temperature T0. A quick rearranging gives

T = T0 +
R−R0

αR0
(4.2)

To measure the heater’s TCR, its entire die is placed on a conventional-scale hotplate

or thermoelectric element and the resistance monitored as the microheater temperature

is forcibly changed. From this data, the TCR is extrapolated for the entire range of

operation. The primary concerns to the method’s accuracy are whether the microheater

is actually at the same temperature as the much larger heating device it is resting on,

and the accuracy or validity of the extrapolation to the microheater’s full operating

temperature range. The former is partly addressed by using a feedback-controlled ther-

moelectric element (TE), which can actively maintain a set temperature long enough
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for the die to reach a steady-state temperature; an alternate technique developed sim-

ply drives the thermoelectric from one extreme temperature to the other, and uses the

identical but time-delayed trends in the resultant TE temperature and microheater re-

sistance to gain not only TCR but a rough idea of the microheater-to-die heat transfer

rate.

The second concern, that the extrapolated TCR will hold throughout a much larger

range than measured, is usually addressed by preferring resistor materials with consis-

tent and well-characterized resistivity trends. Platinum exemplifies this with its very

linear TCR, a strong argument for its popularity as a resistor material. Somewhat

counter-intuitively, the accuracy of the characterization measurement can also be helped

by limiting the maximum temperature measured: once a conventional hotplate reaches

a few 10s of ◦C above room temperature, the air convection around the enormously

sized (relative to our heater) heated mass will begin to cause temperature fluctuations

at the surface, shifting microprobe contact quality, and other issues.

Once armed with its TCR measurements, the microheater may be put to work. The

temperature actually reached by the sample-bearing microheater for a given drive volt-

age or current can be easily computed through measurement of the resulting current or

voltage, respectively. A feedback control algorithm may be used to adjust the heating as

desired. This live temperature monitoring is quite effective: when past TL glow curve

experiments have lost microparticles mid-run, the loss of the microheater’s payload is

almost always apparent in the temperature data as well as in the cessation of lumi-

nescence signal. (The microparticles are suspected to be launched off the heater by a

coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) or film stress mismatch in the platform causing

bimorph-style changes in its concavity, so an alternate explanation is that we are simply

observing the effects of the sudden stress change on the resistor. The counter-argument

is that during these events the microheater maintains a consistent TCR slope but its

temperature gains a sudden offset, whereas a sudden change in the resistor film stress

should cause an ongoing change to the TCR slope.)

4.1.2 Thermoluminescence after rapid heating

Now armed with a non-explosive method of rapid heating, we may return to the ex-

periment at hand. Microparticles of Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co were applied to the microheater
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Figure 4.9: Voltage and temperature data from a 300 µm square LSN/Ti+Pt micro-
heater being used to administer a series of rapid heating pulses in succession, cumu-
latively simulating a gradually-cooling explosive thermal event. (The temperatures
achieved are measured by placing a stable resistor in series with the heater, record-
ing the midpoint of the voltage divider so formed using an oscilloscope, and inputting
the resistance indicated to the TCR fit previously described.) In this way, an almost
arbitrarily complex temperature profile can be imposed.
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Figure 4.10: SEM image of several Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co microparticles on a microheater
platform, with many more scattered nearby.

platform by collecting a small amount at a time with forceps in a scooping or pinching

action; clicking the forcep tips together, or tapping further along the arms, at a height

of a few centimeters above the microheater die causes the microparticles to be dislodged

from the forceps and land on the heater or in the vicinity, with the results monitored

through a low-magnification stereo microscope. Although somewhat scattershot and

inefficient for areal coverage, this method is simple and effective when only a few larger

particles are required on a targeted heater; Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co is bright (highly sensitive

as a dosimeter) enough to make this the case, which also helps to allay concerns about

varying levels of thermal contact blurring the observed glow curve. Alternate methods

include dispensing particles suspended in an evaporable carrier medium such as water or

isopropyl alcohol, although the ease of placement is purchased with the varying effects

of immersion upon the TL material.

Once a microheater has been loaded with particles, it—along with its microprobe

positioner plate—is placed into the TL readout chamber, comprising a light-isolating

metal enclosure with a top-facing opening which positions a Sens-Tech P25PC pho-

tomultiplier tube about 3 inches above the sample. A plastic-backed aluminum leaf
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may be rotated by a stepper motor to seal off the PMT aperture for protection when

the sample is irradiated or whenever readout is not in progress. A Spectral Products

ASBN-D130M 30 W deuterium lamp, switched by a power relay, provides 180–400 nm

UV light during the sample irradiation stage. Isolated in a light-damping cabinet is

a BK 1823A frequency counter to tally the pulses output by the PMT, and a Keith-

ley 24X0 sourcemeter which drives the microheater. The entire setup is situated in a

room darkened such that the PMT background count is three times its specified maxi-

mum dark count of 200 counts per second.1

Each experimental run is composed of three steps: irradiation, pre-heating, and

readout. To ensure strong luminescence, the particles are first exposed to 30 minutes

of deuterium lamp irradiation. A 5 minute pause after power to the UV source is cut

allows plentiful time for any immediate thermal fading and afterglow to run its course.

The freshly charged sample is then subjected to a ersatz explosive heating: a single

voltage pulse of duration 200 ms (± 13 ms)—close to the minimum length of time

needed for the sourcemeter to activate its output, take a measurement of the resulting

current, and deactivate—is applied to the microheater. Finally, a standard glow curve is

taken by driving the microheater to a linear heating ramp (adjusting the drive current

about four times per second) and recording the resulting PMT counts. The cycle is

repeated verbatim to complete the sequence of desired explosive heating temperatures.

The entire course of the experiment is run by computer, which removes the need for

physical equipment manipulation and human presence in the lab. The position of the

particles on the heater is visually assessed before and after the experiment to confirm

that the sample position, and thus thermal contact, has not changed.

To reduce noise in the collected intensity data, each raw data point is averaged

with its 20 closest neighbors (corresponding to approximately 10 ◦C); the smoothed

curves are multiplicatively scaled so that their heights are equal at 266 ◦C, the apex

of the second peak. The resulting glow curves evince a strong background intensity

signal, most likely from thermal blackbody emission, which becomes dominant at ramp

temperatures above 310 ◦C after the Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co TL peaks have died away. This is

a well-known problem in thermoluminescence observation and is often alleviated, when

1 At this early point in the project’s experimental work, several light isolation measures such as
sealed equipment cabinets had not yet been introduced; this background signal would later be considered
relatively high.
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possible, by the use of optical filters to examine wavelengths of interest where the Planck

spectrum is weaker [130]; it can also be removed post-collection if the TL signal is known

to cease, as is the case here. The unwanted signal is modeled as an exponential function

curve-fitted to a control Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co glow curve above 310 ◦C, and subtracted from

the glow curve of each subsequent pulsed run. Fig. 4.11 compares the curve-matched

background function to the intensity data before and after this background is subtracted.
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Figure 4.11: The intensity observed during the collection of an Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co (without
pre-heating) glow curve, before and after subtraction of a curve-fitted exponential. [103]

The higher-temperature of the two intensity peaks may be taken as a reference

level to normalize intensities between runs, as it presumably springs from a deeper

carrier trap which will require higher temperatures to see significant depopulation. For

comparison, each glow curve is normalized to an intensity of 1 at 266 ◦C, the apex of the

higher-temperature peak. With this processing, the TL glow curves of Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co

microparticles with varying preheating temperatures may now be compared, as shown

in Fig. 4.12.

It is immediately apparent that as the pulse temperature climbs, a one-to-one de-

crease occurs in the intensity ratio of the first peak to second peak heights. This overall

behavior is as expected: a pulse with a higher peak temperature will have a stronger

depopulation effect on a carrier trap. The deeper trap species responsible for the second

peak seem relatively unaffected by these pulse temperatures and durations; depopula-

tion of the second peak, and thus invalidation of the reference intensity, would result
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Figure 4.12: The thermoluminescence glow curves of Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co microparticles
after a ∼200 ms explosive heating pulse. The legend at right indicates the peak temper-
ature of the pulse corresponding to each curve. The intensities shown are normalized at
266 ◦C, the top of the second observable peak, and have had a exponential background
signal subtracted as illustrated in Figure 4.11. [103]

in the normalized curve intensity beginning to rise, a symptom which is not readily

apparent here. Presumably the second peak’s traps would begin to empty at higher

excitation temperatures, as shown by slow pre-heating in Fig. 4.2.

4.1.3 Response prediction

To quantify how easily predictable—and thus usable—this behavior might be, the ob-

served drop in luminescence is compared to that predicted by theory. The exact me-

chanics and trap parameters of Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co are unknown, and in any case may

undergo significant change from variations in synthesis. [131] We therefore model the

material as two trap species, each following first-order kinetics, which do not interact

with each other. Values of E, s, and n0 were chosen by assigning initial values de-

scribed in the literature for other materials obeying first-order kinetics, computing the

glow curve resulting from these values and comparing its normalized shape to the control
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Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co data, and iteratively modifying the values by hand until a satisfactory

fit was achieved.

The same numerical simulations were then used to produce glow curves for these

theoretical particles after an idealized 200 ms heating pulse to a range of tempera-

tures encompassing those experimentally applied. The simulated intensities for the

microheater-performed pulse temperatures are plotted in Fig. 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Simulated TL glow curves, computed using two independent first-order
trap species to represent Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co, after pre-heating to those temperatures ex-
perimentally applied by microheater.

We may now make a direct comparison between the peak intensity ratios predicted

by theory and those experimentally observed, resulting in Fig. 4.14. First-order kinetics

predicts that the first intensity peak’s height will decrease at a rate which increases be-

fore becoming fairly linear; the overall slope of the curve is reasonably stable, suggesting

that the sensitivity of the material will be fairly steady over the usable pulse tempera-

ture range. In the range we observed, the peak heights for model vs. data differed by

an average of 4.4%, with no disagreements greater than 9.1%. We can conclude that

would indeed be possible to deduce an unknown pulse temperature from the TL glow

curve by comparing the ratios of intensity peak heights, provided the length of the pulse

is known.
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Figure 4.14: The ratio of the height of the first Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co TL peak to the height
of the second as a function of pulse temperature for simulated (line) and experimental
(squares) data. After [103].

4.2 Pressure effects

A microheater test subjects TL materials to thermal events without the shock wave and

mechanical stresses which will accompany a detonation. While this relative placidity

is usually considered a great advantage, we must eventually assess the effects of these

violent aspects to ensure that they will not befuddle or destroy our sensors.

4.2.1 TL Actuator

To examine the effect of stress alone, another microscale device may be harnessed. An

electrostatically actuated microbeam or membrane is a familiar MEMS structure ca-

pable of, and often used for, controllably inducing high film stresses. [145] However,

thermoluminescence study is a challenge in the microscale, as small volumes of material

emit correspondingly small quantities of light. One solution is to increase the volume of

the interacting sample by constructing a membrane actuator with a large film surface

area, with electrostatic actuation electrodes underneath. This is a well-known design
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used by (among many others) Vodvin and Sarro [146] [147], Kurczynski et al. [148],

Bourouina et al. [149], and others for adaptive optics mirrors and film stress test di-

aphragms.

Design and fabrication

The actuator is designed as two separate pieces, a top membrane die and a base support

die, which are combined for operation. This approach was taken primarily to simplify

fabrication, as an actuator fabricated from a single or fused wafer would be greatly

limited in area or actuation height. (The removal of such a large volume of substrate

or sacrificial material from the actuation gap would require, at minimum, extensive

perforation of the top, bottom, or both actuator plates.) The division also allows

different TL films to be tested, and parameters such as the actuation electrode separation

distance to be adjusted, without fabricating an entire new device. Fabrication involves

two photolithography masks for the base die and a single photomask for the membrane

die, each applied once.

As with our microheaters, this device capitalizes on the desirable chemical resistance

and mechanical robustness offered by low-stress silicon nitride. Square membranes up to

12 mm on a side and 100–600 nm thick are defined by patterning squares in Shipley 18XX

photoresist on the unpolished backside of an LSN-coated silicon wafer. The backside

LSN within the squares is removed by SF6 plasma etch and the bare silicon released by

KOH etch, preferring a 20% volume solution at 85–90 ◦C for ∼4 hours to etch through

the 550 µm wafer. The membrane-defining mask also includes the die boundaries, drawn

in lines of appropriate width to self-limit the KOH etch trenches ∼100 µm short of etch-

through; this allows the wafer to be withdrawn from the etch and rinsed intact, yet

subsequently diced by applying light pressure with a razor blade on the thinned die

boundaries. A 5+45 nm Ti+Au film is sputtered onto the polished-side surface of the

membrane to act as the actuation electrode.

The bottom die proceeds with fabrication separately. Raised pillars are defined by

patterning an offset grid of squares, each 4 mm on a side and positioned
√

102 + 102 ≈
14.1 mm diagonally from center to center, in Megaposit SPR 220 7.0 photoresist, leaving

a majority of the wafer area bare. After an oxygen plasma clean to remove stray pho-

toresist residue, the polished Si surface is subjected to a Bosch etch which establishes
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Figure 4.15: Photographs of: top left: An uncoated LSN membrane with border
areas etched away on two sides. Various membrane modifications such as this one were
experimented with using low-cost transparency masks; the ∼8 mm-wide beam design
seen here was deemed a low priority due to its fragility, and was in any case unlikely to
behave according to the usual doubly-clamped beam approximations. top right: An
uncoated membrane 12,5 mm on a side. bottom: An assembled membrane actuator.
The device is photographed next to a U.S. penny for scale.
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square pillars raised above a mesa. Fine-tuning of the photolithography and plasma

cleaning procedures eventually yielded surfaces with no visually-detectable grassing, al-

though wafers tended to take on a convex height gradient—with etched area thicknesses

about 10% thinner towards the edges than at the center—due to the geometry of the

etch chamber.

Once etched, the base wafer is thoroughly Piranha cleaned to remove organic residue

before a 0.5–1 µm oxide blanket is thermally grown. (A faster deposition method was

sought from PECVD oxide, which was found to be serviceable but with a much lower

breakdown voltage and prone to ”leakage” conduction.) A 25+250 nm Cr+Au or Ti+Au

electrode layer is evaporated onto the oxide everywhere except for 2 mm-wide ”moats”

around each pillar, where it is removed by lift-off resist. (The markedly non-planar wafer

surfaces do incur degraded pattern focus during photolithography, but the dimensions

and margin of error for the feature are nonetheless more than sufficient to electrically

isolate the raised pillars.) A cap insulator may optionally be added to prevent short

circuiting the actuator in tests reaching membrane pull-in, although a third mask is then

required to plasma-etch vias back down to the metal layer for probe contact. Finally, the

wafer is diced into its five dies following edge markings incorporated in the metallization

liftoff mask.

To assemble the final actuator device, the membrane die is inverted such that its

etch pit faces upward and placed, centered, upon the four pillars of the bottom die, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.17. Electrical contact with the membrane is made by probing the

uncovered half of any of the pillar tops.

A membrane would have difficulty transferring physical stress to a microparticle

stiction-adhered to its surface, so a planar sample conformally attached to the membrane

must be used. As with the microheater experiments of 4.1, multiple irradiation-readout

cycles must be performed without moving or manipulating the sample to eliminate

positioning inconsistencies, so the film must be thermoluminescent when irradiated with

an in-lab 30 W deuterium lamp producing 180–400 nm UV. A terbium-doped yttrium

oxide Y2O3:Tb3+ film, electron-beam evaporated from pressed pellets of a Y2O3powder

mixed with 0.1 mol.% Tb4O7and thermoluminescent when irradiated with UV, was

undergoing development and characterization by colleagues Armstrong et. al. [83]

200 nm of Y2O3:Tb3+ film was deposited onto the etch-pit side of membranes. The
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actuation electrode: Cr/Ti+Au
membrane: LPCVD LSN

TL film
Si

Si

actuation electrode: Cr+Au
electrical isolation: thermal SiO2

contact for
membranecontact for

base electrode
(offset in plane of diagram)

cap insulator: PECVD SiO2

Figure 4.16: Cross-sectional diagrams of the membrane and base die. The ”peel-off”
effect is drawn merely to clarify the separate layered films.

surrounding frame portions of the dies shielded from deposition using old frames whose

membranes had ruptured as shadowmasks, preventing the inflexible silicon-backed struc-

tures from contributing an unwanted static TL signal. To activate the Y2O3:Tb3+ film’s

thermoluminescent properties, the film-bearing membranes required rapid thermal an-

nealing to 900 ◦C for 60 s in an argon atmosphere; along with the necessity to apply the

sample film before metallization, this had a large adverse impact on device survival/yield

rates.

membrane 
(now inverted)

base

Figure 4.17: Illustration in cross-section of the assembled actuator device.
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Figure 4.18: Glow curves of e-beam evaporated Y2O3:Tb3+ on Si, with the start of
heating delayed by a variable time from the end of UV irradiation. Significant fading is
seen. Depending on preparation, the film shows two to three broad TL peaks between
100 and 300 ◦C. Reproduced from [83].
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4.2.2 Effects on thermoluminescence

The effects of repeated actuation on subsequent Y2O3:Tb3+ glow curves were tested

using a membrane with 25+250 nm Cr+Au coating, and a bottom die with pillars

12.6 µm tall and a 1 µm PECVD oxide cap insulator. The assembled device was placed

on a Chromalox heating element and electrically contacted with microprobes. In each

run, the TL film was irradiated for 900 s (at 40 ◦C or below) with a 180–400 nm UV

source. The actuator was then driven with a specified voltage for 3 s before being

allowed to relax for an equal time; this 6-second cycle was repeated 100 times in total.

Finally, a linear temperature ramp of 2.38 (±0.04) ◦C/s, as read by a platinum RTD

clamped to the hotplate, was applied to collect a TL glow curve. As usual, the TL

intensity was measured by a Sens-Tech P25PC photomultiplier tube interfaced to a

BK 1823A frequency counter; collection selectivity was enhanced by a focusing lens,

and blackbody signal reduced by a 550 nm shortpass filter. The entire process was

automated in a sealed lab, preventing run-to-run inconsistencies from sample handling

or re-positioning.

To estimate deflection distances, the actuator was later reassembled under a Zygo

Mark GPI XPS Fizeau imaging interferometer (operated with Zygo MetroPro 7.9.0

software) and measurements of the membrane surface taken during actuation. This

raises the possibility of the actuator gap dimensions or alignment changing due to the

relocation, but trends in actuation distance should be preserved; the multiple points

of measurement also gives information on the symmetry and behavior of deflection.

Data was also taken from nominally-identical membranes which had e-beam evaporated

HfO2films, a metal-oxide film which also tends to deposit with high residual stress,

substitued for Y2O3:Tb3+ due to limited quantites of the latter.

Translating membrane deflection to film stress relies, for the time being, on decidedly

sketchy approximations. The behavior of a square membrane is fairly complex when

it exceeds the small (on the order of membrane thickness) deflection or pure-bending

assumptions used by most theoretical treatments; likewise, electrostatic deflection force

is not well-approximated by uniform pressure except when deflection is small. [149] [150]

Furthermore, a maximum-value expression gives us no idea of the distribution of stress

within the plate. Therefore, we will calculate only a rough estimate, and recommend

that a finite element analysis be used for better accuracy.
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Figure 4.19: False-color phase/intensity images, taken with a Zygo Mark GPI XPS
Fizeau imaging interferometer, of a 10 mm HfO2film-coated membrane being deflected.
The 80 V image was taken after the interferometer’s sample stage tilt was adjusted
(at 60 V) to better image the membrane’s increasingly large actuated curvature, which
brought the base die’s surface into range.

The maximum stress in a square plate with edges supported (top and bottom) and

pinned corners, under uniform load, as a function of the maximum deflection dmax, can

be derived in pascals from Roark: [151]

σmax = 1522.8

(
1

0.00124
dmax

Et3

l4(1− ν2)

)
l2(1 + ν)

t2
(4.3)

where E is the Young’s modulus of the material in pascals, t is the thickness (in the

direction of actuation force), ν is the material Poisson ratio, and l is the side dimension

of the membrane.

It is also instructive to note what the same source would predict the deflection

results to be. Setting Roark’s formula for the restoring force vs deflection of a square

solid plate with all edges supported above and below and corners pinned to be equal to

the electrostatic pressure from voltage V , one arrives at

dmax(d0 + dmax)2 = −0.00124ε0V
2a4(1− ν2)

2Et3
(4.4)

From interferometric measurements of separate actuations, it is estimated that the

application of 25 V produces a deflection of 0.15 µm at the Y2O3:Tb3+ coated mem-

brane’s center. (Higher voltages were avoided in order to preserve the membrane and
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Figure 4.20: Cross-sectional profiles derived from Zygo interferometer data of mem-
brane surface height with applied voltage, taken along a diagonal line across the 10 mm
HfO2coated membrane imaged in Fig. 4.20. The maximum difference between the sur-
face height at the edges of the membrane and any point along the cross-section are
labeled for each line. Again, note that the Zygo sample stage was retilted at 60 V to
accomodate the increasing deflection distances.

its Y2O3:Tb3+ film for further testing.) Evaluating Equation 4.3 with this value gives

a maximum film stress of 170 MPa.

As increasing actuation voltages are applied, a continual decrease in overall glow

curve intensity is seen. The two intensity peaks at approximately 133 ◦C and 245 ◦C see a

maximum decrease of 42% from ∼20 V to 25 V. Some hysteresis is evident: returning to

a 0 V (non-)actuation sees only a partial recovery in intensity, and subsequently applying

a 15 V actuation—less than the previously applied maximum—causes no change from

this value. The positions of the peaks do not appear to change, suggesting that actuation

causes little to no effect on first-order trap parameters; normalizing the glow curves at

the first peak (approx. 134 ◦C) reveals no simple pattern in the relative strength of the

second peak, arguing against straightforward depopulation effects.

To rule out the intensity decrease being a simple case of the film aging, or grad-

ually changing from repeated heating cycles, a series of non-actuated glow curves was

run on a second membrane which was coated with an identically prepared Y2O3:Tb3+
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Figure 4.21: top: TL glow curves of Y2O3:Tb3+ after various actuation voltages. The
curves are listed in the order in which they were run. The non-actuated curves were
taken sooner after irradiation and may be exhibiting thermal fading. bottom: Nor-
malizing the glow curves at the first peak, approx. 134 ◦C, reveals no apparent pattern
to the normalized intensity of the second peak, indicating that the alteration in glow
curve is not a simple depopulation of either trap.
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film but never actuated. The resulting control data shows a consistent trend of rising

intensities, shown in Fig. 4.22, in direct opposition to the falling intensities seen with

actuation. This suggests that the effects of repetitive actuation may actually be larger

than they appear: presumably the same effect is present on the actuated membrane, but

is completely prevented or counteracted by the application of stress to the Y2O3:Tb3+.

However, multiple possible explanations, such as dielectric charging [152], remain for

the phenomenon.
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Figure 4.22: Consecutive glow curves collected from a never-actuated membrane coated
with identical Y2O3:Tb3+ film. The gradual increase in TL intensity indicates that the
intensity decrease seen with actuation is not simply due to aging or gradual annealing
of the film.

4.2.3 Stress-induced luminescence

One possible explanation of the decrease in Y2O3:Tb3+ TL induced by actuation is

that the applied stress broadly depopulates the material’s traps. If this is the case,

the recombination centers present could enable the freed carriers to cause luminescence,

as they would under thermoluminescence. Detection of any such piezoluminescence,

or triboluminescence in the case of actuator pull-in, during actuation would provide

evidence for this mechanism and possibly allow quantification of the effect on high-

explosive detonation TL thermometry, as well as raising other possible applications.
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While the Zygo interferometer previously used provides the imaging ability to profile

the entire membrane surface, each measurement takes several seconds as the transmis-

sion element is moved and multiple images of the interference fringes thus formed are

captured. To generate a detectable amount of luminescence, a somewhat larger actua-

tion frequency than previously used will be desired. As we are now more concerned with

time-resolved data of the membrane deflection than spatial distribution information, we

will elect for a different method of deflection measurement.

An On-Trak PSM1-10 position-sensitive detector (PSD) [153] was introduced, an-

gled at a 45◦ angle to the membrane surface in order to catch the reflection from the

membrane center of a collimated ∼1 W 675 nm fiber-coupled diode laser mounted oppo-

site. The setup is shown in Figure 4.23. Deflection or angling of the membrane surface

would change the reflection geometry and thus the reflected laser spot’s position on the

PSD, producing a signal which is magnified by an On-Trak OT-301SL transimpedance

amplifier and captured by a Tektronix TDS-3014B digital oscilloscope. The PSD there-

fore cannot distinguish between a deflection and an asymmetric deformation, as Zygo

runs have suggested is possible with some membrane and base dies; however, it can

make measurements at > 1 kHz while luminescence measurements are made, with the

added practical advantage of being compact enough to fit inside the existing experi-

mental chamber. To prevent conflation of luminescence signal with the laser, an optical

notch filter was added in front of the PMT photocathode.

The actuator device, similar to the type previously used but with base pillars 22.7 µm

high, is placed upon a steel plate equipped with magnetically-mounted microprobe

positioners. The Y2O3:Tb3+ TL film are irradiated in situ with a broadband UV source,

as previously. Sequences of actuation pulses, arbitrarily set to 500 ms in length and of

varying DC voltage, are supplied by an HP 8114A pulse generator while the PMT

observes the sample for luminescence. To verify that the PMT is operational and gauge

the effect on its measurements of the position-sensing laser, one deflection pulse in every

repeated chain is done with the laser deactivated. As usual, the experimental procedure

is fully automated to run without human intervention.

As observed in Figure 4.22, the TL peaks of Y2O3:Tb3+ tend to grow in intensity

over a new sample’s first glow curve readouts. Since higher TL sensitivity is likely

helpful for stress-induced luminescence, only membranes already subjected to multiple
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Figure 4.23: A photograph of the actuator setup for the measurement of stress-induced
piezoluminescence. The long object wrapped in aluminum foil is the serial cable to the
PSD.
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Figure 4.24: Applied voltage and resulting PSD-calculated deflection (top) and PMT
observed intensity (bottom) during a sequence of actuations of a membrane coated
with irradiated Y2O3:Tb3+.

glow curve runs were used for actuation. Actuation voltages of up to 55 V were applied,

and deflections approximating the actuation gap distance were measured, suggesting

that the membrane entered the pull-in regime and possibly made contact with the base

die cap insulator before returning intact to its original separation. No clear luminescence

signals emerged; the PMT output remained close to the dark count/background noise

threshold throughout.

Discussion

Stress testing of Y2O3:Tb3+ using electrostatic actuation did induce changes in the TL

glow curve, in the form of broad reductions in intensity across the glow curve. This

is distinct from the depopulation seen from an explosive heating event, which reduces

intensity more strongly at lower temperatures; whether the stress-induced effect will

appear during actual detonation tests, and whether it will be strong enough to interfere

with thermal history reconstruction, has not been answered by the actuator experiments.
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In its current design, the luminescence actuator faces several issues. While LSN

thickness gradients were gradual enough to be negligible for a stationary, several hundred

micron wide microheater platform, the same might not be true for a structure two orders

of magnitude larger and expected to flex in a predictable fashion. A thickness gradient

problem is also present in the base die due to the Bosch etch, where only the die in

the center of the wafer is symmetrical (radially); the solution of dicing the base wafers

before the Bosch etch would solve this, but at the cost of increased difficulty in the

subsequent oxide growth and metallization/liftoff steps. Concerns also arose about dust

and debris intruding into the actuation gap and impeding electrical contact between the

base pillar tops when the actuators are assembled in non-cleanroom lab environments.

While electrical contact was usually successful either upon initial placement or after

application of light pressure, no satisfactory method was found to directly measure

the unactuated gap size.2 When the membrane die is simply set down on the base

die, electrical contact and mechanical stability often leave something to be desired; an

electrically-disconnected microprobe manipulator is often recruited to apply pressure

to the top die. A conductive adhesive or metal bonding process might assist device

reliability, although these avenues were briefly investigated without uncovering a suitable

candidate.

The most critical issue in this method of stress testing is wholly independent of the

actuator device itself. The selection of thermoluminescent thin films is very small com-

pared to the bulk materials available; still fewer choices are readily available in both

thin film and microparticle form. Given a thin film’s miniscule mass, only the most

brightly-luminescing materials would be justifiably attempted in the first place. Trans-

ferring the properties of a bulk TL material to a thin film is no easy feat, considering

that many TL materials are extremely sensitive to crystal structure and dopant concen-

trations; even standbys such as TLD-100, long mass-produced and with dose sensitivity

ostensibly controlled to a standard deviation of ±2%, still require calibration samples

to be run from each batch. [62] Results of stress studies on available TL thin films

2 Laser interferometry, as micro-membrane devices have been built for [154], would seem to be the
strongest candidate, but faces two challenges here: the metal layer on the membrane surface reduces its
visible transmittance and greatly increases its reflectivity, and a non-imaging system would have to raster
over the membrane area without translating the actuator (or turning it sideways) for fear of altering
the placement. The addition of multiple independently-addressable electrodes was also considered, but
these cannot be patterned onto the membranes after release.
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are therefore not guaranteed to be applicable to the TL materials readily usable for

microparticle thermometry. These problems can be overcome with time and effort, but

for now we must turn our attention elsewhere.

4.3 Detonation survival test

No matter how flawlessly a temperature sensing method performs, it is still useless

if it is destroyed by the event being sensed. This application requires not only that

thermoluminescent materials respond predictably to thermal events, but also that their

TL properties are not fundamentally altered by the rapid heating, mechanical shock,

chemical reactions, and other effects that accompany an actual detonation.

To this end, an unirradiated TL material was exposed to an actual high explosive

detonation. Microparticles of Al2O3:C, 15–90 µm in size, were purchased from Landauer

Inc. and provided to Jim Lightstone at Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) Indian

Head Division.3 Three detonation tests or ”shots” were carried out with a high explo-

sive charge, comprising approximately either 2 or 25 g of pentaerythritol tetranitrate

(PETN) and an RP-3 detonator, immersed in either 10–15 µg or ∼50 µg respectively

(depending on the size of the charge) unirradiated microparticles for maximum expo-

sure.4 Test personnel estimated that this close proximity would provide a maximum

peak pressure of ∼2000 psi to the particles. In each shot a plastic Imhoff cone, with

a 10 cm diameter opening, was placed 15 cm below the charge assembly to recover

post-detonation particles, which were returned to UMN for analysis.

Chemical analysis using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) indicates that the

explosions caused up to a 32% decrease in the aluminum present on the particle sur-

faces, accompanied by a smaller dip in oxygen content; this suggests the combustion of

atomic aluminum, and is corroborated by indications of AlO in time-resolved emission

spectroscopy data taken during the detonations. A small increase in carbon is also de-

tected. SEM imaging reveals that the Al2O3:C microparticles, originally angular bodies

3 Single-peak Al2O3:C was used in part because the project was not yet able to irradiate and use
TLD-100, and thus lacked a multiple-trap, non-photobleachable, commercially bulk-available material.
This unintentionally echoed the early development of TL dosimeters in the 1950s, when studies in Al2O3

were motivated in part by the continued unpredictability of unrefined LiF materials.
4 An additional shot carried out with 5 g of pre-irradiated Al2O3:C particles is excluded from this

unirradiated comparison, although their results were extremely similar.

http://landauer.com
http://landauer.com
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Figure 4.25: High-speed digital photographs of a detonation of a 2 g charge immersed in
5 g of pre-irradiated Al2O3:C microparticles. Images were captured in a shadowgraph
configuration with a 20 ns exposure time and 5 µs between frames. (The top row of
images continues into the second row.) Courtesy Jim Lightstone, NSWC Indian Head
Division.

with sharp corners and smooth planes, have been reshaped into much more rounded,

compact configurations with high surface roughness; the overall sizing appears similar,

but cannot be fairly judged given that the detonation and ensuing particle collection

methods may have imposed a size selection bias on the post-detonation samples.

Most critically, the thermoluminescence glow curves of the post-explosion micropar-

ticles were collected using broad-spectrum UV irradiation—with the same procedures

and equipment as used for Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co—and compared to those of pristine mi-

croparticles. While alumina is not well-suited for temperature reconstruction due to its

single glow curve peak, it is a relatively sensitive TL material commerically produced for

dosimetry, possessed of stolidly predictable behavior, and available at quantity. No sig-

nificant difference is observed between the glow curves: the full width at half-maximum

and position of the primary TL peak among the three shots vary by 4.0% and 1.9%

respectively, comparable to the experimental error of the readout procedure, and the

shapes are in excellent qualitative agreement. This strongly suggests that the thermo-

luminescence characteristics and mechanisms of the particles have not been modified

by the explosion, and that their capability as thermal history sensors has therefore not
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Figure 4.26: Excerpts of XPS spectra of Al2O3:C samples before and after the detonation
of an immersed 25 g PETN charge.

been impaired.

Figure 4.27: SEM images of Al2O3:C particles without left and with right exposure
to the detonation of a ∼25 g PETN charge immersed in the particles. (Smaller particles
may have a lower chance of being collected post-detonation than larger ones.) The dark
surface visible beneath the particles is carbon tape. Both micrographs were taken with
an accelerating voltage of 11 kV.
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Figure 4.28: Glow curves collected from Al2O3:C samples before and after the detonation
of a immersed PETN charges and subsequent broad-spectrum UV irradiation. A linear
heating rate of 0.9 ◦C was used for all samples.



Chapter 5

Detonation Testing

Once a stable, predictable correlation between thermoluminescence glow curve and ex-

plosive pre-heating has been experimentally verified, and due diligence to viability done,

we may subject our technique to a much more accurate test: a real detonation. Portions

of this work and data have been previously published. [105] [104] [94] [106] [128] [107]

5.1 Closed-chamber detonation testing

While it performed admirably for testing TL behaviors under controlled conditions,

Mg2SiO4:Tb,Co would find difficulty in most sensor applications: the ability of UV to

populate its charge traps, and of visible light to photobleach them, would wreak havoc

in many testing environments and complicate handling. For the chaotic scene of an

actual detonation test, we therefore turn to TL materials which are only affected by

more energetic, and less omnipresent, forms of radiation. Thanks to the field of TL

dosimetry, this is not a particularly restrictive blow to our materials choices.

LiF:Mg,Ti, better known in dosimetry by the trade name TLD-100, fits our current

requirements quite nicely. To summarize our first introduction in § 2.4.1, TLD-100 is

excitable by X-ray, gamma, or beta radiation, but is largely insensitive to the UV and

visible light that the sample will inevitably be exposed to. It possesses at least five easily-

distinguished intensity peaks in its glow curve between 100 and 400 ◦C, with behavior

that mostly conforms to first-order kinetics. It is inexpensive and commercially available

in quantity, so a satisfactory quantity may be purchased from a single production batch.

74
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It is well-established as relatively non-toxic, satisfying the requirements of the high-

explosive detonation range.1 [79]

TLD-100 powder with particle sizes of 70—200 µm was purchased from Thermo En-

vironmental Instruments. After the prescribed annealing pre-treatment [53] of 400 ◦C

for one hour, the particles were irradiated with a nominal 220 Gy of gamma radiation

from a 137Cs radioisotope source in a turntable-equipped gamma cell. As with all ra-

dioisotopes, the 137Cs source’s activity had declined with age; it was measured to deliver

2.20 Gy/hr at its previous calibration some months before, so the actual delivered dose

was estimated at 208 Gy. This dosage, far above the usual dosimetric use range and well

into the region of supralinear response [155], was chosen to ensure strong luminescence

intensity from a potentially small number of particles in the pessimistic expectation that

a large portion of the sample would be too widely dispersed to conveniently retrieve. As

control and test samples were irradiated at the same time, the precision of the dosage

is not critical so long as it is uniform.

With the carrier traps thus filled, the TLD-100 particles were provided to collabora-

tor Jim Lightstone at NSWC Indian Head Division. The powder, bundled in an easily-

ruptured membrane, was exposed to the free-field detonation of a 20 g plastic-bonded

explosive formulation containing cyclotetramethylene-tetranitramine (HMX) and alu-

minum particles. The detonation was carried out in a steel blast chamber, with the

center of the explosion located approximately 22 cm away. A conventional thermocou-

ple was positioned close by at an equal distance to the charge to provide a comparison

temperature reading. A plastic catch cone was positioned 36 inches below the TLD-100

sample as a speculative measure to collect particles post-detonation; very few parti-

cles were found in the cone post-detonation, so the surfaces of the steel blast chamber

were swept and the collected powder returned to UMN for analysis. The detonation

experiment setup is shown in Fig. 5.1.

1 The stringency of the toxicity requirements exercised on explosives testing ranges, while perfectly
valid and prudent, are somewhat surprising to laymen (such as the author and colleagues) who tend to
see the live munitions as the greater and more immediate threat.
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Figure 5.1: Labeled photos of the detonation setup within its steel blast chamber.
Courtesy Jim Lightstone, NSWC Indian Head Division. After [105].
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Figure 5.2: A high-shutter-speed photograph of the detonation of an aluminized explo-
sive compound, very similar to the one used here, originally positioned at the center top
of the frame. The whitish areas of the fireball indicate aerobic aluminum combustion at
temperatures of approximately 3000 K; the dark areas are detonation products which
occlude thermal light emission, confounding optical measurements. The shock front is
visible as a thin line below and beyond the edges of the fireball. Photograph courtesy
of Jim Lightstone, NSWC Indian Head Division.
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5.1.1 Post-detonation morphology

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging was used to provide a qualitative assess-

ment for damage or surface contamination suffered in the explosion. A small selection

of recovered particles and control particles were each contact-adhered to separate pieces

of carbon tape and imaged using a JEOL 6610. A representative micrograph of each

sample is shown in Fig. 5.3.

The TLD-100 particles that had been exposed to explosive detonation displayed

little or no change from the unexposed control samples. (This result is not inconsistent

with the previous detonation damage tests on Al2O3:Cdescribed in § 4.3, which found

noticeable smoothing and reshaping of those particles but also placed the explosive

charge in direct contact with the sample.) To the naked eye, some darker-colored debris

can be seen in the recovered powder samples; these particulates are easily differentiated

under magnification from the TLD-100 by their markedly different shapes, and would

not be expected to alter the TLD-100’s observed luminescence. No signs are seen of

significant contamination on the surface of the TLD-100 particles.

Figure 5.3: SEM images of TLD-100 particles before (a) and after (b) exposure to a
closed-chamber explosive detonation. The dark surface visible beneath the particles is
carbon tape. Both micrographs were taken with an accelerating voltage of 5 kV.
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5.1.2 Post-detonation thermoluminescence

To read out the thermoluminescent glow curve, the returned powder samples were placed

in a shallow (∼5 mm deep) stainless steel crucible, capped with a 1.6 mm thick fused

quartz window. The crucible provides an easily reused, non-luminescing vessel for cor-

ralling the loose microparticles, as well as a broad surface on which an platinum resistive

temperature detector (RTD) (RTD Co. model 2823) could be secured by screw. One

drawback is that the sample is separated from the hotplate surface by 3.5 mm of stain-

less steel, whereas the RTD mount point is another 6.1 mm of steel distant from the

heating source. While this is not ideal for accuracy, this design has practical benefits in

mounting repeatability and reduction of cross-contamination.

A Chromalox circular resistive heating element provided a linear temperature ramp

of 0.70 (± 0.03) ◦C/s, as read by an RTD (and quantified via Keithley 24X0 sourcemeter)

clamped onto the crucible’s surface. As in earlier experiments, the luminescence inten-

sity was measured using an unfiltered Sens-Tech P25PC photomultiplier tube (PMT)

interfaced to a BK 1823A frequency counter, and the cumulative photon count value

queried and recorded every 0.25 s on average (with a standard deviation of less than

0.02 s). The entire readout process was automated to be performed inside a light-

shielding chamber isolated in a darkened room, reducing the PMT count rate at room

temperature to 0.3% of the post-detonation maximum. A strong background signal,

most likely thermal blackbody emission from the heating element, emerged at temper-

atures above 300 ◦C; this background intensity was modeled as an exponential function

and subtracted from the data. Both control and post-detonation TLD-100 glow curves

were collected using these procedures and in close chronological proximity to preserve

a directly comparable basis for temperature reconstruction.

Glow curve measurements confirmed that the material’s thermoluminescent ability,

and at least some of the trapped carrier population, had survived the explosion. De-

population proceeded generally as expected: the three lowest-temperature peaks are of

lower intensity, relative to the highest-temperature peak, in the post-detonation glow

curves than in the control sample.
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Figure 5.4: Glow curves of TLD-100 before and after exposure to a high explosive
detonation. The post-detonation curve has been shifted 8 ◦C downward in temperature
to better align with the control curve; the discrepancy is most likely due to variations in
the thermal contact between the RTD, sample holder, and heating element. Both curves
have been normalized at (the adjusted) 225 ◦C, the highest-temperature surviving peak.
The normalized intensity values at the comparison temperatures are labeled.

5.1.3 Temperature reconstruction

While TLD-100 is a mass-produced clinical dosemeter with less sample variation than

other TL materials, experimental caution—and dosimetry doctrine—dictates that each

batch be individually calibrated or checked instead of relying on published values. [156]

With this in mind, a simulation model representing our gamma-irradiated LiF:Mg,Ti

was obtained by manually fitting trap parameters E, s, and n0 for each of five first-

order thermoluminescent traps, such that the summed glow curves closely resembled

that observed from a control sample; the resulting fit is shown in Fig. 5.5, and the trap

parameter values are listed in Table 5.1. Ideally, trap parameters would have been exper-

imentally determined or the model response to thermal events experimentally checked,
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but both of these are involved processes which have been studied in greater detail by

more specialized groups.
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Figure 5.5: The experimentally-collected glow curve of a control sample (unexposed to
detonation) of TLD-100 compared to the summed glow curves of five first-order traps
with parameters manually fit to the data.

This LiF:Mg,Ti model was then used to reconstruct the heating that the TLD-100

particles had experienced during the detonation. To briefly re-iterate the reconstruc-

tion algorithm described in § 3.2.2, a range of temperature profile parameters Tmax and

tcooling is subdivided and paired, the response of the virtual TLD-100 is simulated for

each scenario, and the process is repeated with the search range tightened around the

parameters producing TL closest to the actual data. In this case, five post-detonation

observed intensity values—sampled at the temperatures where the control glow curve

exhibits a local maxima—were input into the reconstruction algorithm for comparison,

via their intensity ratios, to each simulated glow curve. The initial search range was cho-

sen to span 100 to 500 ◦C for Tmax and 0.1 to 10.1 s for tcooling. (In theory, the bounds

of the initial range should not prevent the eventual arrival at a correct answer within
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E (eV) s (s−1) n0 (cm−3)

1.532 2.0 x 1018 2.75 x 1010

1.697 9.0 x 1018 1.15 x 1011

2.250 1.85 x 1024 2.20 x 1011

1.315 1.0 x 1012 4.58 x 1010

1.515 8.0 x 1012 1.70 x 1010

Table 5.1: The trap parameters which comprise our first-order model of TLD-100.

them, but it is possible to delay or confuse this search implementation.) To eliminate

the possibility of operator bias, reconstruction was performed with no knowledge of

what the conventional thermocouples had reported.

The explosive heating reconstructed by the simulation had a temperature maximum

of 240 ◦C and cooled back to within 1 ◦C of initial ambient temperature in 0.4 s. (These

values have been reduced to a more realistic order of precision, as the reconstruction

simulations will easily reach an unrealistic precision exceeding that of our experimental

data.) The simulated TLD-100 glow curve intensity resulting from this answer matches

the observed post-detonation glow curve to within 3% averaged over the five comparison

points or four ratios, as shown in Fig. 5.6.

This reconstruction result is compatible with the thermocouple reading, shown in

Fig. 5.7. The conventional sensor indicates a significantly lower maximum temperature

and more than twice as long of a cooling time, but as it has a much greater thermal mass

than a microparticle, it will react more slowly to environmental temperature changes.

The thermocouple Tmax and tcooling must therefore be taken as lower and upper bounds,

respectively, for our microparticle sensors, and our reconstruction indeed reflects this.

A few other observations should be noted. Reconstruction runs illustrated that the

method is encouragingly robust: changes in the initial search parameters, as well as

modifications to the TLD-100 model trap parameters, do not prevent the program from

converging upon the solution given here. The latter is especially encouraging given that

our first-order trap model does not do justice to certain regions of the actual TLD-100

glow curve—the lowest temperature peak, for instance—and the manual tuning of trap
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Figure 5.6: The observed glow curve of post-detonation TLD-100 compared to the
simulated curve of the proposed explosion temperature history. Among the five points
or four ratios used for comparison, observed and simulated curves differ by an average
of 3%. The individual glow curves corresponding to each of the five first-order traps in
the model are also shown.

parameters was considered a particularly worrying point. Even without perturbing the

parameters, the randomization of the scenarios evaluated gives rise to small fluctuations

in the solutions produced from run to run. These fluctuations are consistently within

the targeted precision bounds of the simulation, and are minuscule compared to the

limitations set by our glow curve readout and the manually-fitted first-order material

model. Finally, several other sets of maximum temperature and cooling time values

consistently appear as highly—but not most—probable possibilities, underlining the

importance of the material model parameters and low noise in glow curve data.

5.2 Open-chamber detonation testing

High explosives are rarely applied in enclosed environments capable of containing in-

ternal pressure rise (at least for more than a very brief initial period.) In the interests
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Figure 5.7: Temperature vs time data obtained from a thermocouple, positioned nearby
the TLD-100 sample and at the same distance as the former to the explosive charge.
The detonation whose reconstruction results are reported here is labeled here as ‘shot 4’.

of proving the practical usability of the thermoluminescent sensor in an unenclosed en-

vironment, subsequent detonation tests were also conducted in open chambers without

pressure controls, freely vented to the outdoors, in open detonation test structures oper-

ated by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) at Kirtland Air Force Base, New

Mexico. Two types of microparticle were used in these trials for temperature sensing,

both new TL materials developed for thermometry applications by collaborator Ed-

uardo Yukihara and group: MgB4O7:Dy,Li (abbreviated as MBO) and CaSO4:Ce,Tb

(CSO), synthesized respectively by solution combustion synthesis and solution reaction.

[73] [77] [78] [157] Both materials were prepared by irradiation with 220 Gy nominal

from a 137Cs gamma cell.

Testing took place in a cement and steel structure of two square rooms, each with

a combined floor area of approximately 20 m, linked by an open doorway with a step-

height sill.2 Each room opened to the outside through one large window opening

and one entrance doorway. One room, denoted the “source” or SRC room, housed

the explosive charge, suspended in the corner formed by the wall housing the doorway

between rooms and the wall opposite that with the exterior window; the other “adjacent”

or ADJ room experienced only detonation effects that passed from the source room. No

2 Placed there, it would seem, for the sole purpose of tripping the author upon every transit.
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Figure 5.8: left: Glow curves of CaSO4:Ce,Tb (top) and MgB4O7:Dy,Li (bottom)
monitor samples, non-detonated controls which traveled with and experienced the same
conditions (as much as could practically be achieved) as the detonated samples. These
monitor glow curves for the collection of first-order traps, with hand-fit parameters,
which would represent the respective materials in the reconstruction simulations. right:
The expected response of the hand-fit material models to a simulated explosive temper-
ature event of 0.5 second duration and increasing maximum temperature.
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interior furnishings were present in either room except for a few features such as a

thin steel vertical conduit for thermocouple mounting in the adjacent room and heavy

steel-clad concrete blocks for gauging blast force. The outdoor structure had little

to no isolation from the natural elements and inhabitants of the New Mexico desert;

site personnel advised that rodent and bird excreta were almost certainly present prior

to, and probably after, the detonations, and would likely be collected along with our

microparticles.

For each detonation, five open-top polystyrene weigh boats, each containing 5 g of

pre-irradiated TL microparticles, were suspended from the test structure ceiling using

polyethylene terephthalate (PET) monofilament purchased commercially as fishing line;

large fragments of both weigh boats and monofilament would be recovered after each

test. The two TL materials were used in separate detonations, with the structure hosed

out with water (a standard cleaning procedure) before each. The placement method

and locations attempted to ensure that the microparticles would be quickly dispersed

throughout the structure during the detonation, avoiding the speculative scenario of

sealed packages of powder riding the detonation shock front intact long enough to avoid

significant heating or exit the structure altogether. Range procedure dictated that the

structure’s exterior doorways be sealed with sheets of oriented strand board which would

disintegrate in the explosion, and 3 mil polyethylene painters drop sheets were taped over

the window openings to prevent wind from prematurely depositing microparticles onto

the ground.

Each detonation test used five-pound Pentolite bare charges. The structure was

equipped with multiple thermocouples in a variety of locations, as well as an experi-

mental optical fiber-carried pyrometry system. After the charge was detonated, sam-

ples were collected from 16 predetermined locations within the structure by sweeping

a paint-enclosed, approximately 900 cm2 (1 foot square) area of horizontal surface with

a natural-bristle paintbrush and gathering any material recovered into a container. In

addition to microparticles, this procedure would collect windborne and foot-tracked

sand and rocks, concrete and steel debris from the blast chamber, fragments of OSB,

polystyrene, PET, high-temperature brake caliper paint, the aforementioned leavings

of local fauna, and other unidentified material. This contamination was a welcome

representation of the factors inevitably present in most targeted applications.
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Figure 5.9: Photographs of representative samples returned from open-chamber testing.
Materials visually identified as wood chips, fragments of darkened metal, small rocks,
and sand are present. Despite similarly heavy contamination, glow curves from the
MgB4O7:Dy,Li or CaSO4:Ce,Tb thermometry particles can be read out with very little
treatment or filtration.

5.2.1 Post-detonation thermoluminescence

32 post-detonation samples—16 each from MBO and CSO—were returned from the

collection sites. Readout proceeded at UMN largely according to previously described

procedures. The samples were not treated or filtered before readout, except by be-

ing tipped slowly into the crucible from a piece of tinfoil held at an angle to perform

a rudimentary size selection; where present and recognizable, pieces of wood or fiber

were removed with tweezers out of flammability concerns. For the CSO shot, 12 sam-

ples yielded easily readable TL signals with significant depopulation. The remaining 4

registered non-blackbody signals which were unusably faint or unrecognizable, with 2

of these being from collection sites outside of the structure. The intensity of the two

highest-temperature peaks tended to vary, likely due to thermoluminescence continuing

past the easily-accessible temperature range of our readout equipment. 14 of the MBO

samples showed easily readable TL signals, with the 2 non-luminescing samples again

coming from exterior collection sites; however, 7 of the 8 samples recovered from the

room adjacent to the charge showed apparent broad depopulation affecting every peak

of the glow curve, making intensity normalization and thus reconstruction impossible.3

3 MgB4O7:Dy,Li is known to be vulnerable to photobleaching by fluorescent lighting [77], and thus
was most likely affected by the desert sunlight. While steps such as light-tight collection containers
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Figure 5.10: Glow curves of CSO and MBO microparticles recovered after an open-
chamber high-explosive detonation. CSO shows a tendency towards variations in high-
temperature intensity not predicted by Fig. 5.8; it is unknown whether this stems from
unexpected kinetics or from readout complications. MBO’s behavior is somewhat more
in line with expectations, with the exception of site 7 SRC and all ADJ sites appearing
to be heavily depleted and lacking a workable reference peak for normalization.
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Reconstruction calculations were carried out on all 12 CSO and 7 MBO “healthy”

samples. Both CSO and MBO materials were modeled as superpositions of multiple—7

and 5, respectively—first-order traps, with parameters again hand-fit to control read-

outs; however, these newly-synthesized TL materials have been studied for far less time

than the decades of widespread examination and use enjoyed by TLD-100, and thus

there is great uncertainty in the applicability of these fits. Prof. Yukihara and his team

at OSU have proposed that CSO and MBO each be modeled with a dense array of ∼30

to 40 first-order traps. While our reconstruction code can accommodate this approach,

the physical accuracy of the model’s behavior is not known to us.

5.2.2 Particle trajectories

It is strongly suspected that the open-chamber testing environment is strongly conducive

to complex particle trajectories; the separate rooms, immobile structures within the

rooms, relatively large explosive charge, and lack of pressure containment provide plen-

tiful opportunities for turbulent mixing. The resulting spatial variation can complicate

the reconstruction process even as it reinforces the need for bulk-deployable microscale

contact temperature sensors. Plans and preparations were completed to introduce color-

coded glass microbeads (purchased from Cospheric, diameters 150–180 µm) into one shot

for a very basic estimation of the intermixing from initial particle positions to collection

sites, but the scheme was vetoed by detonation site guidelines.

To gauge the span of recorded temperatures, the author’s colleague Armstrong un-

dertook the collection of individual glow curves for 90 particles, 25–75 µm in diameter,

chosen from the post-detonation debris. The process was as time-consuming and labor-

intensive as it sounds. Each potential MBO particle, visually selected as appearing

white in color through a microscope, was teased from a selection of debris particles

and manuevered onto a microheater platform by forceps and microprobe manipulators.

If both the particle and microheater survived the move4 , a linear heating ramp of

were taken to minimize exposure, it is easily conceivable that some photobleaching occurred for all
MBO samples, and that a lack of significant thermal depopulation for the adjacent room samples
left the photobleaching effect as the dominant change. Monitor control samples sealed in transparent
plastic capsules show little difference from self-held controls; however, site restrictions and other factors
prevent the monitors from accompanying the samples at times, so it is plausible that the monitors do
not accurately reflect the level of bleaching experienced.

4 Many microheaters died, by accidental poking with a microprobe, to bring us this information.
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2 ◦C/s was applied. Thanks to the high sensitivity of MgB4O7:Dy,Li, intensities ob-

served from control particles are clearly distinguishable over the photodetector noise

floor (something that could not be said in similar attempts to read TLD-100 particles.)

Of the 90 microparticles heated, 42 displayed a measurable thermoluminescence

signal. The remaining 48 were either entirely depleted, or not MgB4O7:Dy,Li particles at

all; unfortunately they were not retained for re-irradiation or compositional analysis. For

the glow curves obtained, a simplified form of temperature reconstruction was performed

by assuming an invariable cooling time of 50 ms and calculating only the most likely

maximum temperature reached. The resulting Tmax values are spread across a wide

range from room temperature (effectively no post-detonation depopulation) to 510 ◦C.

While these temperatures are not meant to be give pinpoint thermal history values—

the MgB4O7:Dy,Li, whose TL kinetics were at this point poorly known by even the

material’s synthesizers, was modeled as six manually fitted, highly overlapping first-

order traps—they reflect the wide variation seen in post-detonation glow curves, and

thus imply strongly differing particle heating during and just after the detonation. The

effect could be also be amplified by the selection bias, based on color and size, present

in the manual particle loading process. Such a bias is difficult to practically avoid

without greatly inflating the number of particles read out or the labor and equipment

usage cost per particle. For example, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was

used to identify strong magnesium and oxygen signatures in 15 particles, but it—along

with most other characterization techniques—involves exposing the samples to ionizing

radiation, and as such could not be used before glow curve collection. [158] [84]

5.3 Conclusions and future work

Microparticles of thermoluminescent materials are shown to survive post-detonation en-

vironments with their characteristics largely intact, and stored charge is demonstrated

to respond to thermal stimulus in predictable ways. Detonations at very close range

in closed chambers yielded thermal history results which are agreeable to conventional

thermocouple readings. TL microparticle sensors were scattered by explosive detonation

into an open-air outdoor environment; mixed with all manner of natural, biological, and

synthetic contaminants; retrieved using simple methods; and read out quickly, without
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involved pre-treatment procedures, immediately and clearly gave TL signal without de-

tectable interference or unwanted addition from contaminants. An early version of a

“single-suitcase” field-portable TL readout system was successfully (although not thor-

oughly, given the limited quantities of samples and handling supplies available) tested,

illustrating the future availability of thermometry results on site and within minutes of

a thermal event of interest.

Many assumptions and open questions remain to be revisited and answered, but the

building blocks introduced here are promising for a number of these. For instance, the

difficulties from MgB4O7:Dy,Li and CaSO4:Ce,Tb compared to TLD-100 illustrate the

importance of surety in a material’s kinetics and parameters; to this end, the excellent

thermal control demonstrated by microheaters would be uniquely suited to several of the

TL characterization techniques described in § 2.2.4. Reconstruction techniques could be

tested in greater detail—and with much less time, expense, and risk—in the lab by using

microheaters to compile complex thermal events out of a sequences of heating pulse,

as demonstrated in Fig. 4.9, albeit only for TL materials with very high brightness

per volume. Improvements to the structure and actuation signals (a la Wang and

Talghader (2008) [159]) of the large-area membrane actuator could bring larger stress

and even impact abilities, allowing the study of stress-induced luminescence, impact-

induced (tribo)luminescence, and the effects of both on a TL sensor.

Beyond the solidification and refinement of the basic technique lie intriguing ex-

tensions to explore. Thus far, the TL microparticles used have been taken as-is from

commercial production or academic synthesis processes, or at most sieved to select a

certain size range, but much possibility lies in engineering the sensors themselves. A

suitable TL thin film may be micromachined into shapes to provide certain aerody-

namics, such as to imitate a bioagent, or to aid visual identification after dispersal.

Core-shell particles, composed of multiple layers of different TL materials or passive

(but transparent) insulators, could provide additional dimensions to temperature data

through the varying speeds of thermal propagation, as discussed and demonstrated by

the author’s coworker Kim (2013). [133] [160] Better temporal information could also

be derived from materials displaying non-first-order kinetics, as the rate of carrier de-

population becomes affected by the existing trapped carrier concentration. Particles of

UV-insensitive TL material could be coated with a UV-fluorescent layer to provide a
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marker for quick visible detection, aiding recovery or selection of the microparticle sen-

sors and allowing for at-a-glance spatial-distribution estimates. More detailed spatial

distribution studies carried out on a routine or production basis could apply measures

such as progressive sieving of recovered debris, readout batches larger than single mi-

croparticles (which would self-compensate by allowing rapid processing of many more

batches), and densely-packed addressable microheater arrays. Analysis methods beyond

the iterative grid search described, such as an analytical expression for the equidepopu-

lation curves of a given temperature profile, could allow practical reconstruction of more

complex functional forms described by more than three parameters. Finally, thermo-

luminescent temperature sensors could also find use in other—dare we say, simpler—

applications; roll-to-roll manufacturing, for instance, would find value in a microscale

temperature sensor, cheaply embedded almost anywhere and read out by OSL, which

could record the temperature experienced at every stage of the product’s birth. The

basic and rudimentary experiments presented here may, with luck, be simply the first

steps of a versatile new sensing technique.
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Chapter 6

The Stories of Ice

6.1 Introduction

Glacier ice—defined as ice that forms from accumulation of snowfall, as opposed to

sea ice, which freezes from seawater—covers 10% of the Earth’s surface. Its scientific

allure does not lie in its mere abundance, but in the fact that some of it has been

there for longer than humans have existed. Within the massive ice sheets of Antarctica

and Greenland lie bubbles of ancient air, dust from volcanoes past, meteorites whose

light reached no human eye; under them lie lakes and soil and entire mountain ranges,

entire continents hidden two miles beneath a snowy expanse. And in the structure and

composition of this ice, in dozens of quiet ways, are written the stories of almost a

million year-long sunrises.

It is no wonder that we seek this ice. Samples are obtained by drilling rigs, modified

from the petroleum industry, manned each summer for several years. These retrieve

vertical cylinders of ice, 15 cm or less of diameter and a few meters of length at a time,

by boring a hole downward into the ice sheet. Once extracted, these new ice cores

are quickly cleaned of drilling fluid, cut into meter-long segments, measured, packaged,

and stored deep-frozen; some time-sensitive studies, such as capturing samples of fast-

escaping helium, begin immediately. Cores freshly removed from the high pressures

exerted by the surrounding ice will be extremely brittle at first, and require time for

gradual internal changes to relieve the stresses. After they are resilient enough to

transport, the many hundreds of cores produced must be shipped from their remote
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drill site to facilities halfway around the globe, such as the U.S. National Ice Core

Laboratory (NICL) in Lakewood, CO; there, they run a gauntlet called a core processing

line (CPL) which sees them unpacked, imaged, measured, apportioned, cut, cataloged,

and otherwise inducted into scientific use. When this marathon production-line session

is complete, aliquots of many cores will have been shipped to various research institutions

for detailed studies, and the remainders will have taken up permanent residence in

NICL’s storage freezers for study by visiting researchers. [1] [2]

It goes without saying that glaciology is too large and many-faceted a field to do

justice in a single thesis. Nevertheless, this chapter presents a few words of description

for selected characteristics of glacier ice and the techniques currently used to measure

them. To avoid further inflating the length of this work, we will focus our discussion

primarily on the Antarctic ice sheet. The mountain or temperate glaciers, which were

the first examples of glacier ice to be reached and studied, represent only about 1% of

the planet’s glacier ice. The remainder resides in the polar-region continent-scale ice

sheets of Greenland and Antarctica, where low temperatures and humidity levels allow

ice—and in a way, time—to follow starkly different rules.

6.2 Stratigraphy

Most of the Antarctic land mass receives very little new snow accumulation per year;

annual snow accumulation at the South Pole has been measured as about six inches

(0.15 m) per year, on par with the Australian interior deserts. (Loose snow is vigorously

reshuffled by the continent’s strong winds and does not melt as it does in temperate

climates, allowing it to bury man-made structures at rates of a meter or more per

year and create the misleading appearance of large annual precipitation amounts.) [3]

Past layers of snow are gradually buried and compacted to become firn, an extremely

porous mix of ice grains and air-filled voids. Thermal energy and the growing weight

of new accumulation gradually densifies the firn, compressing the voids and causing

ice crystals to coalesce and grow. At 830 kg/m3 of density, the passageways between

the ice grains are sealed, marking the transition from firn to glacier ice. This typically

takes 100 to 300 years (depths of 50–100 m), although it varies strongly by surface

temperature: in a temperate glacier which hovers around freezing, liquid water from
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temporarily melted ice speeds the process by two orders of magnitude, whereas at frigid

(mean annual temperature -55 ◦C) Lake Vostok, Antarctica, the transition is found at

a depth corresponding to 2800 years. [4] [5]

While temperatures on the Antarctic ice sheet do not rise above freezing in the sum-

mers, seasonal changes in snow crystal morphology, wind scouring, and solar irradiance

still produce lasting effects on the top layers. As the snow compacts into firn and then

ice, the result is stratification: thin cyclic, parallel (generally) layers, as in sedimentary

rock, revealing the year-by-year accumulation process which constructed the ice sheet.

These strata or annual layers are often visually distinguishable within a core as stripes

of alterating clarity or color, and provide a basic—if labor intensive—way of estimating

ice age. [6] As the visible layering is caused in part by variations in the bubble density of

ice, it should be susceptible to instrumentation such as laser scattering scanners; how-

ever, low contrast between layers, tilt due to ice flow, material deposits, and vanishingly

thin layers in precipitation-poor areas usually make measurements surprisingly difficult

and necessitate frequent human intervention. [7] [8] [9]

Figure 6.1: A photograph of the GISP2 1840 m ice core, backlit on an examination
table at the National Ice Core Laboratory (NICL). This particular core, retrieved from
Greenland in 1993, exemplifies clearly visible stratification and a dust layer; NICL
personnel refer to it as the “tour core” for its frequent use in demonstrations. The
vertical/angular artifacts visible to the right of the image are a result of misalignments
in automated panoramic photo stitching. (The lighter feature in the center-left of the
image is a hole accidentally created during snow pit excavation and partially filled in
with blocks of snow.)

The difficulty in instrumented stratification detection was experienced by the au-

thor during experiments with laser backscatter measurements on ice cores. Despite
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Figure 6.2: Annual layers in the snow of WAIS Divide are made visible by a snow pit:
a pair of hand-dug pits separated by a vertical wall ∼1 foot thick, with the observation
pit made dark by a sheet of opaque material across the top and the other pit allowing
light to backlight the wall. The layers seen will eventually densify to mere millimeters
thick as they progress into glacier ice.

several variations of emitter and collector optics and operating wavelengths, layers in

the scattered intensity data remained qualitatively more difficult to detect than with

direct visual observation. (Annual layer detection was an ancillary goal of those exper-

iments, so more drastic changes to the apparatus and setup were not made.) Thus far,

most successful automated systems for detailed logging of annual layers have made use

of visible-light imaging and image processing, data-intensive approaches which approxi-

mate human visual perception. [10] [11] Other methods such as dielectric measurements

or electrical conductivity measurements (ECM) show promise, but require refinements

to reduce the experimental effort needed and allow economical use at scale. [12] [13]
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6.3 Gas bubbles

The voids in firn are filled with gases from the atmosphere at the time of the snow’s

accumulation and, since gases are able to diffuse through the porous firn, the atmosphere

of the firn years as well. As the firn gradually densifies into ice, these gases are trapped

within small bubbles. The growing pressure with depth reduces the average size of the

bubbles until the gases dissolve into clathrate hydrates, a structure of water molecules

surrounding a molecule of gas. Clathrate formation generally begins at several hundred

meters’ depth, and completes when the bubbles disappear at ∼1500–2000 m. [14] [15]

Consequently, glacier ice can have a “frosted” appearance from short optical scattering

lengths, but becomes very clear below the bubble cut-off depth.

When a core of deep ice is removed from the surrounding pressure of the ice sheet,

the gases dissolved within will soon exsolve out of the clathrates. With the ice crystals

having long since grown and restructured, the gas now accumulates in faceted cavities

or inclusions which are visually distinct from round, pre-dissolution bubbles. Cores of

shallower ice, removed from the ice sheet before gas dissolution is complete, will (after

relaxation) show both inclusions and bubbles. [16] [5]

These pockets of ancient atmosphere, naturally preserved and packaged, are a nat-

ural treasure for paleoclimatology and the study of current and future climates. As of

2008, an 800,000 year (800 kyr) record of carbon dioxide has been read from ice cores;

CO2 concentrations in shallower ice bubbles are confirmed to match closely to contem-

porary atmospheric measurements at the South Pole, where regular sampling began in

1958.1 [17] [18] CH4, N2O, and other gases are also found accurately preserved, save for

correctable selective factors such as gravitational fractionation. [19] The isotopic com-

position of the carbon (13C/12C and 14C/12C), hydrogen (deuterium/H), and nitrogen

(15N/14N) components adds information on the sources of greenhouse gas; for example,

the values of the methane carbon isotope ratio δ13CH4 are seen to stay constant while

overall atmospheric methane levels rose at the end of the Younger and Older Dryas

cold periods, suggesting that the source was biological emission and not mass release

from clathrates beneath the ocean floor. [20] [21] The concentrations of HDO and H18
2 O

1 The Antarctic interior is the only ice which accurately preserves these samples: any partial melting
will readily dissolve CO2, raising the concentration in temperate glaciers, while the Greenland ice sheet
is alkaline and provokes reactions which cause rapid variations in CO2 content. [5]
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(usually seen as δO and δ18O, relative to a defined Standard Mean Ocean Water) iso-

topes are used as an indicator of past temperatures, based on observations that their

levels fall linearly with lower surface air temperatures and are accurately preserved by

firn in locations of uniform meteorological conditions. [22] [23] In a similar vein, nitro-

gen, argon, and krypton isotope fractionation is sensitive to thermal gradients in the

atmosphere and temperature-dependent solubility in the oceans, and can be used as an

indicator of ocean and global temperatures. [24] [25]

6.4 Ash and dust

Microparticles of silicate and calcite rock dust, pollen, and droplets of liquid less than

2 µm in size are steadily borne across oceans by the wind and deposited onto the ice

sheet. Isotopic analysis shows that most of the aerosol dust found in Greenland glacier

ice comes from central Asia, while the Patagonia region of South America supplies

Antarctica with its smaller amount of dust. [5] Large, irregular geologic events such as

volcanic eruptions and meteorite impacts can loft larger amounts high enough into the

atmosphere to spread around the globe, leaving a signature in the polar ice. The volcanic

ash, or tephra, retrieved from an ice core will possess distinct geologic and chemical

characteristics which can identify where on Earth it erupted from. [26] Concentrated

deposits are often visible as a dark-colored band among the white-and-clear annual

layers, making them more easily detectable to optical backscattering instruments. Ash

layers thus serve as timestamps in the ice, correlating the depth at which they were

found with eruptions known from other ice and geologic data.

Existing measurement methods for ash layers, as well as an improved variant, will

be described in Chapter 7.

6.5 Soluble impurities

Although atmospheric processes are generally very effective at purifying moisture before

it falls as snow, the cold and dry environment of the polar ice sheet is extremely good

at retaining the miniscule amounts of contaminants that remain. Traces gases in the

atmosphere can also form aerosols, or adsorb directly onto the ice, dissolving into ions
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instead of being trapped in gas bubbles. Na, Mg, K, and Cl ions from seawater salt are

found close to the coasts of Antarctica and Greenland; changes in their concentration

over time have been interpreted as indicators of wind speed and sea ice extent. Volcanic

eruptions release large amounts of H2SO4, HCl, HF, and other acidic gases over short

(geologically speaking—on the order of a few years) periods. Their overall contribution

is dwarfed by hydrosulfuric and methane-sulfonic acids derived from dimethyl sulfide

gas, which is produced by near-surface ocean organisms such as phytoplankton. [5] The

footprints of human activity can increasingly be seen: elevated SO2−
4 , black carbon,

and heavy metal concentrations in Greenland ice from coal burning, or plutonium and

tritium in Siberian ice and Antarctic snow pits from nuclear weapons testing of the

1950s. [27] [28] [29] [30]

Soluble impurities in the ice will cause a local increase in electrical conductivity,

detectable by ECM and non-contact dielectric measurements. [31] [12] Soluble and

insoluble volcanic products can often be detected by the same techniques used for annual

layering, to the benefit and detriment of both. As ions from less catastrophic, time-

localized sources may only be present in trace amounts (∼µg/L or less), detection,

identification, and precise characterization often requires ice samples to be melted down

and subjected to ion chromatography. [32] [33] [34]

6.6 Temperature

Thermally speaking, a glacier is a massive slab of an excellent insulator sandwiched

between a heat source—geothermal heat, basal sliding friction, and water present below

the glacier—and a surface environment that, in the Antarctic interior, never exceeds

freezing. This situation gives rise to a temperature gradient with depth; differentials of

50 ◦C have been measured in Antarctica. Changes in surface temperature will propa-

gate slowly downward into the ice, forming a diffused record of recent or low-frequency

climate changes which can be read using a high-sensitivity temperature logger and cor-

roborated with other indicators. [35] [36] [37] [38] Ice temperature is a critical parameter

in many ice flow and behavior models, and thus merits measurement in its own right in

addition to serving as a proxy for other conditions. [5]
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6.7 Geology, hydrology, biology

The Antarctic ice sheet masks 98% of the continent’s geology. Essentially the only

directly-encountered portions to date are the exposed coastal regions and the nunataks,

the very tops of the Transantarctic Mountains protruding from the ice as deceivingly low

rock formations; all knowledge of the remaining terrain comes solely through modeling,

remote sensing methods such as ice-penetrating radar and gravimetry, and inference.

These measures give tantalizing hints of a hidden land mass of ancient rock that sinks

to thousands of kilometers below (current) sea level, in part from the sheer weight of

the ice above. [3] Initiatives such as the Rapid Access Ice Drill (RAID) aim to soon

return actual samples, but even these will be rock cores of limited depth and number.

[39]

Trapped between ice and rock, where allowed by the terrain, lie subglacial lakes of

water at elevated pressures and temperatures below 0 ◦C. Some of these bodies of water

are believed to have been isolated for millions of years; they count among their number

a freshwater lake estimated to be more voluminous than several of North America’s

Great Lakes (Lake Vostok), a lake which experiences and perhaps enables its overlying

ice to slide up to 70 cm in 25 minutes twice a day (Lake Whillans), and a hyper-saline

reservoir (yet to be located and named) that outflows in the iron-rich Blood Falls. [40]

[41] While the ice surface is largely free of permanently-resident life (a few species of

plants and mites excepted [42] [43]), bacteria, fish, and crustaceans have been found

populating subglacial bodies of water. [44] [45] [46] Sampling these lakes through non-

contaminating drilling methods and remotely-manueverable robotic probes provides not

only insights into unencountered ecosystems, but also practice for the possible future

exploration of even-less-accessible extraterrestrial oceans.

6.8 Crystals, fabric, and flow

The kilometers-thick ice of Antarctica is driven under its own weight to move from the

continent center towards the coasts, where it either melts into the ocean or protrudes as

floating ice shelves before finally calving into drifting, meltable icebergs. To achieve this

mobility, glacier ice both deforms itself to ooze along as a thick viscous fluid and moves

en masse relative to the underlying bed, often helped in the latter case by liquid water or
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water-saturated sediment deforming beneath.2 Large ice streams, channels of ice in rel-

atively fast (hundreds of meters to a few kilometers per year) motion, are established by

favorable basal structure to account for much of the continent’s ice transport. Streams

often display intermittent stick-slip motion; in Whillans Ice Stream (which passes over

the previously mentioned sub-glacial Lake Whillan), tidal forces allow motion for two

short periods each day, with each slip releases seismic waves equivalent to a medium-

to-large (moment magnitude MW -7.0) earthquake3 [41] Without direct access to the

base of the glacier, the basal slip mechanisms at work must be inferred from the surface

velocity, remote sensing of the bed topology, and modeling of other ice movements. [5]

The natural crystal structure Ih of ice resembles stacked layers of hexagonal rings,

referred to as basal planes. The direction normal to the basal plane is called the c-axis,

and is used to define the orientation of the crystal. Because the basal planes can be

easily persuaded (relative to deformations in other directions) to slip past each other,

crystals are most susceptible to shear stresses perpendicular to the c-axis. However,

glacier ice begins life as randomly oriented snow crystals; for bulk ice to flow easily, its

grains must come into partial alignment.

Fortunately, a glacier also evolves over time at the crystal level. The constituent ice

grains grow in size as atoms migrate from crystal boundaries of higher curvature, and

thus higher free energy, to thermodynamically-favorable larger crystals. Growth is gov-

erned by available thermal energy, bubbles and impurities, and lattice distortion caused

by strain. The presence of a uniform compressive strain will cause preferential develop-

ment of c-axes in the direction of the compression; compression with confinements in the

other dimensions (restricting the Poisson effect), more complex external forces, or even

recrystallization resulting from a simple one may give rise to more complex results, such

as multiple-maximum fabrics with more than one preferred direction or conical “girdle”

fabrics. [48] [5] The measurement of ice fabrics will be further discussed in Chapter 8.

2 Sliding over hard beds is also observed, but the mechanism has been concluded not to contribute
significantly to Antarctic ice motion.

3 Note that this can be a somewhat misleading metric to the intuition: moment magnitude expresses
the total wave energy, while an observer’s perception of an earthquake is dependent upon the depth of
the epicenter, soil conditions, the presence of dramatic background music, etc. [47]



Chapter 7

Ice Dust Fiber Logger

7.1 Down the borehole

Ice cores (§ 6.1) allow precise studies of Antarctic ice from a warm lab on another

continent, but this comfort and efficiency comes at great cost. Coring a major research

borehole is a massive undertaking, requiring a large field camp—drillers and support

staff, shelters for sleeping and eating, fuel supplies, and on and on—to be established

in a remote snowbound location. The 3405 m WAIS Divide core involved production

drilling operations spanning six Antarctic summers, and additional years for equipment

setup and extraction. [2] [49] Now consider that such an ice core, with its historical

reach and cost of procurement, is a tiny disk a few inches across on a ice sheet that

spans a continent. It is no surprise that methods of measurement which work without

a core are perpetually en vogue.

Fortunately, each core drilled leaves behind a borehole, held open by drilling fluid

and a casing at the surface, available for scientific visitation. Many modern fast-access

borehole concepts such as RAID [39] and RADIX [50] propose sacrificing borehole size,

and abandoning core recovery, to greatly increase drilling rate. While this promises

many more new sources of scientific data per year, the lack of returned core samples

means that instruments will have to come to the ice—provided that they can fit into

the boreholes.
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Figure 7.1: This 163 mm diameter circle is the actual size of most, 1530–3405 m depth,
of the WAIS Divide WDC06A borehole. (7 mm is added to the diameter at 114–1530 m.)
All of a borehole logger’s downhole mechanisms, its external pressure-resistant casing,
and centralizers must fit within this diameter, which as of 2017 is among the widest
boreholes in West Antarctica—and probably the widest proposed in the near future.
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7.1.1 Lighter light

Dust logging, the identification of heavy dust and ash deposits, is a particularly impor-

tant procedure because the vertical locations of known layers—e.g., volcanic eruptions

whose dates have been corroborated by rock cores or other geological records—can be

quickly checked and used to calibrate ice depth vs age. Previously deployed “dust log-

gers”, such as that of Bay et al. (2001) [51] and Bramall et al. (2005) [9], have utilized

near-UV LED or laser sources radiating perpendicularly into the borehole walls and a

downward-looking photomultiplier tube (PMT) to detect photons after multiple scat-

tering events in the ice. In bubbly ice, an ash layers passing between the light source

and detector will cause increased absorption and a decrease in the number of returning

photons; in deeper ice, the insoluble ash is effectively the only scattering source, and

its presence will markedly increase the photons detected. [52] This operating principle

has been well-demonstrated in the field to be effective, but improvements are possible.

Light penetrating many meters into the ice will be redirected by deformed or tilted ice

layers from flow or a meandering borehole, damping signals and reducing depth res-

olution. The inclusion of a light source, any optics required to limit angular spread

for vertical resolution, and a high-sensitivity detector implies careful packaging in a

protective pressure-resistant vessel, and places a lower limit on the size and mass of

the probe. The downhole unit requires an umbilical supplying power from the surface

and returning data, with the electrical transmission of both grows increasingly onerous

as borehole depths increase into kilometers. These factors mean that heavy support

infrastructure—large-capacity logging winch and tower—and a borehole of significant

diameter must be present to take data; neither of these are friendly to the concept of

a traveling science camp attempting to arrive via overland traverse, work, pack up and

move to a new borehole in a matter of days.

The appropriately-named “fiber logger” attempts to make use of the developments

in fiber optics, propelled by the telecommunications industry, to address several of these

issues. Multimode optical fiber (200 µm core, 500 µm cladding) carries light from the

ice surface down into the borehole, and returns scattered light back to the surface. In

this first version of the instrument, two separate fibers were used for input and output

light, but they could be conceivably combined. With the light source, detector, and all

active components remaining outside the hole, the only components deployed downhole
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are the fibers, attached compact optical collimation packages, and a simple mechanical

positioning frame: all passive components requiring no electrical power.

Figure 7.2: Photographs, taken with and without flash respectively, of segments of core
Newall Glacier 144a, backlit on a light table at NICL. (This core was highly fragmented.)
Several ash layers are distinctly visible, as well as annual layering.

The operating principle is also altered, with the light emission and collection col-

limators placed just centimeters apart and aimed in near-reflection angles to collect

light from a single backscattering event. Near-infrared light at 808 nm is chosen for an

absorption length on the order of tens of centimeters, greatly reducing the likelihood

of any light returning after several scattering events, which would decrease the depth

resolution. (For comparison, the 370 nm light used by Bramall et al. (2005) can travel

for hundreds of meters before its intensity falls to 1/e of original.) [53] [54] This partic-

ular wavelength is also well-known for diode pump lasers, which avails it of a plentiful

selection of laser diodes and compatible photodetectors; it does suffer from increased

attenuation in optical fiber (due to OH− absorption) compared to the more widely used

1.3 µm and 1.55 µm telecommunications wavelengths, but these would only traverse
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Figure 7.3: Backscattered light intensity of a 405 nm fiber-coupled laser, normally
incident upon the flat dorsal surface of the Newall 144a sample seen in Fig. 7.2, as
collected using ten separate laserline-filtered fibers (unterminated) feeding a single Si
photodetector. The source and collection fibers are scanned along the core, beginning
at the borehole-bottom end and moving upward. A 5-point rolling average has been
applied. The darkest visible ash peak and the gap between the core segments are clearly
visible, as noted during data collection; other features may also have been detected, but
have not been confirmed from detailed visual core stratigraphy data. The very high and
level intensities observed at the distance extremes are metal reflectors placed on the ice
to intentionally saturate the detector, providing consistent beginning and end markers
for run-to-run alignment.

∼1 mm of ice before absorption. [55]

The downhole probe itself was instructed to be as small and lightweight as practical;

plans called for initial tests in a shallow dry borehole of variable diameter. An open

aluminum downhole frame was designed to hold the fiber collimators at an adjustable

angle and position them a fixed distance from the borehole wall. Two ball-bearing

wheels, of the type used for inline skates, allowed the frame to slide or roll on an icy

surface of unknown roughness. Two spring-loaded arms pivoted out to plant additional

wheels on the opposite wall, holding the collimator-housing frame against the ice surface;

in theory, the arms would automatically handle a larger range of borehole diameters
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Figure 7.4: Comparison between the existing 370 nm dust logger of Bay and Bramall
and the proposed 808 nm fiber logger. [56]

than conventional bowspring centralizers, basically leaf springs bowed outwards from

compression at both ends by bands strapped around the logger body. The design is

illustrated in Figures 7.7 and 7.6.

For a 300 m depth, inexpensive and lightweight 3/32” polyethylene-derivative rope

is more than sufficient to support the <5 lb logger and fibers. A DC motor and brake

system were prepared to drive a small winch spool, which proved an awkward and

hefty setup. Plans for lighter systems were investigated but not completed in time for

deployment. A 2 W fiber-coupled modulated diode laser, diode photodetector, and

lock-in amplifier complete the uphole equipment set. The fielded setup was not quite

”man-portable” due to the unoptimized winch setup and the furnished laser diode driver

and lock-in amplifier being standard benchtop products; however, future versions could

qualify quite easily with more lightweight equivalents.

7.2 First deployment and results

The completed prototype was deployed to the SDMA borehole at Siple Dome, Antarc-

tica, for two days’ operation in 2013-14. The testing circumstances were somewhat

unexpected: with less than two months before deployment, the type of shallow, dry,

variable diameter borehole that the device had been designed to attempt was suddenly
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Figure 7.5: An illustration of the fiber logger’s downhole probe. Not to scale. [56]
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replaced by a deep, fluid-filled primary borehole. While the presence of fluid would not

damage the probe, and modifications were made to reduce resistance from the fluid,

little else was known about the practical mechanics of a fluid-filled hole. The probe

thus encountered the unexpected problem of being too lightweight to break through the

cap of floating ice debris found in the borehole, and necessitated the addition of a 30 lb

icebreaking weight and traditional bowspring centralizers. Failures in the prototype

winch and encoder were also encountered, and the two 300 m unjacketed fibers were

discovered to become rapidly entangled with each other on each unspooling. Despite

these issues, the fiber logger managed to record approximately 175 m worth of usable

glacier ice data. Subsequent processing revealed 27 significant optical backscattering

peaks, of which 20 could be matched to volcanic events found in the Siple Dome core

sulphate analysis of Kubratov (2006); conversely, 8 known eruptions with corroborating

sulphate signals did not register a > 1σ optical peak. [57] Spatial resolution is at least

comparable to traditional dust loggers.
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Figure 7.7: Photograph of the fiber logger as deployed at Siple Dome in 2013-14. The
spring-loaded arms have been detached in favor of a stiffer bowspring centralizer to
counteract the 30 pound icebreaking weight leading the logger. [56]
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Figure 7.8: top: Optical backscatter intensity with depth data obtained by the fiber
logger (red) and the data obtained using the dust logger of co-author Bay (blue) [51],
both from SDM-06A. The two loggers observe the same trend of decreasing intensity
with increasing depth. A ninth-order polynomial fit (black) to the fiber logger data was
taken as a low-frequency background signal and subtracted. bottom: The deviation
of the fiber logger data from the ninth-order polynomial fit. Peaks (highlighted in red
bars) higher than one standard deviation above the mean (dashed lines) are considered
possibly indicative of backscattering from an ash layer. Of the 27 such peaks identified,
20 were correlatable through depth and thus time to known volcanic events, listed in
Table 7.1. [56]
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Peak σ above mean Depth (m) Year (CE)
Year of possible

volcanic event (CE)
〈Duration (years)〉

a 8.7138 93.3 - 94.8 1284 - 1270 1278 〈2.7〉, 1271 〈2.7〉
b 3.2084 97.0 - 97.5 1249 - 1243 1262 〈3〉
c 2.4683 102.0 - 102.6 1197 - 1192 1193 〈2.5〉
d 1.4063 111.7 - 112.2 1103 - 1098 1100 〈2.7〉
e 1.5714 116.2 - 116.7 1059 - 1054 1052 〈2.3〉
f 4.7713 119.2 - 119.7 1031 - 1025 1016 〈2.4〉
g 2.6609 127.0 - 127.6 949 - 942 958 〈2.9〉
h 2.2152 128.0 - 128.4 936 - 932 no match
i 2.0309 133.3 - 133.6 881 - 877 879 〈3.1〉
j 2.0254 138.0 - 138.6 826 - 821 837 〈2.6〉
k 1.8933 139.0 - 139.5 815 - 811 828 〈2.8〉
l 2.8975 142.1 - 142.5 779 - 774 773 〈3〉
m 2.1437 146.2 - 146.6 734 - 729 723 〈2.6〉
n 2.1244 148.5 - 148.7 707 - 704 702 〈3〉
o 1.3568 149.9 - 150.1 690 - 689 no match
p 2.2840 150.6 - 150.9 682 - 679 695 〈2.3〉
q 3.7450 154.1 - 154.3 640 - 638 640 〈2.6〉
r 2.1052 154.9 - 155.9 631 - 618 no match
s 2.0556 160.0 - 160.4 570 - 566 590 〈1.8〉
t 1.5852 162.0 - 162.1 546 - 544 no match
u 1.9896 165.8 - 165.9 501 - 500 488 〈2.3〉
v 1.4779 167.4 - 167.5 484 - 482 no match
w 1.9291 168.2 - 168.4 475 - 472 no match
x 2.4959 169.2 - 169.5 464 - 461 443 〈2〉
y 1.4806 171.0 - 171.3 443 - 439 no match
z 1.8383 172.1 - 172.3 429 - 426 409 〈2.3〉
aa 1.9318 172.5 - 172.8 424 - 421 404 〈2.2〉

Table 7.1: Proposed correlation of volcanic events to some of the 27 potential ash layers
identified in SDM-06A by the fiber logger. The layers are identified by the letter code
given in Fig. ??. Correlation of age (given as current era year) from depth uses the
timescale SDMA:0-514:Nov2003 from [8], and the pool of possible volcanic events are
those found in the sulphate-based analysis of [57]. [56]



Chapter 8

Ice Fabric

8.1 Existing fabric measurement techniques

8.1.1 The Rigsby stage

The conventional measurement technique of choice for ice fabric is a series of optical

transmission measurements on a ”universal stage” rotation mechanism, known as the

Rigsby stage in honor of the glaciologist who pioneered its use in the 1950s. (The concept

of a multiple-axis universal stage for optical study had already been known to geologists

for decades before its introduction to the cryosphere. [58] [59]) This instrument allows

a planar sample to be rotated about four axes between a linearly-polarized illumination

source and a perpendicularly linearly-polarized viewport. For each chosen point or

visually-identified crystal, the operator follows a procedure to experimentally identify

the rotation in several planes at which the chosen crystal or point exhibits minimal

transmission between crossed polarizers, culminating in deducing and confirming the

orientation of the optical axis. [60]

The Rigsby stage and procedure provides a reliable and well-established approach,

and further development has patched some of its drawbacks. In the form documented by

Langway (1959) [60], each crystal of interest must be investigated with a separate run of

the algorithm; all steps after the first use positions dependent upon a previous rotation’s

result and are thus particular to the crystal in question. The stage and its operating

algorithm may be simplified—as done by Wilen (2000)—to use observations from a fixed

133
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Figure 8.1: left: A manually-operated Rigsby stage, operated at NICL. right: The
same stage with a thin section of ice mounted. (This photo is taken at an angle slightly
closer to top-down, so the thin section is viewed through the top polarizer.) Demon-
stration courtesy of Eric Cravens, USGS.

set of orientations instead of rotations specific to each crystal, and automated—as done,

again, by Wilen (2003)—to speed the measurements and spare a human the extended

manual labor in sub-zero temperatures. [61] [62]

However, the use of transmission measurements on ice thin sections remains a pri-

mary limitation. Preparing a thin section involves sawing a slice of ice from a core,

gluing it to a glass plate, and shaving it down with a microtome until its thickness

contains (with some exceptions) a single layer of crystals. Some thin sections will frac-

ture or be ruined during preparation, and their fragility grows as they are thinned and

stored. Attempting to saw a slice from a core with internal stress may disintegrate the

rest of the core. Even in the best case, much ice must be sacrificed in the process, made

ineligible for many scientific uses.

The labor, materials, and ice consumed mean that obtaining a continuous depth

record of ice fabric using the Rigsby stage is essentially unfeasible. Even assuming that

thin sections could be manufactured with negligible risk and waste, they still require
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material retrieved from the depths of a distant ice sheet at tremendous effort and cost.

Clearly, a direct method of measuring ice fabric—within a core, or in situ from within

the ice sheet itself—would be very welcome.

8.1.2 Acoustic methods

Acoustic borehole logging tools were developed by petrochemical exploration company

Schlumberger Corp. and were in use in the field by the 1960s. [63] The technique, which

measures the velocity of elastic wave propagation through material, was inducted into

the glaciology toolkit by Bentley (1972). The propagation speed of acoustic waves in ice

is primarily dependent on temperature, glaciostatic pressure, and crystal orientation;

since the former two variables tend to vary slowly and can be measured or modeled

relatively easily, the travel time of a sound wave should be translatable to ice fabric.

[64]

Acoustic logging grants the ability to study ice fabric from within the borehole, but

with the caveat that the ∼30 kHz acoustic waves used have a penetration depth into the

ice of ∼0,5 m, an interaction volume of ∼2 m3, and consequently are affected by ∼103

to 109 individual crystals. Therefore, the technique can only return a statistical view of

overall fabric orientation and isotropy or similarity, and is unable to glean information

at the individual crystal level. Furthermore, calibration data for wave speeds, crystal

size/density, and distributions must be derived using thin sections, the limited number

of which may prevent sufficiently large sample sizes. [65]

8.1.3 Other methods

Other techniques for in situ bulk fabric measurement have been fielded. Seismic methods

involve detonating explosive charges within a shallow sacrificial borehole and recording

the arrival times and echoes of the resulting vibrations at multiple points at the ice

surface. The reconstructed findings tend to be more sensitive to changes in the fabric

than in its strength. [66] Radar can also be used to sound the ice and underlying

bedrock. Fujita, Matsuoka, and others have used the depolarization of reflected radio

waves to estimate fabric, which requires mathematical treatment reminiscent of the

optical method we propose here but modified for much longer propagation lengths.
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While these methods have the advantage of not needing a core or carefully-preserved

deep borehole, they also tend to give lower resolutions and detail. The measurements

yielded of pre-averaged trends in fabric are in some aspects desirable, as they reflect

much larger swaths of the ice sheet than can be reached optically from within any

single borehole; however, they do not offer the ability to give fine detail or readings on

individual crystals, leaving a gap in glaciological capabilities.

8.2 Borehole-compatible optical fabric measurements

A technique to make optical measurements on fabric within a borehole must solve two

issues: how to retrieve light sent into an effectively infinite block of ice, and how to

decode the c-axis using observations from a small set of fixed angles. Mother Nature

has already provided the answer to the latter issue. Through cores and optical teleview-

ers, glacier ice is observed to contain bubbles, particulates, and other features; clearly

delineated gas bubbles in particular are present at depths of up to ∼2000m, after which

pressures are sufficient to force all gases into clathrates. [11] [9] Mie scattering and

similar theories call for the majority of light incident upon a small spherical particle

to scatter directly backward towards the emitter. Thus, a bubble positioned in or just

after the first crystal layer beneath the borehole wall surface should send most of light

back towards a logger’s illumination source, where it could be captured and analyzed.

The first challenge may take a little more creativity. Existing methods of optical

fabric measurement such as the classic Rigsby stage [60], automated thin section ana-

lyzers [62], and previous laser backscattering work by Chan, the author, and others [67]

all rely on one or more measurements with non-fixed geometries. Moving a camera to

a different angle for each and every crystal investigated is far too complex a procedure

to feasibly miniaturize into a borehole; even when applied to cores in a laboratory set-

ting, an approach whose equipment remains static holds great advantages in inherent

speed, detail, and mechanical complexity. Two such techniques, colloquially referred to

as Spinny and Flippy, are introduced in this chapter.
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8.2.1 Birefringence

Most fabric techniques to date have taken advantage of the optical birefringence of light,

and this is also true of the two new techniques we endeavor to introduce here. In general

terms, light is composed of transverse (perpendicular to the direction of travel) electric

and magnetic fields, coupled according to Maxwell’s laws, with the focus placed by

convention upon the electric. The E field can be described as two sinusoidal oscillations,

both orthogonal to the light’s direction of propagation, separated by a certain phase;

these two are dubbed the ’polarization components’, and the shape and direction traced

by the tip of the combined electric field vector is the light’s polarization.

Water ice (when in its default hexagonal crystal structure, known as ice Ih) is a

uniaxial birefringent material: its hexagonal crystal structure gives its refractive index

has a different value along one crystal axis than it does in the other two. The odd-

axis-out is termed the extraordinary axis, with refractive index ne, as opposed to the

ordinary axes with their index no. For ice Ih at a wavelength of 589 nm, these have the

values [48]

ne = 1.3105 and no = 1.3091

The perpendicular electric field components of incident light may thus experience

(slightly) different effective refractive indices while passing through the same crystal,

depending upon the incident orientation. These effective indices resulting for a given

incident angle may be visualized and calculated using the index ellipsoid, the surface of

constant energy density:

energy density U =
1

2
E ·D (8.1)

The electric displacement vector D = εE of Maxwell’s equations (if we take as given

its applicability to anisotropic as well as isotropic media) expands to
Dx

Dy

Dz

 =


εx 0 0

0 εy 0

0 0 εx
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Ey
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 (8.2)
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Eq 8.1 then becomes
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Replacing ε with
√
n for each of x, y, and z, and remapping into a space chosen such

that our energy density is 1, we have

x2

nx2
+

y2

ny2
+

z2

nz2
= 1 (8.5)

This is the equation of an ellipsoid, with its three principal axes each having a length

of the refractive index on that spatial axis. In a uniaxial material such as ice, two of

the ellipsoid axes will be the same ’ordinary’ length and the third, the extraordinary,

will be (usually) longer. Biaxial materials, where all three axes have different refractive

indexes, are more complex to treat and outside the scope of this work.

It may be intuited that a beam of light will see its polarization components expe-

rience different refractive indices depending on the orientation at which it approaches

the crystal. Consider an index ellipsoid in crystal axes (x, y, z), assigned (as we may do

arbitrarily with no loss of generality) such that the extraordinary axis is coincident with

~z and its center of symmetry is at the origin O. An incident wave with propagation di-

rection s approaches the axes origin from, in spherical coordinates, a tilt angle θ defined

from the vertical z-axis and an azimuth φ springing clockwise from the x-axis. For ease

of reference, we shall dub the plane orthogonal to s and containing O—in point-normal

form, s · r = 0—the ’incident-normal’ plane.

We may take one of the incident light’s polarization components to oscillate parallel

to (or lie in, if θ = 90◦) the x-y plane, with the other of course perpendicular to the

first. (The resultant overall polarization state may still take on any rotation it likes,

regardless of the orientation of its basis components.) The index of refraction felt by

each polarization component is then measured, in the incident-normal plane, as the

magnitude of its head-on projection bounded by the index ellipsoid, giving the ellipse

formed by the intersection of the incident-normal plane and the index ellipsoid. Since

the refractive index n = c/ν represents the phase velocity relative to free space, transiting
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a distance d within the crystal will take longer for the ray traversing the larger refractive

index. The difference in wavefront transit speed will be ∆t:

∆t =
neeffective

d

c
− nod

c
(8.6)

This time delay can be translated to the angular portion of a wavelength through

multiplication by 2πc/λ, where λ is the incident light’s wavelength in vacuum.1 The

result is the phase retardance δ between the two polarization components:

δ =
2πd

λ
(neeffective

− no) (8.7)

Visualizing the plane-ellipsoid sectioning yields a useful observation. Since the in-

tersecting plane contains the origin O, it will have a line of intersection with the x-y

plane. Recall that we were allowed to set our polarization bases such that one of them

was parallel with the x-y plane, which means that the head-on projection of the selected

basis in the s · r = 0 plane will also lie in the x-y plane. Further, we oriented our el-

lipsoid and axes such that the extraordinary axis lies along ~z; therefore, the section of

the ellipsoid with the x-y plane is a circle. It follows that one of the polarization basis

axes will be bounded by the ellipsoid-plane section at the same radius, and thus one

polarization component will always experience the ordinary refractive index no. This

explains why neeffective
is not joined by an noeffective

counterpart in Eq. 8.6 and 8.7, as

noeffective
is simply no.

The other polarization component does see neeffective
vary based on the incident tilt

angle θ (relative to the extraordinary axis, fixed here along z; this relation would of

course reverse if we made the extraordinary axis mobile relative to an incidence fixed

along z.) Since the index ellipsoid is rotationally symmetric about ~z, we may take a

cross-sectional view at y = 0 of it and the incident-normal plane. Referring to Fig. 8.2,

it is apparent that neeffective
is the distance from the origin to the ellipse. Dropping a

vertical from the incident-normal plane to the x-axis to form a right triangle, we may

solve for a and b (as labeled in Fig. 8.2): [68]

a = neeffective
cos θi b = neeffective

sin θi

1 Which allows us to use the vacuum speed of light c.
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z
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b

a

Figure 8.2: Cross-sectional view in the x-z plane of the index ellipsoid and the incident-
normal plane, with neeffective

graphically defined.

These may be combined with the equation of the ellipse:

n2eeffective
cos2 θi

n2o
+
n2eeffective

sin2 θi

n2e
= 1

neeffective
=

n2on
2
e

n2e cos2 θi + n2o cos2 θi

=
1√(

cos θi
no

)2
+
(
sin θi
ne

)2 (8.8)

neeffective
varies with the incident tilt angle θi, reaching the full ne when the second

polarization component oscillates along the extraodinary axis. In the case of light
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incident along the optic axis, both components experience no. Visualizing the two-

dimensional plane-cut section of the three-dimensional ellipsoid, we confirm that the

ellipse must approach a circle when viewed along the extraordinary axis, but will appear

strongly elongated when viewed close to the plane of the ordinary axes.

The simple case following eq. 8.7 is useful for considering the implications of po-

larization birefringence. A slightly more conscientious treatment takes into account

non-normal incident angles and surrounding mediums other than air or vacuum, which

cause the extraordinary and ordinary rays to have different path lengths and offset exit

points (commonly demonstrated as double refraction using calcite.)

The modifications, as laid out in Born & Wolf [69], yield a recognizably similar

result:

δ =
2πd

λ
(neeffective

cos θeeffective
− no cos θo) (Born & Wolf [69] §14.4 eq. (27))

This involves parameters inside the crystal (e.g., θeeffective
) which must be calculated

separately. Using the basic tools of Snell’s law of refraction

sin θi
λi

=
sin θeeffective

λeeffective

=
sin θo
λo

(8.9)

and the variation of wavelength with refractive index

ni · λi = neeffective
· λeeffective

= no · λo (8.10)

gives us

δ =
2πd

λi

(√
n2eeffective

− ni2 sin2 θi −
√
no2 − ni2 sin2 θi

)
(8.11)

8.2.2 The Jones and Mueller calculus

It is clear that the changed phase delay between the field components will modify the

overall polarization state of light passing through the crystal. The behavior of the

full system can be more easily described using one of several matrix transfer methods

developed to ease polarization analysis. Two of the most commonly used are the Jones

calculus, which describes the polarization state of coherent, completely-polarized light

using 2-element Jones vectors, and the Mueller calculus, which uses the 4-element Stokes

vector to do the same for partially-polarized and incoherent light (but does not handle
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purely coherent light). As they are nearly identical from a ”user interface” point of

view, we will deal mainly with the shorter and more intuitive Jones calculus. The Jones

and Mueller matrices for azimuthal rotation, retarders, and linear polarizers are listed

for convenient reference in Appendix A; complete introductions are left in the capable

hands of guides such as Clarke & Grainger [70].

8.3 Spinny

8.3.1 Rotating polarizers and what they saw there

The basic concept of Spinny is that when passing through a uniaxially birefringent

crystal at any angle except for directly along the extraordinary axis, linearly polarized

light will experience a phase retardance between its polarization components which

varies with its azimuthal rotation angle. When the light’s polarization axis aligns with

the projections of either the extraordinary or ordinary axis of the crystal, the retardance

reaches a low point—as most of the energy is experiencing one refractive index, while

very little is traversing the other—and consequently the intensity transmitted through

an output polarizer, rotated perpendicularly to the input polarization, will display a

local minimum. Therefore, illuminating and viewing a crystal through crossed polarizers

rotating in unison—spinning, in other words, or being Spinny—will yield a sinusoidal

variation in the transmitted intensity, with two minimas per half-revolution/180◦ .

We can confirm these qualitative predictions using the Jones calculus. A uniaxial

birefringent crystal placed between two polarizers can be expressed by the chain[
Ex

Ey

]
out

= R(φ+ π/2) · P ·R(−φ− π/2) · Γ(δ) ·

[
cosφ

sinφ

]
(8.12)

where Γ(δ) is the retardance for phase differential δ, P is an ideal polarizer with trans-

mission axis along the x-axis (when propagating along z), andR are the azimuth rotation

matrices for reference frame transfer. Evaluating leads to
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[
Ex

Ey

]
out

=

[
e−

1
2
(iδ) sin2(φ) e

iδ
2 cos(φ) sin(φ)

e−
1
2
(iδ) cos(φ) sin(φ) e

iδ
2 cos2(φ)

][
cosφ

sinφ

]

=

[
e
iδ
2 cos(φ) sin2(φ) + e−

1
2
(iδ) cos(φ) sin2(φ)

e
iδ
2 sin(φ) cos2(φ) + e−

1
2
(iδ) sin(φ) cos2(φ)

] (8.13)

It is usually more useful to consider instead the fraction transmitted of the incident

light intensity. The intensity of a Jones vector is

I = ExE
∗
x + EyE

∗
y (8.14)

and thus

Iout
Iin

= cos2
δ

2
+ sin2 δ

2
cos2 2φ (8.15)

The same logic applies with minor modification to a backscattered measurement.

As illumination and observation polarizers are one and the same, the imagined input

and output polarizers are held parallel to each other instead of crossed, and therefore

retardance minimas now result in transmission maximums. Backscattered light is as-

sumed to exit along the same propagation path it arrived by, making the crystal a

reciprocal system. By this principle, the Jones matrix after reflection is the transpose

of the original, and the ice crystal interaction can thus be viewed as a transmission2

with a transfer matrix of [71]

ΓT (δ) Γ (δ) =

[
exp jδ/2 0

0 exp−jδ/2

]
·

[
exp jδ/2 0

0 exp−jδ/2

]

=

[
exp jδ 0

0 exp−jδ

]
= Γ (2δ) (8.16)

2 If one wishes to preserve a right-handed coordinate system, it may also be necessary to reverse
the x- or y-axis after reflection. This may be done by multiplication with an identity matrix with a
reversed sign for the relevant non-zero element, e.g.[

1 0
0 −1

]
for the y-axis.
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8.3.2 Locating the c-axis

A Spinny stage built for backscattered polarization measurements consists of an imaging

detector (camera and lens), an illumination source, a beamsplitter to allow the previous

two elements to operate on the same path, and a rotating polarizer just before the

sample. Let us aim this Spinny stage at an ice crystal of interest from an incident tilt

angle θinc, as defined from the vertical z-axis of our lab reference frame. The vector

along which light propagates and returns is then

k̂1 =


sin θinc

0

cos θinc

 (8.17)

Rotating the polarizer and tracking the intensities of backscatter from a convenient

bubble 1/2d beneath the crystal’s surface would give us two minima at polarizer angles

α1 and β1. These positions of polarizer transmission axis can be represented by unit

vectors, which we will name (in bold face) as α̂1 and β̂1 respectively, in the normal

plane of the k̂1 vector. Noting that the k̂1 vector is equivalent to a z-parallel vector

rotated about the y-axis by θinc, we may obtain this in a lazy fashion by writing the

vector of a similar angle on the z-axis and then applying the same rotation:

α̂1 = Ry (θinc) ·


cosα1

− sinα1

0

 (8.18)

=


cos θinc 0 sin θinc

0 1 0

− sin θinc 0 cos θinc




cosα1

− sinα1

0

 (8.19)

=


cos θinc cosα1

− sinα1

− sin θinc cosα1

 (8.20)

(The expression also serves, with suitable substitution, for β1.) Since α̂1 is the projection

of the c-axis onto the plane normal to k̂, the c-axis itself must lie in the plane containing

k̂ and α̂1. The normal of this plane, dubbed ĉ1, can be obtained from the cross product
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z
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Figure 8.3: The observed c-axis projection vectors from a Spinny stage measuring at
incident tilt angle θinc. Note that the minima vectors are not positioned to accurately
depict a particular solvable c-axis.
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of its contents:

ĉα,1 = k̂1 × α̂1 (8.21)

=


cos θinc sinα1

cosα1

sin θinc sinα1

 (8.22)

Two non-parallel planes would define a single vector of intersection. If we repeat the

same Spinny measurement from a different incident direction, we would have a second

set of minima-causing polarization angles. Let us reposition Spinny so that its incident

tilt angle is now −θinc; in other words, rotating the crystal sample by 180◦ about the z-

axis. Taking polarizer angle α2 and applying the same math with subscripts 1 replaced

by 2, we have

ĉα,2 = k̂1 × α̂2 (8.23)

=


cos θinc cosα2

− sinα2

sin θinc cosα2

 (8.24)

Despite appearances, we have not yet successfully winnowed out a unique c-axis.

Under this simplified model, the same minima intensity transmitted when the polarizer

aligns with the projection of the extraordinary axis will also be seen when the polarizer

lines up with the ordinary axis ninety degrees later; there is no way to tell which is

causing a minima. Thus, 180◦ of polarizer rotation yields minimas at angles α and β

despite only one of the resulting two planes contains the c-axis, and we are left with up

to four degenerate c-axis candidates from our two observation angles:

ĉα,1 × ĉα,2 (8.25)

ĉα,1 × ĉβ,2 (8.26)

ĉβ,1 × ĉα,2 (8.27)

ĉβ,1 × ĉβ,2 (8.28)

Without resorting to a more complex analysis model, the only solution is to add a

third measurement angle. This time we rotate our crystal viewpoint by a quarter-turn
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(90◦ ) about the z-axis, which keeps the incident tilt angle θinc the same but adds a

second rotation to 8.17:

k̂3 = Rz (90◦ ) ·Ry (θinc) ·


0

0

1



=


0

sin θinc

cos θinc

 (8.29)

following the rotation order for fixed axes. [72] Similarly, eq. ?? is now

α̂3 = Rz (90◦ ) ·Ry (θinc) ·


cosα3

− sinα3

0



=


cos 90◦ − sin 90◦ 0

sin 90◦ cos 90◦ 0

0 0 1




cos θinc 0 sin θinc

0 1 0

− sin θinc 0 cos θinc




cosα3

− sinα3

0



=


sinα3

cos θinc cosα3

− sin θinc cosα3

 (8.30)

The additional two candidate c-axis projection vectors may be used as a check for the

candidate c-axes produced by the first two measurements: the real c-axis will lie at

the intersection of planes from all three measurement angles. False candidates will not,

since there is no single ordinary axis in a uniaxial material.

In principle, measurements from any three incident angles would be valid to solve

for the c-axis as long as they are not co-orthogonal; angles closer to each other require

finer detection abilities to discern the shifts in minima position. The first Spinny stages

constructed, described in 9.2.1, implement the first two observations largely as expressed

here, with θinc = 15◦ in ice and the index-matched borehole fluid or 26.6◦ in air. This

angle was chosen to provide sufficient projection for easy detection while staying away

from the Brewster angle.
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Figure 8.4: Two stages of Spinny being prepared for lab testing on cores and thin sec-
tions at NICL. The red-lit module at center contains both stages light sources, beam
splitters, polarizers, rotation motors, and control boards; the camera lenses (black tubu-
lar elements) both face the central module. Behind the Spinny stages is a large white
styrofoam box which insulates the testing laptop and electronics when inside the NICL
freezer. (Behind that is the author, looking perplexed as usual.)

8.3.3 Thin section testing

Methods which can discern accurately map c-axis orientation across an image are also

widely useful outside of a borehole; for instance, it would add fabric to the data col-

lectable in a core processing line, and could make the analysis of thin sections even

easier than with existing automated Rigsby stages. The latter task is also one of the

few practical ways to check if the Spinny method’s results are accurate, as a new thin

section from a just-measured core would take hours of collaborating researcher time to
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20º, 0º

20º, 180º

20º, 90º

Figure 8.5: The portion of intensity transmitted through a birefringent crystal between
parallel rotating polarizers, directly analogous to a backscattering measurement, as
predicted by simple Jones calculus analysis. Here, the crystal is oriented so that θc =
50◦ , φc = 30◦ , and d = 0.8 mm.
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prepare and analyze. Pre-existing thin sections have already been painstakingly ana-

lyzed with conventional methods to yield the c-axis orientation of each crystal, which

makes them fine (if unnervingly fragile) reference standards.

Figure 8.6: Two Spinny stages taking measurements on a thin section in the NICL
freezer. The circular outline of the silicon wafer is visible through the translucent
sample, which rests—per standard NICL practice—on a block of wood wrapped in
black cloth.

Measurements on a thin section are done with a slightly different approach than

that for bulk ice. Instead of using natural backscattering sources within the section,

an artificial reflector—usually a polished silicon wafer, inexpensively and abundantly

available to a lab involved in microfabrication—is placed behind the sample in order

to obtain as continuous and detailed a map of c-axis information as possible. The flat

reflector bounces most of the incident light away from the emitting Spinny stage, so

its opposite twin (its own light deactivated) is tasked with collecting the images. This
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travel at opposite angles through the glass backing the thin section means that the

post-reflection light propagation is no longer just a reciprocal of the incident travel, and

must be treated as transiting a system reflected through the x-y plane.

camera & lens
LED

polarizers

beamsplitter

ice

Figure 8.7: An annotated photo of reflection-mode Spinny measurements on an ice core
in the NICL freezer. Two full backscatter-capable Spinny stages are present, but only
the portions of the instrument being used for this measurement are highlighted.

8.3.4 Future work/in progress

Testing in air, instead of the borehole fluid that this particular implementation was built

for, increases the incidence angle to 26.6◦ off vertical. The analysis of § 8.3.1 and § 8.3.2

ignored effects such as the difference between s and p wave reflectivities, which tends

to grow as incidence departs from normal. Data collected using reflection-mode Spinny

from thin sections indeed shows modified sinusoids with adjacent maxima/minima of

differing, sometimes highly varying, intensity. The degree of departure from the simple

sinusoids of Fig. 8.5 varies from crystal to crystal, suggesting that the modulation of

maxima/minima intensities contains information on c-axis orientation.

Analyses which incorporate angle-dependent reflectivity tend to be fairly complex,

with many published works opting to skip large amounts of algebraic manipulation

because the equations would be too long to print. Although it is more challenging to
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Figure 8.8: The return trip of light reflecting off the silicon wafer back into the glass and
subsequently transiting through the ice to air may be clarified by imagining instead that
the material layers are duplicated and vertically mirrored about the reflector, so that
the light may continue ahead instead of reflecting and our reference axes may be left
unchanged. By thus ”unfolding” the light path, we see that the return trip back through
the thin section can be modeled as transmission through a second ”prime” medium with
modified c-axis tilt θ′c = 180 − θc, incident parameters θ′inc = θt and ninc = nglass, and
air for the exit medium. The c-axis azimuth angle should remain at its initial value
(φ′c = φc) since it is lies in the x-y plane that we reflected the scene through, although
one could also reverse its sign in lieu of modifying θc. Note that the drawing is not to
scale, and that the birefringent effect of ice—i.e. , the splitting of the incident ray into
ordinary and extraordinary waves—is omitted in the name of simplicity. (Our use of
the small-birefringence approximation effectively ignores the separation of paths.)
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Figure 8.9: The intensity of polarized light observed by reflection-mode Spinny—
detected after passing through a polarizer, transiting an ice thin section and its backing
glass, reflecting off a silicon wafer, traveling back through the glass and ice thin section,
and passing through a second polarizer parallel to the first—versus the azimuthal rota-
tion angle of the two polarizers for an arbitrary point on thin section WDC06A VTS 420.
(The sample is courtesy of Joan Fitzpatrick.) Contrary to the predictions of earlier sim-
pler analyses, the intensity observed departs from a simple sinusoid in a highly varying
maxima, which suggests that more complex effects are at play. The detecting cam-
era’s red, green, and blue channels are all shown, although the R channel dominates as
illumination comes almost entirely from a 627 nm LED.

recover a closed-form solution for c-axis orientation from these more complex treatments,

use of s and p polarization differences could allow the discernment of extraordinary from

ordinary axis alignment and thus eliminate the requirement for a third measurement

angle. As of this writing, work is ongoing to apply the extended Jones matrix method

developed by Gu and Yeh, which is formulated for interfaces between isotropic and

uniaxial birefringent media at arbitrary incidence and c-axis orientations. [73] [74] [75]

Other frameworks with potential applicability include the incomplete Mueller matrix

system begun by Essinger-Hileman [76], the wide-ranging explicit work of Lekner [77]

[78] [79], and the polarization ray-tracing techniques described by Chipman [80], Alberdi

[81], Yun [82], and others.
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Figure 8.10: Transmission of a single pass through a thin section between parallel
rotating polarizers, simulated accounting for variable s and p reflectivity with incident
angle using the extended Jones calculus of Gu and Yeh (1993) [74]. Note that this is
only half of the optical chain required for comparability to backscattering. Parameters
have been kept approximately the same as in fig. 8.5 (with φinc = 0◦ ).

8.4 Flippy

8.4.1 Ice in color

To the naked eye, an ice thin section is not a very vivid sight. Crystal boundaries and

interesting features may be distinguished by close examination, but the view from a

mild distance is a vaguely-hazy whitish film. This changes completely when illuminated

and viewed through polarizers: the crystals are suddenly rendered in vivid colors which

brighten, dim, and shift as the viewing angle changes. This can be partly3 explained by

eq. 8.7, which earlier gave the phase retardance caused by passage (at normal incidence)

through a birefringent material:

δ =
2πd

λ
(neeffective

− no) (8.7)

where

neeffective
=

1√(
cos θi
no

)2
+
(
sin θi
ne

)2 (8.8)

3 The colors observed are caused by a combination of wavelength dependence and destructive
interference. [83] But that’s not important right now.
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Figure 8.11: (a) A portion of vertical thin section WDC-06A 605 VTS as seen by a
reflective-mode Spinny stage. Different crystals will appear to ”light up” and fade as the
polarizer rotates, altering their reflected (twice-transmitted) intensity. (b) A ”context
shot” from an experiment on a different thin section, WDC-06A 420 VTS, overlaid
with a sheet of transparent plastic printed with a labeled grid. When measuring a
sample from multiple angles sequentially using a single reflective-mode Spinny stage,
perspective and camera distortion will prevent the images from aligning; choosing four
points from each experiment’s context shot allows images taken from disparate angles
to be mapped using a homographic (4-point) transform. (c) The results of a pixel-by-
pixel sine fit of reflected intensity to polarizer rotation angle from the WDC-06A 605
VTS data seen in image (a). The colors represent the polarizer angle at which the first
reflection maxima occurs. (d) A colormap analogous to that of image (c), but for the
sine fit amplitude rather than maxima position.
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Additionally, consider eq. 8.15, modified per eq. ?? for backscatter:

Iout
Iin

= cos2 δ + sin2 δ cos2 2φ (8.31)

Eq. 8.7 points out that the retardance δ is wavelength-dependent; if provided with

the distance d traveled within a crystal, one could solve for neeffective
and thus, through

8.8, the c-axis tilt θ. (The angle of incidence θi would be set by the user.) Eq. 8.15

reveals that the other c-axis angle φ could be solved for by comparing the transmitted

intensity of polarized light through an analyzer to, for a backscatter measurement, the

transmitted intensity omitting the output polarizer. (Any non-polarization-sensitive

inefficiency in reflection would become a coefficient for both Iout and Iin, and cancel in

the division.) Measurements were envisioned to be done by flipping a polarizer in and

out of the observation beam path, thereby giving the technique its nickname.

We cannot plausibly know d to any accuracy in a borehole. However, if make Iout and

Iin measurements for three different wavelengths, we would have sufficient information

to solve for d, thus allowing direct solution of the c-axis angle. In addition, the two

cases of with- and without-polarizer are easier to physically implement than Spinny’s

preferably large number of distinct polarizer rotations, allowing us to contemplate a

Flippy stage built with two cameras, three LEDs behind narrow bandpass filters, and

no mechanical moving parts.

Unfortunately, Flippy falls victim to the same caveat as Spinny. The squaring of the

tilt-dependent terms in eq. 8.8 means that θ and −θ would become indistinguishable

from each other, creating two degenerate answers, and the cos2 2φ in eq. 8.31 actu-

ally creates four degenerate φ values. Flippy thus has more degeneracies to sort out

than Spinny thus, requiring a severe increase in the number of measurement angles

(which complicate things by changing the relative c-axis) or other manuevers. Still,

the potential simplifications offered are interesting enough to warrant examination and

experimentation. A single Flippy stage was included in the first version of the ice fabric

logger, described in § ??



Chapter 9

Ice Fabric Logger

The two techniques introduced in the previous chapter were developed with borehole

logging clearly in mind. Even so, implementation—constructing a borehole logger able

to collect c-axis data while moving, with the same operational parameters as other

existing logging instruments—was anything but straightforward. This chapter describes

the complex engineering task thus set out and what became of the product.

9.1 Constraints

Every design choice in the DeepFish fabric logger would be influenced by three numbers:

5 inches, 1 year, and $50,000. The completed fabric logger was to be deployed to

the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) Divide primary borehole, WDC-06A, for data

collection—as much as could be accomplished—in the 2014/15 Antarctic field season,

with operations pencilled for early to mid December 2014. A few days of operating time

were allotted on the USGS deep winch stationed there, a heavy-lift winch with a 4.5 km

cable.

At 163 mm in diameter for a majority of its length (as seen in Fig. 7.1), WDC-06A

is relatively wide for a West Antarctic borehole. Subtracting the estimated minimum

diameter for a centralizer gives a 5 inch maximum outer diameter for the logger. As

required to prevent borehole collapse, a casing enclosed WDC-06A from the ice surface

to a depth of 88.5 m, while drilling fluid comprising primarily Isopar K solvent filled the

borehole starting at 60 m; therefore, this 5 inch diameter would have to include not only

157
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internal mechanisms, but a pressure hull capable of protecting against fluid pressure to

some or all of the borehole’s 3405 m depth. [49] [84]

Thanks to laboratory experiments1 , offshoot engineering projects such as a compact

automated c-axis analyzer, and work on the fiber logger deployed during the preceding

2013/14 season (Chapter 7), engineering and development of the fabric logger was to be

completed almost entirely within the span of a single calendar year. DeepFish’s first,

and only scheduled, deployment would be to the WAIS Divide field camp in the 2014/15

Antarctic field season. Due to limited air freight capacity to Antarctica, most science

cargo travels by sea, with only lightweight or sensitive items hand-carried onto personnel

transport flights. For a fully-enclosed borehole logger the size and weight of DeepFish,

this requirement is essentially non-negotiable, and imposed an additionally shortened

deadline for arrival of at least the external casing in Port Hueneme, Los Angeles, by

late October.

The total budget for all components and fabrication costs would come to∼50,000 U.S. dol-

lars, which appears to represent a 20–40% premium over other commercially-available

logging tools.2 This budget, along with some amount of professional vanity, precluded

simply contracting the entire engineering job to a company with experience in building

geological logging tools. (Based on conversations with experienced glaciologists, re-

quests for cryosphere instruments are rare enough that even a manufacturer-customized

off-the-shelf geology tool had a very good chance of failing due to an overlooked cold-

sensitive vulnerability.)

Roughly speaking, we had 1 year and 50,000 USD to build an operational reflection-

or backscatter-based optical c-axis measurement system into a pressure-resistant tube

with an outer diameter of 5 inches or less.

1 It is worth noting that, at the beginning of this project in 2012, none of its personnel had significant
previous experience working in ∼-30 ◦C conditions. While many collaborators and cryospheric scientists
gave generously of their time, advice, and assistance to prepare us, the project’s first year would still see
many experiments devolve into hard-won lessons on how to keep instruments, mechanisms, and hands
working in the cold.

2 See, for example, data (GovTribe.com) on U.S. government purchase orders to logging tool man-
ufacturer Mount Sopris Instrument Co., supplier of the previously-mentioned acoustic televiewer used
by colleagues Pettit et al. [65].

https://govtribe.com/vendor/mount-sopris-instrument-company-inc-denver-co
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9.2 Design and construction

9.2.1 Scientific package

Two separate techniques for borehole-compatible optical c-axis measurement, dubbed

Spinny (§ 8.3) and Flippy (§ 8.4), were under development and testing. Both nascent

methods required observation of a crystal from more than one angle in order to fully

resolve the c-axis; however, each implemented measurement stage would add to the

volume, weight, cost, and power requirements of the logger. The hardware and geometric

requirements for the methods were just different enough to preclude building one set of

dual-use equipment.

Laboratory testing of the techniques also proved a serious challenge. Deep ice be-

gins to suffer relaxation effects soon after being brought to the surface: gases exsolve

into visible bubbles, cores grow in volume, and internal stresses are released in effects

varying from the formation of microcracks to spontaneous, wholesale shattering. [85]

Consequently, samples available for study do not demonstrate the same optical prop-

erties as the ice we expected DeepFish to encounter. Ice cores tested at NICL were

far more ”bubbly” than deep ice was expected to be, which made difficult the separa-

tion of layers of backscattered signal. The air to ice interface at the core surface also

introduced a reflective boundary which would not be present in a borehole filled with

index-matched (n∼1.3) drilling fluid; attempts were made to introduce and hold a small

amount of borehole fluid over the ice, but were not very successful. Accurately repro-

ducing downhole conditions—say, constructing a large vat of borehole drilling fluid to

hold ersatz clear ice and a completed, sealed logger—were infeasible for the ever-present

time and budget constraints. Evaluation of each technique therefore depended solely

on theoretical simulations, greatly simplified laboratory tests, and extrapolation from

published and oral descriptions of unrelaxed deep ice; none of these gave a definitive

edge to one technique over the other, or even a confident idea of their performance

within a borehole.

It was eventually decided that DeepFish would implement two mirror-image Spinny

stages and one Flippy stage. This would allow the Spinny technique to provide a full c-

axis orientation result, albeit with unresolved degeneracies, and for the Flippy technique

to be evaluated. Both would rely on motor-driven moving parts; cold was expected to
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be a more easily surmountable issue, especially inside the thick logger casing, than the

high costs and complications of electrooptic polarization rotators or arrays of sensors at

fixed polarizations.
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Figure 9.1: A progression of cross-sectional design diagrams considered for the fabric
logger’s optical configuration.

Polarization optics: Spinny

As detailed in § 8.3, the technique known as Spinny relies on rotating polarizers to

interpolate the angle at which the maxima occurs and thus identify the plane (or for

each stage, two candidate planes) in which the c-axis lies. Each of the two mirror-

image Spinny stages requires a polarizer, rotated by motor, in the beam path of both

a light source and an imaging detector. No accessible method was found to pack these

components widthwise into the 4.5 inches of the logger casing interior; therefore, the

beam path was folded by a non-polarizing plate beamsplitter, with a red (Luxeon Rebel,

627 nm, FWHM 20 nm, on Star Coolbase) LED source and molded plastic lens mounted

to transmit through and the returning light reflected into a lens and camera mounted
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along the logger axis. Outbound light was designed to encounter optical window at 26.6◦

from perpendicular, with the angle mediated by the index-matched borehole fluid to be

incident upon the ice at 15◦ . A custom aluminum carriage mounting the polarizers of

the two opposed-angle Spinny stages, custom-configured gearing, and rotation stepper

motors (Anaheim Automation) and attendant control boards (AllMotion EZHR17EN)

was designed and machined by consultant Dave Hultman.

Polarization optics: Flippy

The technique called Flippy, introduced in § 8.4, requires only two intensity measurements—

one with a polarizer present (at a fixed angle) before the detector, and one without—for

each of three illumination wavelengths. The single Flippy stage constructed makes ob-

servations at normal incidence to the borehole wall, which allows the use of a standard

A-cut sapphire optical window. Illumination is provided by a modified version of the

Spinny beamsplitter arrangement, modified to host three LED emitters (Luxeon Rebel

at 627, 567, and 530 nm in a Tri-Star base, preserving the same footprint) filtered

through laser line filters. A servo motor (Anaheim Automation, driven by AllMotion

EZSV10) oscillates a polarizer on a small metal petal in and out of the camera beam

path.

Cameras

For either technique to produce a continuous record of fabric while descending into a

borehole, the first limiting factor is speed. A Spinny stage must take images of enough

polarizer positions of a certain point on the borehole wall to confidently extrapolate

the maxima position; a Flippy stage must have enough time to shoot polarized and

unpolarized images of a point using three different wavelengths. The slowest practicable

speed that a logger can descend is about half an inch per second, determined by the

regulation abilities of the IDDO/USGS winches which lower borehole loggers into the

NSF’s established Antarctic deep boreholes.3 Casing and window inquiries had by this

point determined that the maximum field of view to be feasibly achieved, as determined

by the window size, was about 1 inch. Non-imaging sensors were not considered, as

3 It was later learned that certain winches can maintain slower speeds of approximately 5 mm/s,
but this knowledge would not have substantially altered circumstances.
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they would not be able to isolate the backscatter signals from the background and

from each other, give data on location, and provide other supporting evidence to help

develop these techniques. Cameras marketed to the scientific market were preferred to

consumer-targeted models, as they would be less likely to apply unwanted adjustments

to the captured images. The IDS uEye UI-3360CP-C-HQ, a compact USB 3.0 color

CMOS camera with a 2048 × 1088 pixel sensor and maximum framerate of well over

30 FPS, was selected as compatible with our C-mount lenses.

9.2.2 Internal architecture

Early investigation into the optical and electronic systems pointed to a minimum inner

diameter of 4.5 inches, which proportionally increases the wall thickness required. With

no more room to be gained in width, expansion was directed to the length dimension, and

designs quickly exceeded 6 feet. (The logger would finally stop growing at 78 inches,

excluding end caps.) A picture quickly emerged of a tube with narrow openings at

both ends and a human height’s worth of intricate, maintenance-heavy parts filling the

middle; not many scenarios were imagined where the combination ended happily.

The possibly inevitable solution was to attach every internal component to an inter-

nal frame which could slide, quickly and often if necessary, completely out of the casing.

A system of tubular cages, each a skeleton of three metal rods joined by reinforcing

rings and a coupling system at each end, was refined by Dave Hultman to two lines

of short rods joined together by shaft collars and strategically placed horseshoe-shaped

aluminum component frames. Select frames housed aluminum spring-loaded pins which

clicked into divots in the casing interior. Lighter components which did not require pre-

cise positioning were held with laser-cut Delrin rings and screw-on brackets, allowing

us to change the internal layout in a manner of minutes. Bringing up the rear of the

frame was an aluminum ring with three circumferential holes which would self-seat onto

three rounded pins on the bottom endcap, further preventing unwanted motion. The

entire frame was designed to transfer the task of providing rigidity and, near the camera

stages, precise alignment to the casing itself, saving weight and interior space.

The need for all available development and testing time, as well as fears that fragile

optics and sensitive mechanisms would be damaged by vibration if transported for three

months in a metal tube, led to the hand-carrying of all ”active” components. This would
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require assembly of the logger’s innards on the ice, either at McMurdo Station or at

WAIS Divide itself, providing a strenuous field test for the internal frame concept.

9.2.3 Computers

Tiny single board computers (SBCs) based on low-power ARM processors were not

nearly as prevalent in 2014 as they are today. For the few models that were available,

software support was limited. These considerations pushed us to Pico-ATX x86 boards,

which assured compatibility but had larger power appetites and left very little of our 4.5”

inner diameter unconsumed. An Advantech MIO-2261 with Intel Atom N2800 processor

was purchased early, but required an add-on card to host our USB 3.0 cameras and

showed worrying performance. To achieve a safer number of Spinny and Flippy samples

per point, something beefier was preferred.

Intel appeared to offer the solution with an imminent Bay Trail generation Atom

processor, boasting increased performance, decreased power consumption, USB 3.0 sup-

port, and scheduled to ship from several SBC makers well ahead of our requirement date.

However, this apparent panacea was delayed several times, eliminating our SBC options.

Spinny and Flippy stages eventually departed for WAIS Divide with Axiomtek PICO 880

SBCs, which came with Intel Core i7 processors, an add-on card to interface with their

cameras, and cooling fans. SATA-attached solid state disks provided resilient storage,

albeit an amount expected to fill after just a few hours of logging.

The uncertainties in SBC availability prompted a strong preference for isolating and

externalizing ”peripherals” as much as possible, allowing for the free interchange of com-

puter boards. USB 2.0—ubiquitous, expandable, and more or less reliable—became the

lingua franca of choice. All illumination LEDs were powered by Luxdrive BuckPuck 3021

power regulation modules, with analog brightness signals provided by USB-connected

Phidgets 4-channel analog output boards, instead of making use of some SBCs’ built-in

GPIO/DAC abilities that other models—and desktop/laptop testing machines—might

lack. The AllMotion servo and stepper controllers in Spinny and Flippy were controlled

via USB-connected RS-485 adapters. Even the command SBC’s RS-232 links to the up-

hole communication modem and scientific stage power relays were achieved using USB

adapters. This commoditization of computers yielded benefits even early in lab testing,

as any convenient laptop or desktop could be substituted, and would definitively prove
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its worth when hardware failures in the field forced triage and cannibalization between

stages.

9.2.4 Shared parts: Lenses, illumination, and motors

Flippy and Spinny stages were engineered at the same time, and naturally ended up

sharing many parts. All three measurement stages used identical copies of an IVS

Imaging 6000 C-mount zoom lens, customized by the manufacturer and outfitted with

Navitar servo motors for remotely adjusting zoom and focus. A shallow depth of field

and fine-tunable focus plane was intended, as tested in the lab on bubbles in a glass of

carbonated beverage, to filter out backscatter sources more than a small distance into

the ice; light passing through multiple crystals would thus form a blurred background

signal, while images of features within the borehole wall’s first crystal layer would be

much more focused and of higher intensity. This approach dictated that some method of

focal length adjustment be provisioned to account for gradual changes in distance from

the borehole wall. (Adjusting focus while parked downhole was expected to be painfully

slow over the 19.2 kbaud uphole data link, but would still be much faster and easier

than the complete retrieval of the logger to the surface.) This equipment also enables

interesting speculative possibilities such as ”focus-drilling” to map crystal depths.

9.2.5 Support systems

Command and communication

Loggers at WAIS Divide in 2014/15 were served by the USGS deep winch, equipped

with a ∼4.5 km cable. [86] For the command computer to receive instructions from, and

transmit answers to, the surface, DeepFish required a compact, commercially-available

device able to provide decent data transfer speeds over this distance through single

twisted pair. Almost every candidate product found was either limited to 3 km dis-

tances or was slightly larger than the logger inner diameter, slightly surprising given

the similarity of the application to DSL internet service. The most suitable candidate, a

unit used by Bay for his dust logger, had been discontinued by its manufacturer several

years prior and was no longer obtainable. After unsuccessfully trialling several units

on a ∼4 km IDDO cable, the Patton Electronics Model 1040 short-range modem was
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Figure 9.3: left: Diagram of the internal layout of the DeepFish ice borehole fabric
logger as deployed in 2014-15, hosting two Spinny stages and one Flippy stage. Parts
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eventually selected and successfully tested. Its 19.2 kilobaud (nominal), half-duplex

maximum theoretical transfer rate confirmed that almost all data collected would have

to be stored onboard the logger until surfacing. To compensate, the command com-

puter was outfitted with a 802.11n WiFi transceiver placed behind the auxiliary logger

window, allowing data to be downloaded wirelessly at ∼100 megabit speeds without

the time-consuming process of opening and resealing the logger casing; however, this

scheme would still require the logger to make the long trek to the surface.

Power

Electrical power is transmitted as high-voltage (∼360 V) DC through two of the winch

cable’s four 24 AWG conductors. The logger’s components were chosen to all require

12 V power, with 5 V components being powered via USB from their host computers.

Stepdown from HVDC to DC was performed by two Vicor VI-J00 modules, providing

a maximum of 200 W of 12 V power. A capacitor bank and EMI filter preceded the

converters to intercept transmission line effects.

Despite operating immersed in a below-freezing fluid, operating all three stages—

even with power levels projected to be much lower than the supply capacity—in the

tight confines of a stainless steel tube was expected to risk overheating. In addition,

the SBCs demonstrated high inrush current at the moment of power-on. The logger

was therefore designed to run only the command computer at all times. A pair of

National Control Devices RS-232 controlled DC relays controlled the supply of power

to the computers, cameras, and lights of the Spinny and Flippy stages, allowing power

consumption to be cut to ∼5 W on command.

Secondary sensors

While motion tracking on the collected images was expected to provide a fairly good

source of movement data during recording runs, we also desired data on spatial context:

which direction the logger’s optics were pointing, the tilt of the borehole (and thus the

fabric data) from the vertical, and so forth. A module combining a three-axis com-

pass, three-axis gyrometer, and three-axis accelerometer was purchased from Phidgets

Inc. and connected via USB to the command computer. Three thermocouples, an air
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pressure sensor, and a relative humidity sensor were also obtained from the Phidgets

product line and installed to monitor the health of the logger.

To round off the attempts at gathering opportunistic data, an inexpensive Logitech

webcam was removed from its casing and mounted against the downhole-looking sap-

phire window in the logger’s bottom endcap. A neighboring red diode laser projected

a ring of light onto the borehole walls, whose image could be analyzed to reconstruct

the borehole diameter and shape. Several white LEDs were also mounted adjacent to

provide a more intuitive (and less ambitiously informative) downhole view.

9.2.6 Software

It was anticipated that logger behaviors and parameters might need to be added, re-

moved, or unpredictably altered at a moment’s notice to cope with emerging circum-

stances in the field. To shorten response time, and in keeping with the theme of sac-

rificing optimization for fast and flexible design, an interpreted scripting language was

preferred over a lower-level, pre-compiled language.

Based on personal preference, availability of open source libraries, and wide com-

patibility, the language of choice for the logger’s “operating software” was Python 2.7.

All computer-controlled parts were chosen to have either manufacturer-provided Python

APIs or standard communication protocols. Each of the Spinny, Flippy, and command

computers runs a reactor model script, based on the Python Twisted communication

library, with functions specialized for their roles. The command computer doles out

orders to the scientific stages based on operator commands from the surface, as well as

taking readings from the secondary sensors and recording footage with the downhole-

looking camera; none of these roles alone are severely computation- or storage-intensive.

By contrast, the Spinny and Flippy measurements when active were expected to con-

sume much of their computers’ resources, and their software is consequently dedicated

to controlling their polarizer and light mechanisms, recording and storing image frames,

and processing the data. (The actual onboard analysis code was deprioritized during

the development process and was incomplete at time of deployment.)

Extending the off-the-shelf model, each SBC ran the Ubuntu Linux operating system,

with GUIs deactivated to save memory and processor cycles. The command computer

was configured as a router, NTP server, and (for initial configuration) local Ubuntu
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Figure 9.4: DeepFish internals in mostly-assembled form, photographed from the bot-
tom, during further assembly testing at McMurdo Station.
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package repository, thus forming a miniature time-synchronized network within the

logger. Standard tools such as Samba file shares, bash scripts, and SSH access were

knit together to allow for remote control of and data retrieval from each camera SBC.

Fortunately, Antarctic field camps are one of the few places remaining on Earth where

security against unauthorized network access is not (yet) a major concern.

All data was stored as HDF5, an open-source format which provides useful metadata

functionality and low filesystem overhead. Custom data analysis scripts and frameworks

were written, although more complex features were deferred until after 2015. Extensive

use was made of the free open-source Python libraries Numpy, Scipy, Matplotlib, cv2

(OpenCV), and h5py (HDF5 Python bindings).

9.2.7 Casing

For enclosed loggers such as DeepFish (and in stark contrast to the concept of the

fiber logger of Chapter 7) an outer pressure hull or casing is critical to operation in a

borehole. WDC-06A reaches a depth of ∼3400 m, translating to hydrostatic pressures—

assuming a fluid density of seawater—of ∼4800 psi. (Isopar K borehole fluid has a lower

density of 763 kg/m3 when measured at 15.6 ◦C; however, its density in WDC-06A is

expected to approximate that of the ice whose advance it opposes, which quickly reaches

900 kg/m3. [87] [85]) Despite expecting our intended backscatter sources to disappear

after approximately 1900 m depth, DeepFish was built to withstand the pressure of the

full borehole depth, allowing us to see what information imaging might give at unfettered

depth ranges. Full-depth capacity also served as a generous safety margin which seemed

only logical to require: centralizers would need to be bolted onto the casing, applying

stresses to small areas; boreholes could (and WDC-06A does) have deviations or other

features which could torque or squeeze the logger in uneven directions; field work in

general was described to entail unexpected bumps and bruises.

Asymmetric designs and advanced materials were briefly considered to minimize the

casing size and bulk, but eventually discarded in the light of time constraints. After

a short RFP process, a more conventional tubular pressure hull for the logger was

commissioned from Meyer Tool & Manufacturing Co. Stainless steel was chosen for

strength, durability, and cost-effectiveness; Meyer Tool was able to source a suitable

pipe stock with a 5 inch outer diameter, decreasing the costs and lead time necessary
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while further cementing the dimensions. Flat window seats were welded into holes cut

in the tube’s face. 36 holes were drilled and tapped into the walls at the end of the tube

to attach the endcaps using 6-32 × 5/8” socket-capped screws. As the endcaps not only

represent the only non-sealed aperture of the logger but also link the supporting cable

to the rest of the logger, the screws were specified—at impressive cost—to be SA193

B8M class 1 rated.

Optical windows

Fused silica windows were briefly investigated but found to be prohibitively thick to

withstand the specified pressure; they are also prone to developing significant stress-

induced birefringence under pressure. [88] Collaborator Ryan Bay advised that he had

encountered durability problems before with glass windows in loggers, and recommended

that the much stronger sapphire be used. [89] As sapphire is strongly birefringent, it

had to be custom cut so that all three Spinny and Flippy stages would peer along the

c-axes of their respective windows.

MPF Products Inc. was commissioned to supply three sapphire windows 0.300 inches

thick, two with c-axis tilted 15◦ (±2◦) from surface normal and anti-reflective coated for

400–700 nm. Two additional standard-orientation (A-cut) windows, one dorsal and one

on the downhole endcap, were provisioned for secondary applications such as a borehole

profilometry camera and future applications. All five windows were vacuum brazed into

stainless steel housings for tap-welding (by Meyer Tool) onto the casing flanges, guided

where necessary by azimuth markings on the housings.

Cablehead

A logger within a borehole such as WDC-06A has a single mechanical and electrical link

to the surface: a 4.72 mm armored cable housing four 24 AWG copper conductors, coiled

on a large winch.4 Candidate winches to deploy at WAIS Divide share a standardized

downhole connector supplied by Allen Machine Co.; a matching ”top sub” connector was

purchased and integrated into the DeepFish top endcap. While the result is functional,

4 Accurate for the IDDO deep and intermediate winches as of 2016; details may of course vary for
other logging winches in use.
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a more robust slipring was recommended by IDDO personnel as a future upgrade to

allow the logger to rotate without applying torque to the cable.

Casing tests

Newly built logger casings are required to pass a pressure chamber test before being

fielded; this was done in August 2014, shortly after taking delivery of the completed

casing, at the University of Wisconsin’s Ice Drilling Design and Operations (IDDO)

facility. The originally specified Helicoflex deforming metal gaskets proved finicky for

installation and service, and were replaced with Viton chemical-resistant polymer O-

rings. The DeepFish casing showed no signs of water ingress when tested to 2700 psi,

limited by the test chamber.5 Partly on the advice of test personnel, the casing was

tested empty and without a prepared basic sensor suite (command SBC and pressure

sensors) installed.

After testing, the logger casing was brought to UMN to test insertion of the inter-

nal frame and align optical components. The casing was crated and shipped to Port

Hueneme, Los Angeles, in October 2014.

9.3 First deployment

“Fieldwork is unpredictable.” This is an adage the author often heard repeated from

old Antarctic hands. It is perhaps doubly true for a brand new instrument, developed

by glaciology neophytes, implementing a new measurement technique. And certainly, it

proved true during the ill-fated 2014/15 season.

The instrument was completed in time for deployment, although packing had to be

finished in a hasty last-minute session. A remarkable combination of Antarctic weather

and logistical factors delayed the team and instrument at McMurdo for more than

three unplanned weeks, which is long even for the notoriously unpredictable continent.

The time was put to good use debugging and extending the logger’s operating code,

5 The test chamber is rated to 5000 psi, but practice is to stop at intermediate pressures and watch
for decreases in pressure indicating possible leaks into the casing under test. In this case, a decline
from 2700 psi to 2000 psi was noted after 15 minutes. However, extraction and inspection of the casing
showed no sign of liquid intrusion, so the chamber was concluded to have suffered a slow leak and the
test deemed a success.
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assembling and testing in portions, and rooting out issues such as intermittent wiring

failures; unfortunately, almost every day brought a call to pack all gear back into neatly

disassembled form and take it to report for a flight that wouldn’t happen.

Our personnel and equipment finally reached WAIS Divide in early January, and im-

mediately began to assemble the full logger innards for final install. Here the real litany

of woe began. Two out of four secondary sensor boards displayed erratic behavior, then

permanently stopped working; the author spent a few days on diagnosis, much to his

later despair as problems accelerated. The frame was now more fully populated than

had ever been fit-tested, thanks to the early departure of the casing during develop-

ment; customized wiring was regularly damaged while attempting to squeeze the frame

in, and several components were stripped of their cases in search of more internal space.

A damaged USB to RS-232 connector was replaced by one of the command computer’s

onboard serial ports in a pre-planned fallback plan, and was met with consternation

when it refused to communicate. The onboard power capacitor bank had to be resol-

dered. The external HVDC supply was cooked by a wayward cable shorting the external

connectors, defeating the fuse; collaborator Ryan Bay lent us his. A wire in the head of

the logger carrying HVDC from the winch cable slipped loose and energized the casing,

mildly electrocuting the author as he tried to examine the sealed and readied logger

for expected signs of life. One camera stage’s SBC had failed at McMurdo for reasons

unknown (the chip package appeared to have practically exploded) and was replaced

with the solitary spare; now the surviving two began refusing to boot or output video.

As our precious borehole time grew short, the logger was eventually wrestled to

a minimal operational status—reduced to core functionality, but able to take usable

scientific data—and readied for launch. Here the most galling failure occurred: powering

up even the command computer only through the winch cable resulted in an unstable

current level, similar to a drawn out back EMF surge, which would overwhelm the uphole

HVDC power supply every few seconds and reset the entire system. It transpired that

this was a regular symptom of the USGS deep winch which did not manifest on the newer

IDDO winch we had tested on. The resulting power instability apparently finished off

the surviving SBCs, and time finally ran out on that ignominious note.
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9.4 Lessons learned, and the future

Many more pages could be spent on a post-mortem of the field season. But while no

data was returned, the effort was by no means a total loss. Spinny and Flippy were

retasked to reading thin sections and cores in air, more challenging measurements which

are yielding better analysis systems and understanding. Some aspects of the DeepFish

design, such as the minimum number of unique parts, appeared to have been borne

out; all of the failed or damaged parts could be replaced today with new alternatives

which are cheaper, smaller, and more resilient. The project team brought home first-

hand experience on fieldwork, new perspectives on designs and plans to survive the

uncertainties, and all their original fingers and toes. Some conventional wisdom was

actually found to be misleading; for instance, while incidental wear-and-tear—bumps

from handling and so forth—was noticed, a strong emphasis on impact survivability

appeared out to be fairly far down a logging instrument’s priorities list. Provisioning

copious spare parts can lead to a dangerous inclination for uncertain and time-consuming

repair work. Other nuggets of wisdom were proven once more: Time is always short.6

Perfect is the enemy of good. Field work is unpredictable.

Still, setbacks may temper our enthusiasm but not extinguish it. The DeepFish

logger and its techniques can not only be repaired, but improved upon. Single-board

computers based on ARM architectures—efficient, still competently fast, and tiny—are

now widely available, such that every computer board in the original DeepFish may be

replaced today by a board which can run the same software and perform the intended

tasks in half the space and at a tenth of the cost. Software development has a full

queue for implementation of concepts to extract more information from unaltered Spinny

hardware; for example, early tests have been done on ”focus drilling” to measure the

depth of features within ice cores, and similar measurements may someday be done while

in motion through the stereo vision of the dual Spinny stages. Even the core methods

may soon evolve: experiments on thin sections have pointed out that the expected

maximas sometimes display startlingly different intensities, something not predicted

by simpler analyses nor explained by known-neglected factors such as differing s- and

p- wave reflectivities. Work is currently in progress to see if this intensity difference

6 Unless, perhaps, you are waiting for a flight into the field.
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may be used to distinguish between alignment with the extraordinary and ordinary

axes, possibly eliminating the degeneracies in Spinny and Flippy solutions from a single

measurement position.

The worst possible outcome for a logger is a failure which leaves debris in, or entirely

obstructs, the borehole. A failure to enter the borehole in the first place is not, perhaps,

many places higher on the list of field season results, but both DeepFish and the WAIS

Divide borehole are still waiting, unharmed. It is the author’s hope that they will one

day meet again.
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Figure 9.5: The author (right) and his advisor at WAIS Divide, 2014/15. Photo courtesy
Jeffrey Donenfeld.
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Appendix A

Jones and Mueller Calculus

Quick-Reference

This appendix holds two tables as a convenient reference to bolster the equations of

Chapter 8. Table A.1 gives the Jones and Mueller transfer matrices for a few common

operations and ideal optical polarization elements, while Table A.2 lists the descriptive

Jones and Stokes vectors which said transfer matrices may operate on.

For development, explanation of usage, or physical insight, the reader must seek

these elsewhere. This should not require a long or arduous odyssey, as many sources

have covered these topics. The author has found Clarke & Grainger [70] to be an

accessible primer.
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Optical element/
operation

Jones matrix Mueller matrix

Retarder
by phase δ

[
exp jδ/2 0

0 exp−jδ/2

] 
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 cos δ sin δ
0 0 − sin δ cos δ



Linear polarizer,
perfect

[
1 0
0 0

]
1
2


1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0



Linear polarizer,
partial 1

[
k1 0
0 k2

]
1
2


k21 + k22 k21 − k22 0 0
k21 − k22 k21 + k22 0 0

0 0 2k1k2 0
0 0 0 2k1k2



Rotation
γ CCW from ~x

[
cos γ sin γ
− sin γ cos γ

] 
1 0 0 0
0 cos 2γ sin 2γ 0
0 − sin 2γ cos 2γ 0
0 0 0 1


Reflection

dielectric interface
φi from normal

None for
general φi

1
2


r2⊥ + r2‖ r2⊥ − r2‖ 0 0

r2⊥ − r2‖ r2⊥ + r2‖ 0 0

0 0 −2r⊥r‖ 0

0 0 0 −2r⊥r‖


Table A.1: Jones and Mueller matrices for common optical elements and operations.
Unless specified, all elements have their fast/transmission axes aligned with a common
x-axis. After Clarke & Grainger [70].
1 Where k1 and k2 are the amplitude coefficients of transmission for the polarization
components in orthogonal directions 1 and 2, usually chosen such that |k1 − k2| is
maximized.
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Polarization state Jones vector Stokes vector

Linear
along ~x

[
1
0

] 
1
1
0
0



Linear
γ CCW from ~x

[
cos γ
sin γ

] 
1

cos 2γ
sin 2γ

0



Circular, right-handed 1√
2

[
−i
1

]
1
2


1
0
0
1



Circular, left-handed 1√
2

[
i
1

]
1
2


1
0
0
−1


Elliptical, right-handed 1

ellipticity b/a
a axis γ CCW from ~x

[
a cos γ − ib sin γ
a cos γ + ib sin γ

] 
1

cos 2ω cos 2γ
cos 2ω sin 2γ

sin 2ω


Elliptical, left-handed 1

ellipticity b/a
a axis γ CCW from ~x

[
a cos γ + ib sin γ
a cos γ − ib sin γ

] 
1

cos 2ω cos 2γ
cos 2ω sin 2γ
− sin 2ω


Table A.2: Jones and Stokes vectors for common polarization states. Note that the
former are expressed in normalized form. Unless specified, all elements have their
fast/transmission axes aligned with a common x-axis. After Shurcliff [90] and Yariv
& Yeh [91].
1 Where tan|γ| = b

a .
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